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S a y s J o b b e r - S h i p p e r C o m b i i i e E x i s t s
V e r n o n  M a n  i n  S w o r n  
D e c l a r a t i o n  C h a r g e s  
J o b b e r s  O w n  S h i p p e r s
J. H. Reader, Former Employee of Lander Company, 
Charges Correspondence Showed Shares Held by R. 
B. Staples in Trust Were Property of Jobbing Inter­
ests— Charges Lander Company Controlled by West­
ern Grocers and Directly or Indirectly Controls 
Twelve Valley Shipping Companies
That he had had in his possession while employed by the Lander ICompany, 
correspondence which showed that the nine thousand shares of the company 
held by R. B. Staples In Trust were actually the property of the Dominion 
Fruit Company, was the statement made by J. H. Reader of Vernon in a de­
claration sworn before C. W. Morrow, a commissioner for taking affidavits, 
on August 16th.
The declaration stated that the correspondence was between the Lander 
Company on the one hand and the Dominion Fruit Limited and Western Gro­
cers on the other hand, and between R. B. Staples on the one hand and Western 
Grocers on the other. The eorrespondence dealt with the matter of the trust 
shareholding in the Lander Company held by Staples and clearly showed that 
the shareholding was held by Staples in trust for the mentioned fruit jobbing 
interests.
The declaration as sworn by Mr. Reader before the commissioner 
taking affadavits and as read by Mr. Godfrey Isaacs on Tuesday night at the 
Vernon meeting follows in full:
IN  THE MATTER OF the “Combines Investigations Act”
and
IN  qrHE MATTER OF the ‘^Sales on Consignment Act”
■ , ' and
IN  THE MATTER OF liander Company Lim it^, Western Gro­
cers Limited, Dominion Fruit Limited and Roy-Baird Staples 
and Arthiur'Clarence Lander.
T, JAMES HAMBLETT READER, of the City of Vernon, Province of Brit­
s '  Columbia, Accountant, DO SOLEMNLY DECLARE as follows:—
1. I  am an Accountant, and am now the Secretary-Treasmer of A. T. 
-Howe Orchards Limited carrying on business in Vernon District, Province of 
British Columbia.
2. llirough my employment extending over a period of twenty-seven (27)- 
yeais, since 1911, I  have acquired an intimate knowledge of the marketing of 
fruit and vegetables produced in the Okahagan Valley. The particulars of my 
employment since the year 1911 are as foUows:—
(a) From the year 1911 to the year 1918 freight agent at Vernon; British
Columbia for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. .
(b) From the year 1918 to the year 1923 Accormtant for the Mutual Fruit
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s:''' T E R R S T O P IC S
H A S  T H E  P H O E N I K  
R I S E N  A G A I N
At a meeting of growers in Vernon on Tuesday night,
Mr: Godfrey Isaacs made the following definite charges:
“ Th a t the citizens o f the country and particularly those.
•charged with the enforcement o f the law  may be in no doubt
as to  what m y indictment is, I  therefore make the fo llow ing
charges
!• I  charge that a jobber-shipper combine in the marketing 
o f fruits and vegetables exists in British Columbia and 
throughout the Prairie Provinces o f Canada.
2. I  charge that the principals in this combine are W estern  
Grocers L im ited and Dom inion Fru it L in iited, and others 
being dire'etors o f the said companies.; A lexander McCallum, 
Supervisor for Dominion Fruit. L im ited ; R oy  B. Staples o f 
Kelowna. British Columbia, Fru it Shipper; A . C. Lander o f 
Kelowna, British Columbia, Fru it Shipper; Lander CTom- 
pany L im ited ; Sales Service Lim ited, and other fru it ship­
p ing companies controlled by  Lander Company Lim ited.
3. I  charge that the persons and corporations mentioned have 
committed and are com m itting breaches o f Section 27 o f the 
“ Sales on Consignment A c t”  o f the Province o f British Co­
lumbia in that they are operating as part o f a jobber-shipper 
combine in infraction o f the said Act.
4. I  charge that such o f the corporations mentioned as mem­
bers o f the combine as are incorporated under the laws o f 
this Province have rendered themselves liable to dissolution 
under the provisions o f the “ Sales on Consignment A ct.”
5. I  charge that the persons aind corporations mentioned con­
stitute a combine within the meaning o f the “ Combines 
Investigation  A c t ” and that they are subject to the penalties 
provided in the said Act.
6. I  charge that the persons and corporations mentioned have 
committed and are com m itting breaches o f Section 498 o f 
the Criminal Code o f Canada in that they are members o f 
a criminal combine against the public interest.
7. I  charge .such o f the persons and corporations mentioned, 
who are shippers o f fruit or vegetables in this Province, with 
malfeasance, misfeasance and non-feasance in the perform ­
ance o f their duties to the unprotected producers o f the 
Province.
8. I  charge that the jiersons and corporations mentioned have 
plotted and conspired to break the laws o f  the country and 
to prevent the producers o f British Columbia from  obtaining 
a fa ir return for their labors.
9. I  charge that through the flouting o f laws enacted for the 
protection o f the producers and the general public o f Can­
ada the members o f the combine have rendered ineffectual 
the w ork  done in furthering the interests o f the fruit and 
vegetable industry by the M inister o f Agricu lture, by M ar­
keting Boards, by Growers’ Associations and by independ­
ent and co-operative shippers.
10. I  charge that the persons and corporations mentioned are
a menace to the business m orality o f  the Province and o f 
Canada and that they should be dealt w ith  by all right- 
th ipking people as such.”  .
The Coiirier is Only 
Weekly to Win 
Three Prizes
Five of seventeen awards made 
at the Canadian Weekly Newspaper 
Association convention in Vancou­
ver came to papers in British Co­
lumbia. Four of these . awards 
came to the Okanagan and three 
of the four were won by The Ke­
lowna Courier.
The Penticton Herald in compe­
tition with papers of circulations 
of more than two thousand, was 
adjudged the best all round paper 
and was awarded the Mason Tro- . 
phy.
, The Clarke Cup for the best all­
round paper with a circulation of 
between one and two thousand was 
won by the Newmarket, Ontario, 
Era, with The Kelowna Cotirier re­
ceiving a certificate of merit for 
placing second.
The'^  front page of The Courier 
was selected as the best of all the 
weeklies with circulation of her- 
'tween one and two thousand and, 
consequently, the M. A. James 
Memorial Trophy, emblematic of 
this award now reposes in The 
Courier office..
The Courier was the only paper 
to win two or more prizes and; in 
addition to the two mentioned 
above, also won the “Golden Idea” 
contest. A  cash award is present­
ed annually for the best new idea 
concerning any depU,rtment of ac­
tivity of a newspaper, presented 
during the convention.
The fifth prize to come to B.C. 
went to the Nakusp-Arrow Lake 
News, which placed third in the 
Charters Cup contest for papers of 
under five hundred circulation.
N e a r l y  F o u r  H u n d r e d  W o r k e r s
E n g a g e d  a t  K e lo w n a  C a n n e r ie s
C* _______________________ •
Canners Agree to Operate With SPACE SCARCE
$2 Reduction in Price and Ten 1?17 A f lT D C C
Per Cent W age Reduction r t i A l  UK EdJ U l f l l l  IJ&U
Today nearly 400 employees are find­
ing work in the canneries of Kelowna, 
nearly a hundred extra having been 
put to work since the plants started 
to operate on Monday following the 
break of the deadlock between can­
ners, growers and the Board of Indus­
trial Relations.
Although the rush of tomatoes has 
not been quite as heavy as was anti­
cipated the plants are working at a 
high rate of speed, and next week the 
heaviest pickings from the Westbank 
area are expected to arrive. The West- 
bank district is slightly earlier than 
here in Kelowna. The cool weather of. 
the past few days has retarded matur­
ity to a great degree.
Deadlock Lengthy One 
Ten days elapsed before the deadlock 
was broken and the growers were* as­
sured that at least part of the big to- 
ato crop in the Interior would be can­
ned. In order to have any tomatoes, 
canned this year, the growers brought 
down their prices two dollars per ton 
over last year’s values and the Board 
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Due to the last minute breaking of 
the jobber-shipper story and the large 
amount of space it was necesary to 
give this story, many of the regular 
featuries of The Courier are missing 
from this issue. The editorial page, 
for instance, is dropped in its entirety. 
Much interesting news has also been 
omitted due to the scarcity of space.
M .H  . O . SEEKS
PUBLIC AID
Dr. G. A. Ootmar, medical health 
officer, has requested The Courier to 
point out that as there are cases of in­
fantile paralysis at Nelson and Oro- 
ville, any persons coming into this 
district from these cities, or any other 
where there are cases of the disease, 
are requested to report to the medi­
cal health officer here at once. The 
general public , is requested to co­
operate with the health authorities by 
reporting the. visits of people from 
these districts to the medical health 
officer.
WON BY THE KELOWNA COURIER
MUNICIPALITIES 
PASSED MANY 
RESOLUTIONS
Okanagan Municipal Associatidn 
Meets in Salmon Arm to Hear 
Motions Before U.B.C.M.
N E X T  M E E T IN G  H E R E
Kelowna Resolutions Covering
Many Topics Find Favor with 
Delegates from Ok. Centres
Discussion of resolutions to be sub­
mitted to the Union of B.C. munici­
palities convention ; at Nelson next 
month took up a large portion of the 
Okanagan Municipal association ses­
sion at Salmon Arm last Thursday 
afternoon, when delegates from Ke­
lowna, Summerland, Armstrong, Spal-. 
Itimcheen, Enderby, Salmon Arm city 
and district and Kamloops were pre­
sent.
Kelowna’s invitation, extended by 
Alderman J. D. Pettigrew,, for the 
next session to come to Kelowna, was 
accepted by the meeting, the date be­
ing left open until a later decision by 
the executive.
Coldstream municipality was not re­
presented at this session because of 
the illness of Reeve E. J. Sunderland. 
A  message of smypathy, combined 
with the hope for his recovery, was 
forwarded from the meeting.
Dr. Dolman Absent
Dr. Dolman, superintendent of la­
boratories for the department of 
health was to have addressed the ses­
sions but was unable to be present. 
Another invitation is being extended 
to Dr. Young to have a representative 
discuss general health matters at the 
Kelowna session later in the fall.
Chief among the! resolutions passed 
last Thursday was one from Salmon 
Arm which sought the reduction of 
the old age pension age limitation 
from 70 years to 60 years. Another 
recommendation to-be passed along to 
the provincial legislature calls for an 
increase in maximum payments to 
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M. A, James Memorial Shield
awarded annually to the Canadian weekly newspaper with the best 
front page in tlie group with one to two thousand circulation. The 
trophy was presented by George James of Bowmanville, Ontario, pre­
sident of the Canadian Weekly Newspaper Association for 1937-1938. 
The trophy is awarded on a point basis with news value, headings, 
typojgraphy, make-up, presswork and local illustrations all . being con­
sidered. The contest iwas inaugurated.this year and thus The Courier’s 
name will be the first to appear bn 'the coveted trophy. The Courier, 
in addition to •winning this trophy, placed second in the Clark Cup 
contest to select the best aU-round newspaper in this class.
V a l l e y  S h i p p i n g  F i r m s  
S a i d  C o n t r o l l e d  B y  
L a r g e  F r u i t  J o b b e r s
Demand for Investigation into Alleged Jobber-Shipper 
Combine— Lander Company, Sales Service and Other 
Firms Said to be Controlled by Dominion Fruit Com­
pany Ltd.— D. Godfrey Isaacs Presents Memorandum 
With Definite Charges—-Requests Lewis Duncan, 
K.C., be,Named to Head Commission to Investigate 
Set Up
Hundred Growers Attend Meeting
CH AR G ES that a jobber-shipper combine exists in the Okanagan Valley were advanced at a public meeting held in the Union 
Fruit Hall at Vernon on Tuesday evening.
A  memorandum supporting the charges was put forward by 
D. Godfrey Isaacs, of Oyamd, whose allegations were supported by 
a series of company reports, statements, and other data, as well as 
an affidavit signed by J. H. Reader, until recently an employee of 
the Browne-Lander Company Limited of Vernon.
Names were specifically mentioned with the Western Grocers 
Limited, Dominion Fruit Limited and shippers of the Okanagan 
such as Browne-Lander, Vernon; Sales Service, etc., being.specified.
The meeting was attended by about one hundred persons, and 
Everard Clarke, Vernon Alderman, occupied the chair. The gather­
ing was under no particular auspices but was called by C. M. W at­
son, Coldstream, who acted as an individual grower. G. A. Barrat; 
member of the Fruit Board was in attendance.
Action was unanimously resolved on when a resolution was 
adopted without a dissenting vote. It called upon the Victoria 
authorities to launch an immediate investigation under the “Sales 
on Consignment Act” which is under B.C. authority, and to press 
also for federal action under the “Combines Investigation Act.” It 
was suggested that Lewis Duncan, K.C., of Toronto, who conducted 
the famous Nash investigation in 1925-26, when a fine of $200,900 
was levied, be retained again.
The affidavit of J. H. Reader of Vernon presented at the meet­
ing will be found in column one, page one, while the text of the mem­
orandum presented by D. Godfrey Isaacs will be found on page two. 
The resolution as passed unanimously at the meeting read: 
“That this meeting of fruit growers expresses its grave concern 
for the welfare of the fruit industry and all measures of market con­
trol in view of the startling disclosures made by Mr. Godfrey Isaacs, 
a member of the Oyama local, at this meeting, and is of the opinion 
that it is vitally necessary that immediate action be taken as sug­
gested by Mr. Godfrey Isaacs in his address..
“And that this meeting instruct the secretary of the meeting to 
forward to the Minister of Agriculture of this Province forthwith 
copies of the charge made by Mr. Godfrey Isaacs pertaining to the 
operations of a jobber-shipper combine involving Western Grocers
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l ig a t io n
[EDITORIAL]
CH AR G ES  made at a meeting of a hundred growers at Vernon on Tuesday evening, are so startling anid 
serious that it is more than probable the fruit industry of 
this Valley will be shaken to its very fbundations. Indeed, if the 
conditions outlined exist, »the fruit and vegetable industry o f the 
whole of Canatla may well become involved for, if the condition 
exists here, it is more than probable that similar methods are in 
operation in other sections of the Dominion.
Mr. Isaacs’ statements, reenforced by the declaration of H. 
Reader, are so direct and pointed that the authorities can follow 
no other course than conduct an investigation. The fruit grow­
ers will certainly wisK an inyestigation that they may know if 
the situation is really as serious as that painted by Mr. Isaacs.
On the other hand, the companies and persons involved in^Mr. 
Isaacs’ charges, should be given the right to officially clear 
themselves, if the charges are not correct.
The provincial and dominion authorities, it would appear,
\ cari follow no other course than appoint a Royal Commission to 
investigate the alleged fruit combine. In considering the per­
sonnel of the commission the authorities should certainly give 
serious consideration to Lewis Duncan, K.C., of Toronto. Mr. 
Duncan is well fitted by his experience, in the previous investiga­
tion for such a task.
Every grower in the entire Valley— indeed , the entire Do­
minion—-is vitally affected by any jobber-shipper combine. As 
Mr. Duncan pointed out in his famous report in 1925, such a com­
bine is unnatural as it is an attempt to join the shipper whose 
interests should be those of the grower and the jobber, whose 
interests are directly opjposed to those of the grower. It was 
found that such a combine worked to the disadvantage of the 
grower; that little effort was made to obtain the highest prices 
for the grower; that shippers withheld information from the 
grower, made false returns and falsified records; that there were 
secret pi’ofits and unfair rebates.
The situatibn is of vital interest to every grower, whether 
or not he is connected, directly or indirectly, with the shipping 
firmsmentioned in the Reader declaration. If a single shipping 
house is connected with a jobbing house it adversely affects the 
returns of every grower. If one shipping house sacrifices the 
interests of its growers and sets its selling price at a low level, 
all other shippers must follow the same practice in order that 
they may dispose of the fruit of their own growejrs. The circle 
is a vicious one in which the grower can be nothing else than 
the loser.
A  grower shipper combine naturally works to the advantage 
of the jobber and the disadvantage of the.m®w®r. If such aj set­
up exists the authorities should at once i ^ e  steps to eradicate 
the evil. N o  time should be lost in setting; the macfiiiicry in 
motion and ho effort should be spared in bringing: the full fac 
of the situa.tion to light. The growers of the Okanagan will be 
awaiting with interest^the actions of the Provincial and Domin­
ion authorities.
' L ^
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C a l l s  R .  B .  o t a p i e s  
T h e  E v i l  G e n i u s
F r u i t  I n d u s t r y
Reveals Links Between Several Valley Shipping Firms and 
Dominion Fruit Limited— Reviews Duncan Report 
and Nash Trial— Demands Investigation
llie f.!r<JWorK,
<(■) tliat iccoicIb wore falsified.
(f) that advaiitai'e was taken of 
averages and tliat there were seeret
. «nre inay up lu me yvssociaieu inese resuii oi me mai wouitt nuuce u im- Jiis report in uns connection is as i say ttial today there exists in con-
(/’ ) that there were unfair and Ini- days. . pos.sible for a similar situation ever to follows;—"A jobber-broker (shipper) nection with the marketing; of our
proper rebates. .. “We have four men at w'ork in the occur aKuin. Following the disclosures combine is not a ‘natural’ combine; fruit, a combine wliich in its ramifl-
(h) that wa.s discrnnination on Hulzie district includinj; two directors, and partly as a result .thereof, the for it is an attemiit to join in the one cations and ruthlessne.ss rivals the
the nuirket iirid that .Hjiecial terms sure that each one of the ‘^Produce Marketing Act”—the first organization two oiiposlng factors—the Nash organization at the peak of its
were given to ceitain jobbing hous- four has no idea that the others are marketing legislation in Canada—was broker (shipper) whose Interest should umerupulous career. All of whitfli 
y?’ , I . , . . .  wearing our brand. We think it will enacted. There was also enacted in be solely that of the grower; and the miglit have been expected because the
(I) that jiarucuiar growers, or pai^ be rjuite iir order to commit any crime, tliis Province the "Sales on Consign- jobber, whose interest is opposed to present combine is its successor in
murder excepted, to land this Hatzic ment Act" wliich was prepared by Mr. that of the grower. Such a combinu- title and, to a large extent. In per-
buncli as a unit, on the same basis us Lewis Duncan and adapted to the tioii is wrong in principle and danger- sonnel, and the leopard does not
ticular sets of growers, were favored 
-a great peril to all growers but es-
pecia y o le co- p >ra ve move- „„t( Tanner. We are proceed- needs of this Province by British Co- ous, as your commissioner recommends change his spots.ment,
'riie general practice of the shippers 
and jobbers investigated was to pass 
back to the growers ns much as pos­
sible of the exjicnsc incurred in con­
nection with the marketing of the
ing to do this, irrespective of how lunibia Counsel. The "Sales on Con- that it be declared unlawful.” 
much it will cost, because once we get
r - " t  sales o n  co nsig nm ent  a c t
greatest care, in case our plans fall Tlie "Sales on Consignment Act” re- Nash prosecution, and because of the
SEARCH REVEALS 
JOBBER CONTROL
A short time ago I caused a search
Th e  following is a report of the addressIsaacs on Tuesday evening at a meeting 
Vernon:
h r M r . ^ r J l / D u n ^  " ’n , po »s ib lo  p rom s cM sis lo n t  ^  n am e  «  « «  aom o c a n y  “ .“ f »  “' “ ‘ n ? ' ' »  “ “ I f n lo r o ^ u ih m  Tho oTd n S i i m i ' n S ™can, u Commi.ssioner appointed under pro.seculion which followed—which ad- w_iUi a reasonable volume Of disUnbu- . whieh exi.stnd m lh,> dnvs nr.n,- fn (hn r............  ^ ------  ..
the "Combings Investigation Act” there dross is a classic summary of the ills i-'on, the addition of a shipper to the 
was disclosed to an astounded public which nnay befall producers generally combine, incrcasnig control over sup- Letter of June 0th, 1924, from W.
a state of affairs in connection with —Mr. Justice McDonald said, “The un- alter the attitude of the k . Oarrutlicrs to It. R. Staples,
the marketing of fruits and vegetables derlying thought throughout the whole combine to the consumer. n "Mn R. B. Staples,
produced in the Province of British question is the principle which was . , Nash Letters c/o Creston Growers Limited,
Columbia which was well nigh in- laid down by the greatest Teacher Commissioner Duncan submittcdhis Creston, B.C.
credible. who ever lived when he said, ‘No man report with .specitlc instances and the gir:
Commissioner Duncan conducted his can serve two masters for either he quotation of correspondence which jyjj.
vidcs in clfcct that a shipper may not which existed in, the days prior to the Company Limited, under its new name 
be controlled wholly or substantially of Dominion Fruit Limited, and con-
by a jobber, or by or on behalf of a ltr!tlnt legislation, such as has been trolled by Western Grocers Limited, 
person or corporation which belongs to sciwc as has through its agents in this Valley—
an organization of jobbers, and it fur- P ‘' ‘^^ /nd which ruthless jobbing Roy Baird Staples and Arthur Clar-
thcr provides that no shipper shall sell gammg security and the ap- ence Lander—acc<uiix’d control over
or consign or dispose of the products of i-especlabilily by a show of shipping interests in all the Important
the growers to anyyjobber which con- Showers’ interests and centres 6n the Main Line, in the Ok-
i....!..  ^ .____ __ . j bv aDDeanm r to sunnort such leirisla- .nnmr.nn __showed the lengths to which the com- . ,  ^ understand, has wired ^^e shipper or which belongs to by appearing to support such legdsla- anagan Valley and in the Similka
.....,......T - -  .- T ----------W i^r^ec^c iS its conTrol had goSJ w ritte n  you m regard to our organization of jobbers of which the would be able to extend them m- meen-a control which exceeds in
or else he will hold to the one and secure in us coniroi. ima go e. arrangements in the handling of your ohinnor is a nrinriml nr n-irt lluencc and obtain a strangle-hold on strength that which was exorcised bv
despise the other,’ and it is a principle The following quotations ^om letters ics, and in view of your letter I  ^ the incAistry which would fast force old Nash combine in the days  ^pre^^
ic ns iri.n tnrinv ns it w.nc 5 0 0 0  passing between Nasli officials aie j . ------- j  ,,— — l^ he penalty for breaches of the sta- destruction. The growers forgot ious to 1926—the year when the con-
tule are, in the case of an individual, j^ j^ e necessity for “eternal vigilance,” victions were obtained, 
a tine not exceeding $10,000.00, or a even with marketing legislation, to see I have in my hand the last Anpual
particularly enlightening,—
From letter of January 28th., 1924, 
from George II. Snow, Nash repre­
sentative in Vancouver, to J. A.
Simington, President of Nash-
Simington Limited. i, •  ^ i j-
Bp to the present time Hatslc has , 2 r  ^
discussed the matter with our boys < , „ . ,u <.
here who are desirous of co-operating 
with you to the fullest.
Both boys realize your position in
suit of the prosecutions which fol 
lowed, it would bo impossible for such years ago.”
a state of affairs to arise in Canada In Commissioner Duncan’s investiga- 
again. tion, and throughout the course of the
There was disclosed at tliat time trials which followed, it was found 
the fact that there existed a network that the jobber-broker combine work- 
of jobber-controlled shipping houses ed to the disadvantage of the growers,
and jobber-controlled brokerage hous- to the disadvantage of the consumers _ .  ^ ,
es operating throughout Western Can- and to the, disadvantage of all others refused, to sign a contract with C^tral,'
ada and the United States—all direct- interested in the fruit industry. The and we have ................... .......
ed from the head office of the Nash duty  of the shipper, being an agent of torate at .. uuuiu lhuui uu u.i . _______ _____
organization at Minneapolis. None the growers, was We had him m here Saturday and sent  ^ difference You should security by {he results of the lent form,
will deny that the shipper’s duty is to (a) to render full and true returns him back with his ear well polish e^d to count om ^^^
'  . c  t h e  g r o w e r s  o r  t h e  g r o w e r s ;  P 3 -  f o r  h i s  d i r e c t o r s ’ m e e t i n g ,  w h i c h  I S  b e .
xtsc.*xx.w J’vxui ... not exceeding two. to it that the cancerous growth, which Statements and Reports filed with the
regard to competing with Bindley and been built up by the Nash organi- Registrar of Companies by J. B. Lan-
while they are making 75 cents per nnn nn ^  ^ ^  exceeding $100,- zation, did not again affect the busi- der Limited of ..Kamloops, Lander
ness of marketing fruits and vege- Company Limited of Vernon, Browne-
would be willing to work on 35 cents been said that eternal vigil- tables. The result was that which Lander Limited of Vernon, Sales Ser-
the grower exclusively to obtain for
him the best possible prices. But with sociations, as the case might be, ing held today. rharppe:
jobber-controlled shipper this end is (b) not to merchandise or make any No matter which way it goes we
defeated. Being owne^ by t^ he jobber ap-ppH things so you confirm it to the two houses and on our Prairie markets a jobbing or- up its purchases for the time being Western Grocers Limited, with its bS’
the shipper is controlled in his actions (c) to take no more than the agreed not be blamed for the upset if it _—,—  emni^ ntinn marifftinD’ in nnnciHnmhif. anri fnmne tho nrinne Hnwn hv nmc. sets of nearly $3,000,000.00. holds 9!
If this is satisfactory I suggest that
ton, ad Keremeos Fruits Limited of 
Keremeos, as well as Annual State­
ments filed in Manitoba by Western 
Grocers Limited and Dominion Fruit
May I point out that if there exists agree with the prices, merely slows limited. These statements show that
FORCES ALL PRICES DOWN
by the jobber and the jobber’s inter­
ests are diametrically opposed to grow­
er interests. The investigation showed 
that the jobber-controlled shipper, be­
ing a party to the combine, permitted 
and connived at dishonest and im­
proper practices whereby the growers 
were forced to accept a price below
remuneration,
(d) to remunerate any agents or sub­
agents out of its own remuneration 
unless the contract provided other­
wise,* and '
(e) to act solely in the interest of
comes.
From letter of January 28th, 1924, 
from George H. Snow to W, E. Car- 
ruthers, Nash Supervisor for Al- „ 
berta and Bi*itish Columbia.
the broker.
possible price for the produce
COMMISSIONER DUNCAN’S FINDINGS
ganization arketing in considerable and forces the prices down by pres- sets of nearly $3,000,QO().00, holds 99
Yours truly, quantity fruit from the Okanagan, sure on the part of its controlled ship- Per cent of the shares of its subsidiary,
(sgd.) W. E. CARRUTHERS.” which has control over shipping in- pers. In view of the difficulties in Dominion Fruit Limited. Through
13 <5 T inHicv TToll that he tercsts in the Valley it is enabled, respect of regulation of shipments out- Roy Baird Staples, Arthur Clarence
+V, V.V u  "  ^ iiir i nooH  h im  tr> take through the Sacrifice of the interests side the Province w h ic h  b e s e t  m a r k e t - , Lander \and Alexander McCallum,
------------ ^ thougnt ne wpuia neea m ^ Sf' the grower, to fix the re-sale price ing boards operating under Provincial Supervisor for Dominion Fruits Dimit-
thf. crrnwprx: in ohtaininP'thn highest Bill—Thanks for your letter care of ^ome of h s surplus b^^ at such a level that all other legislation there is apparent the dan- ed (all of them former Nash officials)
nn«,^ir^^rirrfS^the nr^ the 26th. Am enclosing letter receiv- week-end. This^gives us an opportunity jobbing interests and all outside ship- ger which arises from the existence of it controls the Lander Company Lim-
Commissioner Duncan found that be­
cause of the jobber-shipper combine 
there had been deliberate and fiagr 
rant disregard of these duties. He 
also found that the rights of the grow­
ers had been disregarded by the ship-
combine to the growers and grow­
ers’ organizations was characterized 
by a cynical disregard for the in­
terests of those who had worked so 
hard and for such long hours to 
produce the fruit—the growers,
ed from J. A. S., and reply sent today, to pull down this average and fatten interests are forced to meet the a strong jobber-shipper combine, con- ited—a holding company for Domin-
The Hatzic affair is a peach and wUl up yours. in order to sell their own fruit, trolling in considerable proportions ionFruit Limited in respect o fits  job-
If, then, one jobbing interest through those self-same' shipments. .ber-shipper control. Lander Company
its shipper control, is given the op- Today we are worrying about the Limited, in turn, through, sharehold- 
portunity of fixing a price without re- outlook for the coming marketing ings, controls the marketing of fruit' 
Following the investigation charges Colquhoun of Regina, Supervisor for 'gaj.  ^ the growers’ interests all other season, and in spite of the recent fav- by J. B. Lander Limited of Kamloops,
of conspiracy were laid against Mutual Saskatchewan, W. E. Carruthers of Calr jobbers and shippers, no matter how orable decision in connection with the Browne-Lander Limited of Vernon,
(Vancouver) Limited, Mutual Brokers gary, Supervisor for British Columbia honest they may be, no matter, how ‘‘Natural Products Marketing Act” Sales Service Limited of Kelowna, and
Limited of Calgary, Mutual Broker-s and Alberta, and others. The. four anxious they are to serve the pro- there seems little flight for us on the througji Sales Service Limited, the
TOTAL FINES $200,000
. -  . ^  . Limited of Regina and Mutual Bfok- companies and the individuals named Queers, are forced to lower their prices marketing horizon'  ^ The reports which marketing of fruit of Apex Orchards
pers and that this disregard was due (b) that there was little or no ers Limited of Winnipeg, and other were all found guilty, and Mr. Justice to meet, the unduly low competitive reach us from the jobbers are not en- Limited of Kelowna, Browne Gomp-
to a desire to profit the jobbers, or the to obtain the highest, prices tor tne Nash organization. D. A. McDonald, sentenced the indiv- price set by the jobber-shipper cbm- couraging. My recent investigations any o f Penticton, Unity Fruit Con^
, s.._ +i o Similar charees were laid against J. A. iduals to imprisonment for one day bine. Marketing Boards are well-nigh into the subject of marketing have pany of Vernon, and Walters Limited
witnneiu _ „ ^ f n a n n n n n  — i- Ti- x5„ --- 1. _ J4. .tio.,.. 4-.^  •-mo rtf SummerlandJ' Lander Company
Nash organization, rather than the 
growers. In addition he found that 
the jobber-shipper connection facilita­
ted concealment of improper practices. 
He found, among other things, that 
(a) The attitude of the jobber-broker
President of Nash-Siming7 with a fine of $25,000.00 each. He fin- helpless in such a state of affairs, as made it abundantly clear to me that of
growers,
(c) that information was _______  c - -
ner'?fiilefftoTJrn?sh^iSo^^ ed the fW 'convicted companies $25,- the*prices which they set are dictated there is every reason for gloom on the Limited , ,
pers failed to tu sn ni a Lloyd of Winnipeg, Supervisor of Crer 000.00 each. The total of the fines was by market demands and the combine, part of the growers—aye, even for through shareholdings, _the Cascade
tne growers, _ . j?_: xt_^  4-Uf^  <i9nnnnnAO nrho cponro in ife pnntrnl if if rtnpQ nnf fipsDprafinn if there continues the Turn to Psgc 5, Story 2
also substantially controls.
(d) that false returns were made t o  dits for the Nash organization, William therefore the sum of $200,000.00 The secure in its control, if it does not desperation,
MR. JUSTICE D A. McDONALD
(Address’.to the Jury on the Nash Trials, 
March, 1926)
“The underlying thought throughout the whole 
question is the principle which was laid down by 
the greatest Teacher who ever lived when he said:
“No man can serve. two masters for 
either he will hate the one and Iqve the 
other or else he will hold to the one 
and despise the other’’
and it is a principle which is as true today as it 
was 2,000 years ago.”
Lewis Duncan in his Report, page 120:
“A  Jobber-broker (shipper) combine is not a 
‘natural’ combine; for it is an attempt to join in one 
organization two opposing factors, the broker (ship­
per)' whose interest should be solely that of the 
grower ; and the jobber, whose interest is opposed 
to that of the grower. Such a'principle is wrong 
and dangerous and your commissioner recommends 
that it be declared unlawful.”
»>
W e put the Nash brand, on his hip.”— (Nash Jobber letter— Duncan Report) 
“The Voice is Jacob’s Voice, but the hands are the hands of Esau.’
WESTERN GROCERS LIMITED OF WINNIPEG (Wholesale joiabers 
• of fruit, vegetables and groceries) holds 99,990 shares out of 100,000 
shares in .
DOMINION FRUIT LIMITED (formerly Nash Simington Limited)
- of Winnipeg, w;holesale fruit and vegetable jobbers which holds 
shares as hereinafter set out in
LANDER COMPANY LIMITED incorporated as shipper of fruit and 
vegetables of Vernon, B.C., now a holding Company for Dominion 
Fruit Ltd,, in respect of its jobber control over shippers who are 
under duty to sell fruit and vegetables for growers. Shares held as 
follows:—
R(DY B. STAPLES 
(Former Nash representative)
Shares
4,593
DOMINION FRUIT LIMITED, through R. B. Staples (former Nash 
representative) in trust and Alexander McCallum, (former Nash 
manager.)
Shares
9,186
LANDER COMPANY LIMITED, jobber controlled as above controls 
the, following companies (shippers on , behalf of growers) in respect 
of fruit marketing. >
AR‘raUR C. LANDER 
(Former Nash Manager)
Shares
4,593
KAMLOOPS
J. B. LANDER LIMITED
VERNON
' * 'I
BROWNE LANDER LIMITED
J. B. Lander (for- Lander ‘ Co. Ltd. A. Browne (former 
mer Nash Manager) (controlled by Do- National jobber 
minion Fruit Ltd. manager) 
jobber)
Shares
400 Shares Shares
548 50
A. Browne (former Lander Co. Ltd. A. C. Lander (for- R. B. Staples (for- J. B. Lander (for- 
National jobber (controlled by Do- mer Nash represen- mer Nash represen- mer Nash Manager) 
manager)' minion Fi-uit Ltd. tative) tative)
• jobber)
Shares
4000
Shares
11,198
Shares
1
Shares
1
Shares
800
NASH JOBBER LETTERS
Written in 1924 as reproduced in the 
Duncan Report, pages'44 and 46.
‘‘No matter which way it goes we have arrang­
ed things so that we will -not be blamed for the 
upset if it comes.”
“W e  have four men in the . District,
including two directors and we are sure that each 
hrs^ (if the four has no idea that the others are wear­
ing our brand. W e thirik it will be quite in order 
to commit any crime, murder excepted, to land this
bunch as a unit ................. . W e  are
proceeding to do this irrespective of how much it 
costs because once we get them they.are ours for 
keeps. No matter what happens we must use the 
greatest of care in case our plans fall down and the 
Central operates again in 1924 to see that we still 
appear to have clean hands when we ask for the 
deal.”
KELOWNA
SALES SERVICE COMPANY
Lander Co. Ltd. 
(controlled by Do­
minion Fruit Limit­
ed-jobber)
Shares
;58
Browne Co., Limited 
(controlled by Lan­
der Co. Limited)
Shares
8
R. B. Staples (for- Cascade Fruit Co. 
mer Nash represen- Ltd. (controlled by 
tative) Lander Company
Ltd.)
Shares
1
Shares
16
Walters Ltd., Apex 
Orchard Co. Ltd., 
Greata Ranch Ltd. 
W.H. Irvine deceas­
ed, Unity Fruit Ltd. 
E. G. Sherwood
Shares'
31
KELOWNA
CASCADE FRUIT COMPANY LTD.
PENTICTON
BROWNE COMPANY LIMITED
KEREMEOS
KEREMEOS F JuiTS LIMITED
Lander Co. Ltd..’ 
(controlled by Do­
minion Fruit Ltd. 
—jobber)
Shares
12,406
R. B. Staples (for- A. C. Lander (for- R. J. Stewart (Nur-
mer Nash represen- mer Nash Manager) seryman)
tative)
J. S. Browne (for- Lander Co. Ltd. A. C. Lander (for- R. B. Staples (for­
mer Nash Manager) (controlled by Do- mer Nash Manager) mer Nash Manager) 
• minion Fruit Ltd. '
Shares
1
Shares
1
Shares
12,408
Shares
5,274
— j^obber)
Shares
5,274
Shares
1
Shares
1
Lander Co. Limited R. B. Staples (for- A. C. Lander (for- Ralph S. Headley Wm. Embrejr 
(controlled by Do- mer Nash represen- mer Nash represen- (former jobber re- (Secretary) 
minion Fruit Ltd. tative) tative) presentative)
—jobber)
Shares Shares Shares Shares Shares
3.498 1 1 3,499 1
_____
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COOLER NIGHTS PROVIDE MORE 
COLOR FOR OKANAGAN APPLE CROP
Wealthy Apples Expected to be 
Picked in Volume Before End next week wnd some t^ropes will bo
of This Month
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ples are takiiu' on color more rapidly 
during the pa,si tew days.
Vegetables of all sorts are available 
for stiipment.
Sunitncrland, Narniiutta, Wostbunk 
And I’ cacjiland
Ab reported Aug. 10th: There was a
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SPRAINS
Rub Minard’s In gently. It : 
penetrates'. sore ligaments, 
allays inflammation, soothes, 
heals. . .
Puts you on your feetji,
STUDENTS W ILL HAVE TO PAY
Students of the Vernon high school 
who fail to win promotion after their 
18th birthday will be required to pay 
tuition fees as the result of a resolu­
tion introduced by Trustee J. G. West, 
chairman of the management conmiit- 
tee, and passed at the meeting of the 
School Brard on Tuesday evening.
BIG HOLDINGS SOLUTION
Big holdings, highly mechanized, are 
the solution of Canada’s farm prob­
lem, so R. J. Deachman, member of 
parliament for North Huron, Ontario, 
stated in an interview at Vernon last 
week end. This would apply to tree 
fruit holdings of British Columbia, as 
well as to the grain lands of the
prairies, he submitted.
JIM HORN VISITS HERE
Superintendent Jim Horn of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway at Revel- 
stoke visited Kelowna in his private 
car on Thursday and was host to a 
number of prominent Kelowna busi­
ness men to dinner that evening.
HIGHWAY ACT ADMINISTRATOR 
HERE
Major H, L. Swan, administrator of 
the highway traffic branch of the de- 
■ partmCnt of public works, was a vis­
itor to Kelowna on Friday meeting 
three major. transportation men of the 
Okanagan for a discussion of depart­
mental matters under the highway act.
Fred Harv/ood of Vernon, Fred Mc­
Leod of the Greyhound Lines, Pentic­
ton, and Dave Chapman of Kelowna 
were the three Valley men in the dis­
cussion. ____________ _
Life Insurance Agent: “Do you want 
a straight life?’’
Prospect:, “Well, I like to step out 
once in a while.”
Lack of moisture and the groat in­
crease in codling moth captures were 
the two main points stressed in the 
latest horticultural nows letter to 
reach this ofTicc. V p  week-end
when some rain fell, there had only
been one light ruin for weeks in the j,jjnngc to cooler weather over the past
Okanapn Tree fruits are coming ^geh-end, but the temperature has
through the summer nicely and few risen again at this date. The few cool
have shown any cllfccts from the pro- j  noticeable col-
longed drought. Follow ng are ex- on the apples. The weather keeps 
cerpts from the news letter. very dry, and a good rain would be
Salmon Arm, Sorrento And Main Line of groat benefit to the apple crop. The 
Points irrigation water supply in most dis-
As reported Aug. 10th: For three i^ ’icts Is holding out well,
weeks the weather has continued hot Apples on the whole are sizing 
and dry. During this time only one fairly well, excepting the Newtown 
light rain has occurred (Aug. 6 th), and and Jonathan. A  few Duchess in this 
this did little more than clear the at- district are picked and the Graven- 
mosphere of smoke and freshen things steins are about ready. Clapp’s Fav- 
up a little. In spite of the dry con- ourlte pears are picked, Bartlett pick- 
ditions, however, crops in general are ing ds now in progress. Flemish 
holding up X’emarkably well, but a lot Beauty, which arc showing fine color, 
of rain is badly needed, and soon. In will be ready in ten days. Burbank 
some sections irrigation water is be- and Bradshaw plums arc x’cady, also 
ginning to run short, and in the Ash- Ti’ansccndcnt crabs. Peaches of var- 
crolt disti'ict a pump liouse, on which lous varieties ar coming in to the 
a considerable acreage of tomatoes and packing houses steadily, 
potatoes was dependent, was destroy- The market seemingly cannot take 
ed by fire last week, and it is probable all tomatoes offered which are of a 
that a heavy loss will result. very fine quality this year. Some
Tree fruits are withstanding the dry cantaloupes are moving each day. 
conditions very well so far and show 
little evidence of suffering. Fruit is 
sizing fairly well, but color is short 
owing to the dry and smoky condi- As reported Aug. 10th: The weather 
tions. The crop is exceptionally clean, has been cooler during the past two 
Wealthy apples should be ready at weeks, although it .still continues very 
Salmon Arm about the,last week of dry. Storage water is now being u.sed 
the month, and a week or so earlier for irrigation, and to date the supply 
at Kamloops. Transparents are clean- has been generally satisfactory, 
ed up. Duchess apples and a few early In the Oliver-Osoyoos district, Ro- 
pears are moving. A  few plums are Chester peaches are over and Vedette 
going out, also a few “tail end” rasp- peaches, Bartlett jjears and canta- 
berries and loganberries. loupes are moving in volume, with
Vegetables are ' in good supply at Flemish Beauty pears commencing. 
Kaniloops and Gem potatoes are being In Penticton, Rochester peaches and 
dug for the early market. One can- Bartlett pears are moving, while Fle- 
nery at Kamloops expects to begin mish Beauty pears and Vedette peach- 
operations next week, and a new can- es are expected towards the week- 
nery will be in operation at Chase, end. The quality in the fruit arrivals 
The other canneries at Ashcroft and has been good.
Kamloops are holding off pending ' ——
settlement of difficulties arising out ' 
of wage rates fqr labor. Peas are 
yielding fairly well in the Salmon 
Arm valley and threshing is general.
Pastures are suffering from the dry 
weather.
Armstrong, Vernon, Oyama, Okanagan 
Centre And Winfield
As reported Aug. 11th: Since our 
last report the district had two weeks 
pf extremely dry weather with high 
temperatures. Over the past week, 
however, two light showers have aid­
ed considerably in reducing tempera­
tures, and cooler nights have provided 
spme relief. The precipitation was 
sufficient to wash foliage and fruit 
but of little benefit as far as soil mois­
ture is concerned. In the Vernon dis­
trict irrigation supplies will be finish­
ed in a few days’ time. Orchards, 
however, in general, are in very good 
condition as regards moisture and 
should carry through in good shape 
until rains relieve the situation, pro­
vided these are not too long delayed.
In ^ the Oyama and Okanagan Centre- 
Winfield sections irrigation supplies 
appear ample for the balance of the 
season.
In tree fruits increase in size is be­
ing rnaihtained and since the showers 
color seems to be improving. The pre­
maturity drop in prunes is about over 
and this has been heavier and more 
general than for many seasons. The 
effect of the heavy drop may not be 
felt severely in reducing tonnage, as 
sizing of the remainder of the crop 
may be greatly improved. Duchess 
apples and Transcendent Crabs . are 
moving out rather slowly. The apri­
cot crop is all cleaned and the Roches^ 
ter peach is commencing to move to 
the packing houses. There will be a 
continuous supply of this fruit until 
the finish of the crop of the Elberta 
variety. There is every appearance of 
the crop being of good size and qual­
ity. Plums will also be moving stead­
ily, with Tragedy about finished, and 
Burbank, Bradshaw and the green­
gages coming along in a steady pro­
cession.
In the vegetable fields the shortage 
of irrigation supplies may somewhat 
effect the yield of tomatoes through 
reduction in size of the late pickings, 
but most other vegetables are far 
enough advanced in maturity to feel 
little ill effects from this on. Onions 
which have been rather severely af­
fected by .thrip infestation, are show­
ing s i^s  of very early maturity, tops 
in many fields being down, and har­
vesting may- commence at an early 
date. The thrip damage is affecting 
the size of the bulb where injury is 
severe. The local cannery is busy on 
processing of seasonable vegetables.
In general field crops, threshing of 
the grain stand is well advanced with 
ideal weather conditions prevailing. In 
irrigated sections there is every ap­
pearance of a nice third crop of al­
falfa. Lack of moisture and intense 
heat has had a serious effect on pas­
tures and' ranges in reducing feed of 
such areas.
The summer brood of codling moth 
is still going quite strongly and in­
dications are for a heavy worm infes­
tation at harvest time. More and bet­
ter spraying has been the rule this 
season, but the climatic conditions be­
ing so favorable to the spread of the 
pest has made satisfactory control a 
difficult problem with many orchaBd- 
ists. Other orchard pests are not a 
serious factor at the present time. ■
Kelowna
As reported. Aug. 11th: The weather 
is somewhat cooler than when the last 
report was issued. Cool weather dur­
ing the early part of the week slowed 
up codling moth, but. with the resump­
tion of warm weather moth captures
are going up. However, indications This advertisement is not pub- 
are that the peak emergence is past. Hshed or displayed by the Liquor
Nearly all codling moth spraymg is ^  x  1 ^ j  1 "^ 4.1__r*___^completed in this district. Control Board or.by. the Govern-.
Early apples, plums, Barlett and ment o f British Columbia.
Help improve your personality 
with Wrigley's Giim. Keep your 
teeth white, breath sweet, by 
using healthful Wrigley’s Gum  
daily— as m illion s  do. The chil­
dren also love' the delicious re­
freshing flavor of Wrigley’s Double 
Mint. Take some home today, cs-ss
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GOOD RESPONSE TO 
SALE OF GLADS
, 1
Gordon Campbell Preventorium 
Benefits to Extent of $70
courage Jn the face of the hnndicapfl 
induced many sales. Those at the Post 
Onice were invited iriside by E. It. 
Uailey, postmaster, during the worst 
of the showers.
Altogether, the sale of (lowers was 
considered a great llnancial success by 
the directors, made po.ssible through
CUIM  OKANAGAN PEACHLAND IS
CUTTING PRICES DISAPPOINTED WITH
OILING PROGRAMComi)etition by Okamif’an trucker.s 
bringing fruit into the JCootenays for
tile generosity of J. W. Ilughe.s and sale at low prices took the j)unch out Only Hundred Feet of Highway
COUNCIL WANTS pe a c h la n d  sch o o l 
GUARANTEE FOR
LEGION FUNDS stricken_su d d en ly TH R O UG H  SLEEPIHCCAR
The public of Kelowna res|)ondeti 
generously to the drive wlilch was 
made last Saturday afternoon for the 
Gordoti Campbell I ’reventorium. the 
sum of $70 being realized from tlie 
sale of gladioli, donated by J. W. 
IIugiie.s.
Despite showers of rain the (lower 
girls stayc!d at their posts and their
tlie general imblic and the 
to duty (d the (lower girls.
devotion
C'oinpouml Fraction
“Well, Mo.s»‘, how Is your belter lialf 
this morniugV”
"Siie’s better, thankee, sah; but, 
boss, you shore is careless wif your 
fractions.’’
of fruit sales on Nelson’s wholesale 
row during tlu; past week, dealers re­
ported to the Nelson News last week.
Okanagan fruit was being sold at 
prices local dealers were unable to 
meet and because of this sales of local 
fruits sulfored greatly. Uiltlc relief, 
was expected during last weelc.
Oiled Instead of Entire Route W ill Not Gr 
Through to Trepanicr
Tlie road progr.im appears to bo 
disapiiointing as oiliiii; is only being 
done on part of Uk; lii/’hway wliicli 
wt.s slated to lie .surfaced lliis year. 
In.slt'ad of doing ail tlie higliway north 
of the town llirougli to Treiianier, as 
was promised last year wlieii the new
ence to Trav­
elling Midwi jhows Unless 
Legion Nets $200 for Charity
Application of the Canadian Legion 
for u licence for a touring midway 
circus, wliicli it is sponsoring, caused 
considerable comment from tlie coun­
cil members on Monday evening as 
two previous applications, not spori-
road was jiut in, about a liuiidred feet sored by any local organization, bad
Charles Wooters had Made Many 
Friends in Three Years of His 
Residence in Valley Town
Cliarle.s Wooters, Peuclilaiid seliool 
board member for tlie last year and a 
half passed away in the Summerlund 
hospital on Tliursduy ufternoon, Aug­
ust 11, after a brief illness. l<\ineral 
services were held from the United 
Cliureli on Friday, August 12, at 0.30 
with the Ilev. J. II. Gillum in charge
x;
has been oiled nortli of the Keating 
residence and the stretcli llirougli the 
orchard section of 'J’repaniei iias been 
done. Ttie newly constructed grade 
on tlie 'rrep.Jiiier hill lias been ignored 
and left to wash board and dust. No 
mevement has been made to prepare 
to surface the undMislied part of the 
33 foot roadway througli the southern 
part of the town, and this causes the 
soft dirt to be drawn over the sur­
faced road, leaving the whole dusty 
and Incomplete, 'riio promised work 
on the rock points which follow has 
failed to materialize and they continue 
to be a dmager point.
been turned down at previous times mterment was made in Uie Lake 
this year. .............. '
It was (Inally decided that the Le­
gion would be allowed a licence to 
operate those shows for three days, 
provided that an arrangement is made 
between the show people and tlie Le­
gion whereby the latter organization 
is assured that it will receive $200 
not for charitable purposes. ’I’he lic­
ence fee to be charged will be $20 
per day.
By having the Canadian Legion 
sponsor the three-day event, tlie Royal 
Canadian Shows arc; endeavoring to 
get around tlie council antipathy to 
such adairs and to defeat the aims of
A  big crowd many valley
view cemetery,
Mr. Wooters made many friends 
since ho cainu to Peachland three 
years ago, and will be missed by them 
and by his fellow members of the 
school board. Ho lived alone, and 
when neighbors failed to see signs of 
his moving around the house or gar­
den tliey investigated on the Wednes­
day, eight days before his death and 
found liim seriously ill. Ho was taken 
to the Summerland hospital where he 
was conscious for only a few minutes 
at a time, but was able to recognize 
his son Fred who arrived from St. 
Paul, Alta., and his sister May, from 
Spokane.
Born in Indianapolis, Indiana in 1802
W -
I
T U R N  R IG H T  T O  O G D E N S
When you gel rolling with this extra fragrant Fine Cut, 
you’re on the straight road to sure smohing pleasure. 
There are no stops or detours to enjoyment either— when 
you roll your own with O gden ’s, the cigarette tobacco 
that has everything a smoker could ask for. You ’ ll make 
doubly sure of smoother, happier rolling if you always 
choose the best papers —  ’ ’Chantecler”  or "V o gu e ” .
the citizens. Mayor Jones commented,
points helped to make the dance hold while Alderman G. A. McKay was ag- inaianapoiis, Indiana in
by the Athletic Association on Wed- ainst allowing any licence for the ue moved to central Kansas at the ^
nesday evening a success. The Van- sliows unless the Canadian Legion is  ^ Emma
couver Rodeo Screnaders provided the to get a stipulated guarantee for char- Hibbs. Ihey moved to Roswell
music and. this was the big attraction itable purposes. ‘ w^o s6ns were born, Fred
for the alTair. Penticton, Summerland Another application for a licence 
Westbank and Kelowna couples were from M. Furuya Co. Ltd. to sell gro- 
present to add to the good time. An- ceries and provisions in a residence 
other dance by the Association is to within restricted residential area was 
be held later this month when Si Hop- turned down by the council on Mon­
kins, of radio fame, is to provide the day.
Mike Schleppe appeared before the 
council, asking for a trade’s licence 
for a store which he proposed to build 
on to his residence, at the front. ’The 
council stated it would not grant such 
a licence because of zoning restric­
tions. A  further request for a build-
music.
N a m e  Y o u r  Scotch
and Ray. The family returned to 
Kansas where Mrs. Wooters died in 
1898. Moving from place to place fol­
lowing her demise, Mr. Wooters set­
tled in Colorado and then in Washing­
ton, coming to Canada in 1905 to take 
up a homestead at Champion, Alta. 
He moved in 1925 to St. Paul, Alta, 
where he had a mill and then in 1935 
he settled in Peachland where he 
made his home.
He is survived by two sons, Fred of 
St. Paul and Ray of Lind, Washington,
Oil Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday e.ach week Canadian 
National operates a through 
sleeping car from the Okanagan 
to the East. Awake next morn­
ing aboard The Continental 
Limited. , Okanagan sleeper 
goes as far as Blue River, 
where transfer conveniently ar- 
ranged to space already reserv­
ed in your name.'
T R A IN  L E A V E S  K E L O W N A  
5:05 P.M. D A IL Y  E X C E P T  
S U N D A Y
I
A. J. HUGHES. Agent 
Phono 330 Kelowna, B. C.
ing permit on a parcel of land, two eldest of a family of ten, live
acres in extent, and on which there is May Wooters and Mrs.
already one residence, was turned ^  W^Goodykoontz of Spokane, Mrs. 
over to Alderman Gather to deal. Bell OBrien of Topeka, Kan., Mrs. T.
A. B. Wigglesworth oITered $75 for H. Rippetoe of Elgin, Kan., Mrs. E. E. 
lot 26. block 7. plan 1306. at the corner Robb of Spokane aftd three brothers, 
of Ellis and Roanoke, but on inves- ??.• Wooters of Brownsville, Ore, W .
NiVlOHii:
■r a u X aVB
V-13-38
coot'
tigation the council found that this 
property should have been withdrawn 
from the sale list, as it is needed for 
future development in that area, in 
which case an addition to the rail-
L. Wooters of New Westminster, Zale 
Wooters of Yoimtville, Cal., survive 
him, while a brother, J. L. Wooters 
pre-deceased him.
His brother E. M. Wooters and his
way spur would be needod throughu Goodykoontz ar-
the property. This lot will not be ^Wed by motor on Saturday, too late 
sold, it was considered. attend the funeral.
P t
. , . . , Since the commencement of the ex- Burdekin returned home on
This advertisement is not pub- port movement of fresh eggs from Thursday from a trip to England, 
lished or displayed by the Liquor Canada to Great Britain early in April „ „  . * • •
Control B oard  or bv  ±he G overn - this year, the total number of fresh , C. Inghs returned home last Mon- 
ment o f B ritish  Cokim bia. ' "P  to June 30 was 12,182 J f / to Trail
G E N U I N E
S C O T C H
TAK’A  PE G  O ’
cases.
U lU  I
'Ll
m u s t  g i v e  y o u
Ihi.
lilii.
;e s t  m i l e a g e
. . .  economy essential for touring ^
2  L e a s t  v a p o r - l o c k
. . .  vitally important in hot-weather driving
e s t  a n t i -
. for cooler engine performance
4 ,S]
. in summer heat and high altitudes, too
T h e s e  q u a l i t i e s ^  u n i f i e d  a n d  b a l a n c e d ,  
m a k e  S t a n d a r d  G a s o l i n e  U n s u r p a s s e d
* • *.
After a month’s holiday spent at 
Vancouver, Miss Gowan, V.O.N. nurse 
returned home last week.
■  ^ HI
Mrs. Harvey Wilson of Summerland 
was a guest of Mrs. Basil Steuart dur­
ing the week. ,
♦ * ♦
A. C. Vincent returned recently 
from a holiday at Vancouver.
* * ♦ '
Mrs. Holt of Vernon is a guest of 
her mother,. Mrs. S. A. H. Brew.
Miss Joyce Speed arrived last week 
from Edmonton to spend the holiday 
with her mother here.
Albert Town, a former resident of 
Peachland was a visitor in town dur­
ing the week on his way back to Van­
couver from Calgary where he has 
been for some time. He was a guest 
ait the home of his cousin A. Ferguson.
IM P O R T E D
OLD SCOTCH
W H I S K Y
26H or.
« 3 .0 0
40 oz.
.$4.50
FRIENDS VISIT OK. 
MISSION RESIDENTS
■o-ro
J
ill..,"'ll.
diiii
>
ii'
\
G A S O L I N E  jS ,  U N S U R P A S S E D
A
t f
Many Persons Arrive for Holi­
days and Leave After Spending 
Summer o l d  s c ;
■ Miss Joyce Hayerfield of Okanagan 
Mission left for Vancouver by car last 
Monday morning to compete in the 
B.C. Junior tennis championships, 
having been chosen to represent the 
Kelowna tennis club.♦ * •
Miss Pauline Livingstone-Learmonth 
arrived from Victoria last week on a 
fortnight’s visit to the Mission as the 
guest of Mrs. W. D. Walker.
Mr. T. Apsey, who underwent an , j - i i i t •“
operation recently in a Vancouver bi displayed by the Liquor
hospital, is reported to be recovering Control Board or by the Govern­
ment of British Columbia.
on Saturday
as well as can be expected.
* ♦ •
Miss Isobel Wadsworth left on Tues-
daj", August l6th, for the Coast, where August 11th at the conclusion of her she will spend two days as guest of ’ conclusion of her
Mrs. W. Greene- in West Vancouver ‘
before^ going to Oakland, California ^rs! Haverfi
A f  Californian College of f^r Vernon. , ,
Arts and Crafts. .
Mr. Gordon Baldwin arrived on Mr. and Mrs. E. Tscharke and family 
August 9th to spend a week’s holiday motored down tO' Coulee Dam on a 
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. St. Geo. holiday trip over the week-end, re- 
P. Baldwin. He returned to Spokane turning to the Mission last Monday, 
on Tuesday, August 16th. . * * *
* * » , Mrs. H. Sharman and Miss Jean
Miss Katinka Aikens returned to Sharman of W. Summerland were vis- 
?nef home in Naramata last Thursday, itors in the Mission last Friday.
U se  O ut  C red it C a rd — G o o d 'T h ro u gh o u t 
B ritish  C o lu m b ia  and  M o s t o f  th e  U n ited  S tates
A T  S T A N D A R D  S T A T I O N S  . . . A U T H O R I Z E D  D I S T R I B U T O R S  . . . S T A N D A R D  O I L  D E A L E R S
This expanded metal mesh assures 
smooth, plastered walls that never 
show streaks and remain free from 
cracks. The small tmenings pre­
vent waste of material and provide a perfect "key” for the plaster. 
It is the ideal plaster base in small home constmetion.
Write for samples and prices.
T H E  P E D L A R  P E O P L E  L t M l T E D
8 6 0  B each  A v e n u e ,  V a n c o u v e r  mm
" P E D L A R I Z E "  WALLS AND CEILINGS AGAINST FIRE
DISTILLED. MATURED AND 
BOTTLED IN SCOTLAND
This advertisement is not pub-
i l i i
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Under Fire
■ P-
L a s t  o f  O r g a n i z e d  
J o b l e s s  L e a v e  f o r  
C o a s t  o n  F r e i g h t :
From Page 2, Column 7 
Fruit Company Limited of Kelowna,
Browne Company Litnited of Pentic­
ton und Kererneos Fruits Limited of 
Kererneos.
I have here Annual Statements of 
tlie companies mentioned, certltled as 
correct by tfie He/^ istrur of Companies.
They bear out the statement of con­
trol as I have summarized it. I in­
vite you to examine tlieSe records. I 
have made a summary in cliart form i, u. 
o f this jobber-shipper control, and I 
have put Jt on tiie board for your in­
spection.
ITiere is at present in tliis District 
one, Harry Reader, who is known to 
most of you. Ho started his business 
career in tin's District, and is held in 
high regard by all who know him.
Until a montli or so ago he was em­
ployed by Lander Company Limited 
of Vernon as Accountant and Treas­
urer. For many years lu; was in the 
Nash employ, and when he speaks of 
their operations bespeaks with some 
considerable knowledge. The docu­
mentary evidence filed by the com­
pany officials furnishes proof that the who with A. C. Lander figures pro- 
^mbine, to which I now refer, exists, mlnently in the chai'ges of a jobber- 
o  confirm it. however, I have obtain- shipper combine made at the growers’ ,
cd a statutory declaration from Mr. meeting at Vernon on Tuesday eve- narrowly averted
and left the grounds in a tidy form, 
Hon. G. S. I ’enrson, minister of labor, 
has written to the council explaining 
tlie provincial government’s stand In 
tile question of these unemployed 
groups. The letter was written from 
Victoria on August «  und was filed by 
tlie council on Monday, It contains a 
lengthy report on the entire situation, 
and is us follows;
ICegrets Abuse Of Offer 
It is a mutter of regret to me that 
a group of unemployed, who are part 
of tlie organized grouii wliicli attempt­
ed to force the hands of the Govern­
ment in Vancouver and Victoria, 
should have so abused tlie offer we 
made to
Verno n  m a n  in
SWORN DECLARATION
From Page 1. Column 1
Company Limited, a subsidiary of the Nasli fruit jobbing organization.
(c) From the year 1923 to the year 1920 Assistant Manager of Mutual 
Brokers Limited. Calgary, and Manager of Mutual Brokers Limited, Edmonton, 
the said Mutual Brokers Limited being a subsidiary of the Nash fruit jobbing 
organization.
(d) 111 1920 I was employed bj' the Nash fruit jobbing organization at 
British'” Columbia single Kelowna und Vernon, British Columbia, as a buyer. In such last-mentioned
Sit-down Strike in Kelowna Narrowly Averted by Deci­
sion of Men from Nelson to Continue on to Penticton 
Rather than Coming to Kelowna---No More Relief iiomelc.s!r mmi ’ wTi'o uTe hiiveiling tiie employment I was assistant to Roy Baird Staples who was in charge of the
Work in Interior Province in search of work, that they buying.
have become a source of annoyance ’ „  » , , , t-> /-• i t i n i
-------------------------------- to the citizens of the Okanagan. (« )  For a season thereafter I was employed by E. C. Skinner Limited.
It was never intended tliat these <f) From the year 1920 to the year 1930 I was employed by Lander ^om-
H o n .  G .  S . P e a rso n  G iv e s  G o v e rn m e n t  A t t i t u d e men should travel around the country Limited at Vernon. British Columbia, as. Accountant and Treasurer.
in bodies and in so doing, they have 
really forfeited the riglit to any as- 3. The Lander Company Limited is operated in British Columbia by Roy
R. B. STAPLES
thereto a Manager in
.........  ^ .... __ ________ __________  _______  ___  fruit jobbing organlza-
ed out of Kelowna, bound for the Coast. The three men who were their campaign for public assistance, tion, and in or about the year 1923 or 1924 was sent by the said organization 
left here Wednesday morning departed later in the day, and it is For the last two winters wo have Lewiston. Montana, where the said Nash organization had immense grow- 
expected that with this departure Kelotvna has seen the last of the fcgS‘h,7^^^Ii fTr"^ ^^ ^^  inti and shipping operations. In or about the year 1920 the said Staples was
organized groups of unemployed who have been touring Interior single homeless men When the men employed as buyer in the Okanagan Valley for the said Nash organization
cities. are in these camps they have ample hereinafter referred to, since when the said Staples has been a Director of
iConsIdcrcd Sit-down earnings to enable them to provide Lander Company Limited and Sales Service Limited land actively connected
with It. operation.
Reader as to the facts, which will now nin ,^ 
read. This declaration is a follows:—
(Mr. Reader’s declaration appears in jo «innmvv 
another column.) ^ gioomy.
on Monday evening, it is understood, 
and it was a toss-up whether or not
Gives Jobless Numbers sufficient cash earnings 5 . The said Lander was in or about the year 1923 Manager of the Mitchell
L. Brown, of the department of T h 7  lv c r a g ^ ^ l:a s } 7  ea?nings Company at Calgary, Alberta, the said Mitchell Fruit Company being a
' ’ ’ " — ^anization. Thereafter the
Once more I ask you to remember
_   M. rnents. e average ca h r n m ncii
the unemployed would decide to re- labor office, Vancouver, who has been after all clothing, personal commis- wholesale fruit house of the Nash fruit jobbing organic 
main here in challenge to the govern- in Kelowna for the past week inves- .qnrv. otc.. ha.q boon n:iid for amounts .snid T.iindor w.n.s M.-in-aecr of the Mutual Brokers Limitc
I wish to emphasize the fact tliat came to the Okanagan Valley as the Manager of Lander Company Limited and
The said Lander still holds the said office
PERSONALITIES INVOLVED
j - ---  ------------ — — vwv by all government relief agents p..,; ----  — —  —  — ....... - .................-
terns 0 1  Mr. Reader s declaration, and round notwithstanding the efforts of Interior informing them that the min- sit-down strike at Victoria, 348 were
incn, 1 ask y ^ ,  ‘Is it any won ter that those shippers who are uncontrolled ister of labor had decided the men found to be transients and were offer-
Vernon News reports, in its last and are honestly endeavoring to give were not living up to their agreement od transportation back to their former men for approximately eights months , . c t
issue, that the outlook for marketing their growers a fair deal. to go into the Interior and look S l y  residences. About 500 of these men of the year and it is not unreasonable is still a member of Sales Service Limited.
for employment. Under this agreement have been sent back now, he says. . to expect them to look after them- g year 1932 Nash Simington Limited, the Nash fruit job-
the government had allowed, the men This left 374 provincial cases, but on selves for four months during the organization oneratins in the Prairie Provinces of Canada was acauiredthirty cents per day more than tho^e the last check only 226 were in the height of the^  employment season. Ap- operating in tne F airio ^ /  nces ot Canada was acquired
Bet us for a moment consider who genius’  ^ of the fruit industry Lander under ordinary relief tolls, in order' to camps, thus showing that 148 had proximately 4,000 men have done this by Western^Grocers Limited, and in or about the year 1933 the said Nash Sim-
these people are who have robbed the is simply his “Man Friday’’-^a useful help them in getting around the coun- either obtained jobs or had become tir- very thing each summer, leaving about ington Limited changed its name to Dominion Fruit Limited and is operating
pxiwers of the opportunity of obtain- “yes-man”. Staples is the man who tvy in search for work. ed of the cam^ life and had deserted ^hnrnp under that name at the present time, as a subsidiary of Western Grocers Lim­
ited which holds 99% of the stock in the said Dominion Fruit Limited.
7. The said Lander Company Limited is a holding company and controls 
directly or indirectly the following companies, which are engaged in the mar­
keting of fruit and vegetables grown in the Main Line, Okanagan and Similka- 
meen Districts of the Province of British Columbia:—
(a) At Kamloops, British Columbia—J. B. Lander Limited.
(b) At Vernon, British Columbia—Browne-Lander Limited.
(c) At Kelowna, British Columbia—Sales Service Limited, and Cascade
mfrketin^hn^r^'^® and through their has done more to demoralize proper The government, it is said, saw the the check-up made t S  ^ 's in L  SJson is i T
o? thm-f marketing organization in the Valley futility of aiding the men to look for by Mr. Brown late last week, at Pen- better posiUon thaT a marrk
^«y Other single individual. He work as long as they remained in or- there were 4 9 , ^  had received f  bV trav-
old d a y s .o f^  who h^r r e S u c ^ ^ ^  S o^ p r  ^ r i s ™ n  " r Z l  ^heir last work order at Vernon. Ke- ^^-on^o pick u p ^ ^ ^  jobs ^
no further relief money would be 
led out in the Interior and to ob-
slowly destroying the industry. ' ” ' years to put tne orana tain assistance the men would have to
Wnck I, • ----- J — --------. w iiu  nas re -in iro au cea  in to  iniS gam:
Valley the methods of the old Nash that lowna had 50 ex-Kamloops, Vernon district to another.Grantted ?^ .40 AidthrteSl?of*'thi¥mo?st^^^^^ whose work has b^n h7nd^ 71n^h *^7 i7■ 'an7t^ 7  ex-Kamloops, and Nelson had
S fw iv  for the lart t^n ye rs to t the br d t i 75 ex-Penticton. Kamloops had none. Dealing with the current year, the 
O* 1 - mausiry. his jobber orincioals on the bins of « « ““ -At Nelson, Mr. Brown states, 64 men 1,000 men who did not seem to be
Staples was for some time the Mana- those w ilLg^ rb?c im e the ins?ru^^^ registrat on. ^ after working making any effort to leave Vancouver
District for the of the all-Lgulfing combine. He is , a consequence, all the single job- a short time, 54 of them refused to con- gradually dwindled to about 750, this 
Nash fruit jobbing organization. He the man who when necessitv oresses who have been organized groups, tinue and went back to the camp, latter group being involved in the
'for in o r "S o S f  th i have bfdiSg^lovtl?d S t f « S  t h f  govS U en t T d e r  on* s t u  r n f J d f l Z t h a v i  tolmLt oVJb^^  ^ subseqS ’t t?eT°to^ V iS ia .  " "o f this Company Limited, and through its control over Sales Service Limited
S a S  ?o l I w i J o n ‘  % S , t T  growers, anV who when ail “ rday, there  ^were about 80 men In transportation to Penticton last Friday number 384 were men with B C, do- controls the marketing oF fruit inarketed by the following fruit shipping corn­
s ' N p s h  p^PJI'rave ta re n "s e V S ^ ^  ’
(1) Apex Orchard Coinpany Limited,
Montana, ggej^s secure again, from his Olympian Kelowna,
heights, sneers at those self-same grow- 
ers in their efforts to stabilize their 
business and condescends on occasion
^ i n g  and shiping op^ations. There, 1"“ rs at t ose self-sa e gro - or Kamloops on freight trains north
1926 he was' employed as a buyer in P  his _ pontifical w artrgVeVe^^^^^^ however, the men inLted Th7 "thej, n f l  *Eastern
it is presumed he obtained an eduojf’ had^ever congregat- from Kelowna, and received' further j”
tion m Nash methods, and in the^year  ^ork after a lapse of fifteen days harvest season and are n g
ly  after the formation of Sales Service maintain peaceful relations between Pentictori and did not stop Mayor O. L. Jones arranged for a spcr 5??nted S6 40 on the understanding
loimited he became the moving spirit sections of the industry” (why — —^ — --------------- ----- ------ cial Greyhound bus to transport them that this was to enable them to travel
in that organization and actively con- shouldnt the combine be anxious that Board and all others interested in the south. The men put up 25 cents each, individually throughout the whole
nectad with its operation. it be not disturbed) and that they industry have an oporturiity such as about $ 1 0  and the balance was guaran- province in search of casual employ-
A. C. Lander was a Nash mam for must “snap out of this legislative coma they have never had before to strike teed by His Worship, personally. ' ment with a provision being made
many years with the Mitchell Fruit ®tid realize that Acts of Parliament do a blow for the protection of our means At the council session on Monday, that as it was expected the greater
Co. at Calgary and with the Mutual sell apples,” that “legislative con 
Brokers Limited at Calgar—both: Nash .nf marketing tends to decrease
subsidiaries. Since coming to the Val^ distribution.” He is the man who has 
ley he has been connected with the established in the Valley the damnable 
Ijahder^ Cqmpany Limited. policy of placating the jobbers at all
As you will see from the chart these costs for fear that they will hot ex- 
two men and other former Nash eih- themselves to sell the growers’
ployees have been placed in control fruit.
• o f the shipping organizations mention- And what of the others—the officials 
ed on the chart. A ll of them have a of Western Grocers Limited and of 
fe ir  knowledge of Nash methods. I do Dominion Fruit Limited, Alexander 
not think that it can be denied that McCallum, the former Nash Manager, 
ttey  have^been diligent iq their efforts now a Supervisor for the combine, and 
in furthering the interests of their job-' the others—parties to the combine? 
ber principals in Winnipeg. The un- Are position and the security of dis- 
certainties of fruit marketing in. the tance to permit them to go unscathed? 
last_ ten or twelve years bear ample I f there is proper enforcement of the 
t^timony to the fact. laws of this country the answer must
Above all. Staples has been the “evil be “no.”
MAKES DEFINITE CHARGES
of livelihood.
(2) Browne Company Limited.
(3) Cascade Fruit Company Limited,
(4) Greata Ranch Limited.
(5) Unity Fruit Limited.
(6 ) Walters Limited.
At Penticton, British Columbia—Browne Company Limited.
A t Keremeqs, British Columbia—Kererneos Fruit Limited.
The said Lander Company Limited is in turn controlled by the Domin-Mayor Jones commented that the men proportion of the men would travel 
1. I therefore challenge the Minister had behaved themselves' excellently through the southern interior, further ion Fruit Limited and Western Grocers Limited, jobbing organizations in the 
of Apiculture of this Province to and had created no trouble. assistance would be giv.en at the key Prairie Provinces of Canada, through the shareholding in the said Lander Corn-
nave Counsel instructed forthwith to Decent Bunch of Fellows points of Kamloops; Vernon, Kelowna, v • •* j  i. u  * xt. -j w  i ^  t - -x j j xi. -jDiuicn 01 reiiuws - . pany Limited held on behalf of the said Western Grocers Limited and the said“Our firct jmuri:.coion r>nufirm«>H PCntlCtOn;.Und:-NClSOn, SO that II any V „  „  . , „  .uur nrst impression was confirmed vwa'g ;^^  ^ sufficient Dominion Fruit Limited by Roy Baird Staples and'Alexander McCallum, the
take proceedings against the cor­
porations and individuals mentioned, j  x r.  ^ r iunder the “Coioo that tht.vwere a decent bunch of fel-
Act” arid
! “Sales on Consignment , seekine iustice Isn’t that rieht' casual lahor. to support himself, he Supervisor for Dominion Fruit Limited. The said Staples holds 9,000 shares
uf Oanarf uadcr the Criminal Code ^j^erman Sutherland?” comrhented would be granted three days work at jn . ^ j-ust for Dominion Fruit Limited and Western Grocers Limited. The fol- 
of Canada and for such purpose to j  any of the centres mentioned on sub- . • _ - x * x,. , x x x. ,
engage the services of Lewis D u n -, Alderman Sutherland of satisfactory 'proof that he lowing facts, among others, are relevant to prove the said control:-
had earnestly attempted to find em-can, K.C. of Toronto as being Coun- assent. , , , n vx ex.x
sel in Canada best fitted by, expert- , Mayor Jones ^ser asked the council pioyment 
ence to conduct the necessary pro- 1 °  ^ of thanks to Alderman As you are no doubt aware, there is 
ceedings. I submit; that ample evi- Sutherlaim for his strenuous efforts to an, organiaztion who call themselves 
^ dence has been adduced by me to P^ o^tect the city in this impasse be- ^  “Union” whose sole purpose is to 
maintain the said proceedings. I tween the unemployed and the city and force the Government to provide work 
am prepared, to indicate further provincial government, and for open- the year round for all men whom they 
sources of evidence when required, tng his grounds to: the groups for a can get under their control. After 
2. I challenge the Minister of Agri- request met jvith instant ap- giving the, matter seridus.considera-
culture of .this Province to make proval from ^ther council members. tion, we felt that if camps were es-
(a) The total share issue of the Lander Company Limited is 18,372 shares , 
distributed as follows:—
Arthur: Clarence Lander ........ .......... ......... ................  4,593 shares
Alexander McCallum, Supervisor Western Grocers Limited 186 shares
Roy Baird Staples ............ .'.......... :.................  ......... . 4,593 shares
Roy Baird Staples (in trust) ...  ............... .... ........ . 9,000 shares
(b) The said shares, shown as held in trust by the said Staples, are in fact
such representations as may be h e - Alderman Sutherland states that the tablished in the summertiirie, it would the property of Western Grocers Limited directly or through its subsidiary.
Hiat the citizens of the country and 
particularly those charged with the en­
forcement of the law may be. in no 
-<doubt as to what my indictment is, I  
therefore make the following charges: 
1. I  charge that a jobber-shipper corn-
corporations mentioned, who are 
shippers of fruit or vegetables in this 
Province, with malfeasance, misfeas­
ance and non-feasance in the per­
formance of their duties to the un- 3. I  challenge the Minister of Agri-
cessary to the Minister of Labour of imeniployed cleaned their camp well, 
Canada and to the Minister of Ag­
riculture of Canada to the end that 
proceedings may be taken against 
the said persons under the “Com­
bines Investigatibn Act.”
Turn to Page 8 , Story 4
WON BY THE PENTHTON HERALD
protected producers of the Province.
bine in the marketing of fruits and 8 . I charge that the persons and cor- 
yegetables exists in British Columbia porations mentioned have plotted
and throughout the Prairie Provinces and conspired to break the laws of
of Canada. the country and to prevent the pro-
2. I  charge that the principals in this ducers of British Columbia from ob- 
combine are Western Grocers Limit- taining a fair return for their labors, 
ed and Dominion Fruit Limited, and 9. I charge that through the flouting 
others being directors of the said of laws enacted for the protection of 
companies; Alexander McCallum,
Supervisor for Dominion Fruit Lim­
ited; Roy B. Staples of Kelowna,
British Columbia, Fruit Shipper; A.
C. Lander of Kelowna, British Col­
umbia, Fruit Shipper; Lander Com­
pany Limited; Sales Service Limited; 
and other fruit shipping companies 
controlled by Lander Company Lim­
ited.
3. I  charge that the persons and cor­
porations mentioned have committed 
and are committing breaches of Sec­
tion 27 of the “Sales on Consign­
ment Act” of the Province of British 
Columbia in that they are operating 
as part of a jobber-shipper combine mains with the growers of the Interior 
in infraction of the said Act. of British Columbia to say whether or
4. I  charge that such of the corpora- not they are willing to consent to a 
tions mentioned as members of the continuance of a system which— 
^mbine as are incorporated under o )  Deprives the growers of money
which IS justly theirs.
the producers and the general public 
of Canada the members of the com­
bine have rendered ineffectual the 
work done in furthering the interests 
of the fruit and vegetable industry 
by the Minister of Agriculture, by 
Marketing Boards, by Growers’ As­
sociations and by independent and 
co-operritive shippers.
10. I charge that the persons and cor­
porations mentioned are a menace 
to the business morality of the Pro­
vince and of Canada and that they 
should be dealt with by all right- 
thinking people as such.
A.11 these things I* charge. It re-
the laws of this Province have ren­
dered themselves liable to dissolu­
tion under the provisions of the 
“Sales on Consignment Act.”
5. I  charge that the persons and cor­
porations mentioned constitute a 
combine within the meaning of the 
“Combines Investigation Act” and
(b) Damages the fruit and vegetable 
industry,
(c) Destroys the morale of the grow­
ers, abuses, cheats and betrays them 
from within and without so that as 
a result they have little faith in any­
one.
that they are subject to the penalties (d) Plays men, shippers and even 
provided in the said Act., whole districts against each other,
6 . I  charge that the persons and cor- (e) Prevents reasonable co-operation
porations menUoned have committed between man and man and between 
and are committing breaches of Sec- shipper and shipper, 
tion 498 of the Criminal Code of Can- (f) Spares nothing in its ruthlessness 
ada ih that they' are members of a and degenerating influence, 
criminal combine against the public Are they not willing to fight cour- 
interest. ageously for the enforcement of law
7, I charge such of the persons and and the security of their homes?
CALLS FOR INVESTIGATION
_Dr. MacDonald, the Minister of Ag- continued interest and fum i^ pro- ___ ____ _ xn a«
ric^ture of this Province, has in the tection for us in our marketing under wlT7 tm i7”served” *t^ ^^  ^ the
P^^shown that he has the interests his “Marketing Act” so recently de- past, will not fail us in the present 
^ t h e  producers at heart. At this dated constitutional by the Courts, emergency, with my fellow growers 
tnne he can give cogent evidence of The British Columbia Tree Fruit I await the answer to the challenge ’
culture of this Province to have in­
vestigation made forthwith through 
the Income Tax Officials into the 
financial transactions of the parties 
to the said combine.
4. I  challenge the Attorney-General
. of this Province to take such steps
as may be necessary to dissolve the 
corporations, members of the com­
bine and incorporated in this Pro­
vince, and to cancel the registration 
in this Province of extra-Provincial 
corporations, members of the said 
combine.
5. I challenge Messrs. Carsori, Bull, 
Tupper, Henniger and Putnam, 
members of the Provincial Legisla­
ture from the fruit-growing districts 
concerned, to press for the immedi­
ate institution of the proceedings re­
ferred to and to lend their active 
support to the Minister and the Gov­
ernment in the carriage of the, same:
6 . I challenge the leaders of aU poli­
tical parties in this Province and in 
Canada to co-operate in this matter 
so that the ends pf justice may not 
be burked.
7. I challenge the British Columbia 
Tree Fruit Board and its members 
to make representations to the Gov­
ernment forthwith that the said pro­
ceedings be instituted and carried 
on without delay and I again lioint 
out to the Board that its control is 
rendered a mere shadow without 
substance by the operations of the 
said combine.
8 . I challenge the British 'Columbia 
Fruit Growers’ Association and its 
locals to bring pressure to bear upon 
the authorities to the end that the 
matter may be prosecuted to a 
speedy, final and successful conclu­
sion.
9. In the name of the struggling and 
long-suffering producers of fruits 
and vegetables in British Columbia, 
I  challenge the people of this Pro­
vince to rise in their wrath and see 
that this evil thing which has once 
more grown up in our midst is de­
stroyed for ever.
Confident that those in authority.
■-'V
, The Mason Trophy
Emblematic of the best all-round  ^ weekly newspaper in Caririda 
with a circulation of over two thousand,; this y ^ r  the Masbii, Trophy 
goes to the Penticton Herald. The Heralidn Winhing the trophy com­
peted with all the leading weeklies in .Canada. It is the most coveted 
of all weekly awards.
Dominion Fruit Limited, as appears by correspondence in the office of Lander 
Company Lmiited which was given to me either by the said Roy Baird Staples 
or the said Lander and Which I held for the Lander Company’ Limited While 
I was in the employ of the said company. Shortly after I left the employ of 
Lander Company Limited, the -records of the Company were turned over to 
Robert Cheyne, auditor for Roy Baird Staples and the Lander Company Limited. 
The said correspondence prior to my resigning from the Company was placed 
by me along with other Company records in a trunk in the vault in the Lander 
Company Limited office. Mr. Cheyne, in nay presence, asked for the Company 
records and tbok the trunk from the vault and left the office with it. I have 
seen the said correspondence. It was correspondence which passed between 
Lander Company Limited on the one hand, and Dominion Fruit Limited and 
Western Grocers Limited on the other hand, and between the said Staiples on 
the one hand and the said Dominion Fruit Limited and the said Western Gro­
cers Limited on the other hands. The said correspondence dealt with the matter 
of the said trust shareholding in Lander Company Limited held by the said 
^Staples and clearly showed that the said shareholding was held by the'said 
Staples in trust for the fruit jobbing interests aforesaid.
(c) In or about the spring of 1938 Dominion Fruit Limited wrote to Lander . 
Company Limited demanding a financial statement of Lander Company Limited.
(d) Prior to July 30th, 1936, I held 326 shares in Lander Company Limited. 
iShortly before that date I was advised by the said Lander that I was required 
to transfer the said shares—140 to Roy Baird. Staples and 186 to the said Mc­
Callum, a director of Dominion Fruit Limited, because Western Grocers Limited 
did hot wish any shares in Lander Company Limited held by anyone other than 
Western Grocers Limited and either the said Lander or the said Staples. In 
accordance with the said instructions, I transferred my shares to the raid Staples 
and the said McCallum, as aforesaid.
' (e) In the year 1937 the dividends in respect of the sriid 9,000 shares held 
iri trust by the said Staples were paid by cheque to the said Staples IN  TRUST.
(f) On or. about the first day of May, 1938, I  wrote to the said Lander re­
signing niy position with the said Lander Company Limited and in the said 
Tetter 1 pointed out to the said Lander that the shares m Lander Company 
Limited which had been registered in my name had been “called in” and re-sold 
to the jobbing interests. I  , received no reply to the said letter.
10. The said fruit jobbing interests, therefore, control through Lander 
Company Limited the shippers mentioned in paragraph 7 hereof in respect of 
their marketing operations and the sale of fruit and produce delivfeted by 
growers to the said shippers. ■'< ^
: AND I  MAKE THIS. SOLEMN DECLARATION, conscientiously be^eving 
it to be true and knowing that it is of the sarrie force;;and effect as if made 
under oath and by virtue of the “Canada Evidence . Act.” -
J, H/READER.
. DECLARED before me at, the City of . Vernon, in the. Province o f British 
Columbia this 16th day of August, A.D. 1938;
C. W.. MORROW.
A  Commissioner for taking Affidavits within the Province of British Columbia.
P A G E  SIX TH E  K E L O W N A  COURIER THUllSDAY. AUGUST IB, 1838
BouUi Okamigun Alonuincnt Works 
IIEADBTONKU AN0 
MONUMENTS
Impoi'tfd and native i;rnnite or 
marble—Satisfaction j{uaianloed 
at rij;ht prices.
liox 501. I'cntlctoii, U. C.
-More About-
MUNICIPALITIES
PASSED
JOSEPH ROSSI
CO N TR A C TO R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office; - - D. Chapman Barn
IMioiic 2!)8
From Paije 1, Column 3 
those; receivin/' old aj’e pensions from 
.poo to .$.500.
The Okana/;an municipalities are 
seekiiu; the ri;'hl for municipalities to 
desif'nate certain lands within tbeir 
boundaries as residential properties 
and to ass(;.ss them for taxation pur­
poses.
Education Costs
Half a dozen re.solutions fronj Ke
M A K I N G  C A N A D A
A  B ette r  P la c e  in W h i c h  to  L iv e  a n d  W o r k
A Series of Letters from Uistliiguislied Canadians on Vital l*rublcins 
AITecting tlio Future Wcirurc of Canada
Specially Written for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association
F U M E R T O N 'S
D RESS, S LIT  and COAT SALE
Dear Mr. Editor:
I liardly feel tliat 1 am comjietent 
to offer you .suKgestioBs as to__ matters 
of policy. However, in v iew 'o f your 
definite reciuest I am oiTeriuft a su;;- 
/'cstion wliieli mij;lit jiossibly bo fruit-
lowna, deaiiiu; with a wide variety of ood that is tliat the pie.ss of Can­
ada in its editorial policy do some-
U. GUIDI & ORSI
Contractors for
'« ELASTEKING, STUCCO and 
MASONIIY WORK • '
riionc 41M-L OK G34-L
subjects, met the; approval of the Olta- 
nagaii munieijialities. The cost of ed­
ucation has increased beyond the abil­
ity of rnuriieipalities. without greatly 
inereasiiig this unfair burden on lands 
and improvements, one resolution 
states, and the government is being 
asked to change the method of raising 
the ncee.ssary money with wliicli to 
defray the co.st of education
tiling constructive towards tlic weld­
ing of the jirovinces into a more close­
ly knit federation.
The enclosed clipping from tlie edi­
torial column of tlie Windsor Star, 
date July 31st, indicatc.s to a certain 
extent tlie tendency of certain mem­
bers of tlie press to foment a bitter 
feeling between dilTererit sections of
o n  th e ir
S'’US
At a jiroviou.s meeting the Keloyvna Uie countz'y and in certain periods this
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO.
» LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IR ECTO R S I 
Day Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 791 
KELOWNA, B. C.
resolution on licencing liquor stores to 
the amount of .$.500 every six months 
and tlie right to enforce open hours 
wai: given eridorsation and will bo 
before the U.B.C.M. convention for 
consideration.
Another Kelowna resolution which
feeling lias been very evident. 
Suggestions 'for the West:
“The East will do'morc than simply 
sympathize with the West in the lat- 
tor’s hour of trouble. The folks of 
the prairies do not need to worry 
about \vhat the East will do. Help
4 f  ’ '5 ' ';
m
MONUMENTS
Sand Blast Lettering 
VERNON GRANITE &  
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
should bring a gi'cat deal of discus- will be given the West this year, just 
Sion at Nelson deals with the Tran- « «  assistance has boon rendered in 
quille sanatorium charges, and the other years of drought, 
protest made by the Okanagan muni- Saskatchewan, especially, has been 
cipalitics against paying these costs stricken this summer (1937). Scaring 
after being informed there would be t'cat has frizzled the crops until they
no such liability placed against them.
Two weeks ago The Courier gave 
full publicity to the Kelowna council 
resolution protesting the program of 
the government in moving groups of
arc worthless even for feed in some 
places. The farmers will lose com­
pletely, even being out the cost of 
their seed.
The disaster is more than a local
W. R. CAMPBELL
V
unemployed whereby they became the catastrophe, it^  is of national extent, 
responsibility of the municipalities for For, with an impoverished West, the 
shelter and sanitation. Since that time purchasing power of the praines is 
the men have gone back to Vancouver curtailed.
when the government decided to re- The East will rally to the aid of the
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING 
Okanagan Manager 
W. F. IR W IN  & CO., LT D . 
Phone 4G9 - - Kelowna, B.C.
c 'S «r«J !£ i5 3 iS i
HO USEW lVES.t
Y O U  C A N  H A V E  M O RE  
L E IS U R E  T IM E  B Y  OR-
fuse any more road work relief money 
in Interior points.
Pass Protest Motion
At Salmon Arm last Thursday this 
resolution of protest was passed by 
the meeting.
At the conclusion of the session a 
vote of thanks was passed to Salmon 
Arm city and district for their hos­
pitality to the visiting delegates.
Those present included: O. L. Jones, 
G. H. Dunn, A. Gibb and J. D. Petti­
grew, Kelowna; Thos. Hawkins, C. E. 
Richards, Enderby; Charles Spencer, 
Kamloops; J. D. Day, S. R. Clough, L. 
S. Metford, Salmon Arm city; J. H. 
Wilson, E. Keevil, Armstrong; J. E. 
O’Mahoney, A. McLachlan, Summer- 
land; A. J. Fisher, Spallumcheen; M. 
Damgaard, Mr. Melford, Mr. McMul- 
lan, Salmon Arm district.
West. Generous contributions will be 
made from this part of the Dominion 
to our neighbors in that part.
their constant attacks on the East. 
Some of the assaults made on On­
tario have been particularly bitter. 
In fact, a few days ago one Mani­
toba paper had an editorial asking 
the East to help the West, and on 
the very same day it had another 
editorial bitterly. ^assaulting the 
East. That’s hardly cricket.”
If you really want a constructive
Newspapers in the West are hoping policy I feel quite certain that a well
l i
if/m
and suggesting that the East do some­
thing. They can rest assured their 
pleas will be answered.
And, while we are on the sub­
ject we would make this sugges- 
tion. to three or four newspapers 
in the prairie provinces. It is that 
they be a little less malicious in
thought out program which would 
tend towards closing gaps between 
the various sections of the country 
would be most beneficial.- 
Yours sincerely,
W. R. CAMPBELL, 
President, Ford Motor Co. of Canada,
Windsor, Ont.
if
 ^Sale Days
FROCKS
You’ll like these charming frocks because of their 
special low 95c Day prices—Sport and novelty 
styles in crepes, silks, sheers and novelty fabrics.
Values as much as $14.95—buy several at these 
sale prices.—Pi'iced at—
$2.49, $3.49, $4.95 $6.95
LADIES* SUITS
For early fall wear in fancy tweeds. Tricotines 
and worsteds. Priced for those 95c Days at—
$10.95, $12.95 $14.95 “  "
LADIES* COATS
In smart fall styles in full length styles, also Jigger 
and Swaggers—broad shoulders and raglan sleeves 
with or without belts. Colors: rose, beige, gold, 
green and blue. Sizes flJpT O K  O  O K
14 to 20. Priced, each
MILLINERY
In refreshing new styles in white and dark colors.
Halos, Boatei's, Bretons—smart for fall
LADIES’ KNITTED WOOL SUITS—Tailored, in 
two and three pieces—new fall colorings 
—for this sale; a suit ....... ............ $9.85
OLIVER GROWER IS 
SEEKING DOMINION 
INVESTIGATION
PEACH PRICES ARE 
CUT FIFTEEN CENTS 
TO MEET IMPORTS ¥
CERTIFICATES FOR 
FIRST AID WON
Wants Department of Labor to 
Look into Alleged Combine at 
Coast; Asks for Lewis Duncan
Arthur Millar, well-known Oliver
D E R IN G  Y O U R  CAK ES Twenty-Five Members of Junior grower recently despatched a com-
J /-I, o r 1 . munication to the federal minister of
Board Class .Successful labor and minister of agriculture, ask-
al
FRO M  US.
United States Fruit Quoted at 
Thirty-five Cents and Arrived 
in Canada Under B.C. Figures
Bad news for the valley peach deal 
was received on Thursday, August 11, 
when the price was cut from 90 cents 
to 75 cents f.o.b., in order to compete 
with American importations which are
FALL FLOWERS
Drop in for a delicious cup 
of tea while you are doWn- 
town shopping.
P H O N E  1 2 1
FOR OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
WASHINGTON APPLE 
CROP ESTIMATES 
ARE DOWN AGAIN
ing for an investigation into an . _ _______
Success has crowned the efforts of 24 leged combine in the fruit distributing ' Paying all duties and still arriving on 
members of th&  junior board of trade business at the coast. Following are Canadian markets at lower prices than 
who recently completed their first aid the main statements, which requests Okanagan fruit. No. 2 ’s are how 60 
classes under the St. John Ambulance the investigation: cents f.o.b.
Association. These young men wilT re- “Further, for the purpose of siich in- American fruits, states the B.C. 
ceive their certificates in a few weeks’ vestigation to appoint Mr. Lewis Dun- Fruit Board, is moving out at an f.o.b. 
time from the association Canadian can whose experience with the eon- price of 35 cents; This means that it 
headquarters in Ottawa. viction of the notorious “Nash- Sym- is arriving. on the Vancouver market
The classes . were conducted under ington” combine would be invaluable for 91-14 cents. Okanagan peaches 
the supervision of the health corfimit- for the present investigation into the were costing $1 .0 2 j4 - ' ■
tee of the junior bo.ard witjh Fred alleged combine as per affidavits, etc.. Similar conditions prevailed across 
Gore as instructor and Dr. Stan Hen- already in the hands of the Cornmis- the prairies, with the American fruit 
derson assisting greatly. Dr. W. J. sioner. . having the price edge everywhere, '
Knox conducted the examinations “The original petition containing all running from two to seven cents, 
with the assistance of Abel Gagnon, the names, addresses and acreage of Oh Wednesday night there 
who acted as examiner for bandaging.
The successful first aid men -were:
Jack “Slim” . Adams, William Aitken,
Clare Atkinson, H. Blakeborough Jr.,
Francis Buck, William Bulman, Gor­
don Cooper, Ab. Davis, C. Dore, A.
Fuller, Walter Fuller, Harold Glenn,
William Greenaway, Frank Guerard,
William Harmeling, Thomas Hazel, Ce- matter how 
cil Moore, Harry Mitchell, Peter Mur- may be or
Every type of flower you could 
wish for— f^or afternoon and eve­
ning wear: clusters, 'wreaths,
sjDrays. Priced special for our 
95c Days; "fl CT to
each .........
A'?
%
A
15c “ 75c
EXTRA SPECIAL 
HOSIERY VALUES
Don’t fail to stock your hosiery 
drawer at these prices—Sheer 
chiffons and crepes with dressy 
appearance — well reinforced — 
good assortment of £i€k/n
colors; per pair  ...... OJ/C
O  pair for $1.35
F U M E R T O N * S
Where Cash Beats Credit ”
-More About-
doch, Bert McKim, William Riddell, 
Leslie Taylor, Darner Verity and Jos-, 
eph Zauchner. .
. _ were
growers on whose behalf this request 15,000 packages of peaches in the val- 
,is made, is in my possesion and can ley and movement was nil. It was to 
be produced on demand. fight this condition that the prices
“In view of the precarious financial were lowered in order to obtain move- 
position of so many growers whose meht. "
livelihood depends solely on the fruits Further feature of the deal has been 
of the soil, an investigation, as out- that the American shippers are in a 
lined above is of urgent necessity. No position to ship straight cars of No. I ’s 
good the farmer’s crop and in any required size, 
what sacrifices he may -------^ ^ ------ -
NEARLY FOUR 
HUNDRED
■*
Drop of Nearly Million Bushels 
in One Month Caused by Cod­
ling Moth and Hot Weather
BENVOULIN
Miss B. Mclvor, R.N., who for the 
past five weeks/has been visiting her 
brother. Mr. B. Mclvor, left on Mon­
day for Vancouver, where she will 
visit relatives before returning to her
make, he can barely cover the cost of According to the Australian Corn- 
production and in many cases operates monwealth'Bureau of Census and Sta- 
at a loss. As a result more and more tistics, 3,300,000 lb. of wool were ex­
farmers are becoming dependent on ported from Australia to Canada dur- 
relief and more liable to be dissatisfied ing the 1937-38 season (July, 1937, to 
with the powers that be. . May, 1938).
“On the other hand, the consuming------- — - —---------- --------- — -— —
public is not benefitting by the low duce. because the cost to the con- 
prices paid to farmers for their pro- sumer is maintained at a high level.”
At July 1 the Washington state ap 
pie crop vvas estimated at 32,400,000 home in Winnipeg* 
bushels but since, that time the. esti- ♦ * »
mate, has been dropped to 31,590,000 Miss Reid of Edmonton arrived on 
bushels. Government crop reports Monday from the coast and is the 
just released place' the American na- guest of her brother Mr. Alec. Reid, 
tion’s apple crop now at only 50 per _  tt 1  ^ ,4
cept of normal, compared with 71 per Hamil and daughter. Miss
cent a year ago. Nan, also Mr. C. E. Weeks, left qn
Total production in the United Sta- Thursday’s excursion, via C.N.R. 
tes is placed at 134,867,000 bushels,<" ■ coast. ^
compared to 210.673,000 bushels at the 3 ^^ j^^s. Thos.. Wilkinson were
passengers to’ the coast last week, average is 150,728,000 bushels. Ex- * » *
tremely hot weather and codling moth Mrs. Pat Carr’s little daughter is"^ in 
damage were the two items which Kelowna Hospital, having suffered a 
were chiefly responsible for the drop ruptured appendix..
“ THIS HEAT AND THESE DODGERS”
A Real Buy
5 room bungalow. ..Fireplace, bathroom, screened porch. 
Good, location in south end. ..Absentee owner says “sell”. 
Balance $25,00 per month including 5% interest.
F U L L  PRICE.$1,650 
$150 CASH.
McTAVISH & WHILUS, UNITED
Real Estate Insurance
/
in. the Washington apple crop yield.
At Yakima the “hang-together” move 
is on among the pear growers, who 
know it is their only salvation.
At a meeting of approximately 200 
ranchers, representing various valley 
districts, fruit storage men and others, 
cooperative problems were hashed 
over, taking cognizance of the “tough 
fight” they are facing. It was noted oo*k
that they are gaining strength in this "^sust z»tn 
year when the market is so discourag­
ing that an outside chance is better
Miss Thelma and Mr. Geo. Reid 
motored to Pillar Lake last Wednes­
day for a days fishing.
■ .* * ♦
There will be no service in Benvou- 
lin United Church next Sunday, as 
Rev. A. C. Pound is taking a ;well 
earned holiday, but arrangements are 
being made for the following Sunday,
than certain loss.
Tomato growers are feeling some­
what relieved, now that a temporay
agreement has been reached between
Before the meeting adjourned, v the growers and canners. Benvoulin 
organization had^made^a start at least boasts of having grown the first to-
toward securing the 5.000 tons of pears matoes for canning as far back as
they will req^re as a working basis twenty-nine years ago, when a small 
for running the. cooperative cannery plant was operatetd on Abbott street 
this season. Five hundreil tons were by Mr. Frank Fraser and it would be 
subscribed by growers who did not nothing short of a calamity to see this
industry which has been built up 
, whCTe possibilities of furthering the over a period of years go on the rocks, 
cooperative movement were concern- ■
ARMSTRONG AWARDED VERDICT
--- --------— ’— “ OVER AMBERS
RENEW INSURANCE POLICY Henry Armstrong, sensational colorr 
Insurance on the grandstand in the ed fighter, won a decision last night 
city athletic park is being renewed by from Lou Ambers, lightweight ruler
From Page 1. Column 4 
of Industrial Relations ordered mini­
mum wages for cannery workers on 
tomatoes brought down ten per cent.
The tomato prices now stand at $7.75 
for No. 2s and $12.75 for No;-Is. Fe­
male minimum wages are 27 cents and 
male 35 cents.
On August 3 the Interior Vegetable 
Marketing Board agreed that the prices 
on tomatoes should come down $1 per 
ton and asked the minimum wage 
board to reduce wages 10 per cent ac- 
^  cordingly. The latter request was 
turned down at the time by Adam Bell.
On Tuesday, August 9, Thos. Wilkin­
son, -the Vegetable Marketing Board
chairman, and Capt. C. R. Bull, M .L .A .,___________________________________________
- met the Kelowna board of trade and *—^ *e?—
asked that body to press for action “The decision of the board is not I^ P |  Y ’V’lTjTikT *  Y A  M U  
from the Board of Industrial Relations, satisfactory to the canners and not in W  I v A
Capt. Bull telephoned to Adam Bell, line with requirements of the industry a 0 0
who intimated’ that the canners had at this time, as explained in detail to  ^ V E R N O N
never brought any definite proposal the board.
before his Board. “But, in order to break the deadlock, . ---- 7"
and prevent further loss to growers of Yernon city council has requested 
the crops now ripe or ripening,, the of the city flags and bunting
On Wednesday, August 10, another canners are going to commence opera- Days, August 17
executive meeting . of the Kelowna tions immediately—not later than Mon- The Kelowna council on Mon-
board of trade was called with Mr, Wil- day. day night agreed to make the loan,
kihson and Capt. Bull. The board of “The certain result will be a restrict- P^^ided that the junior board of 
trade told them definitely that it would ed pack with consequently less em- '
not advocate a reduction in wages but ployment and less returns to growers.  ^ council, was a^ee-
would do everything in its power to ‘This is because the cheaper tomato
assist in breaking the deadlock. pack of Eastern Canada is a very real S 'v e r ^ o ^  ^  forwarded
That afternoon,a meeting of cannery situation and our British Columbia ' ■ __________
workers at Roweliffe’s and the Can- canners cannot be expected to put up W H AT AFFE C TS  G RAIN  T R A n n  
adian^Canners plants went on record a normal pack at the higher cost.” world production of wheat, exclus-
as refusing the suggested cut to 25 Before the deadlock was broken, A. jve of Russia and China, during the 
cents for female employees, as made K. Loyd, B.C.F.G.A. president, entered 1 9 3 7 .3 8  season showed an increase 
by the canners. This meeting was ar- the arena, and telephoned Mr, Dalton, over the previous year and was little 
ranged by the board of trade.. pointing out that the canners looked less than in 1933-34. Variations in
Later, the Interior Vegetable Market- to the Okanagan fruit growers for as- total production, however, states the 
ing Board decided to cut another dollar sistance during the season in various Imperial Economic Committee, affect 
a ton in the price of tomatoes to the matters, including dump duty protec- the grain trade less than changes in 
canners. Mr. Wilkinson disagreed with tion, but that if the canners’ present certain countries. Thus, the upward 
this further reduction bn policy and attitude Continued the fruit growers trend in Russian production has had 
resigned from the Board in protest, could not be expected to continue to only an occasional influence. More 
leaving at once for the coast on a holi- help the canners. important in their effects in the years
day- Regretted Delay preceding 1937-38 were (1) the lower
On Friday, an agreement was finally
from 1933 ta
----- ^ ---------------------- -- ------------------- ,---------------- ------xuici Whew! It’s hot! And George Herman Ruth mops his brow with a volumin- . .. .
the city council, the value of Tthe in at orrid fifteen-round scrip. Arm- ous handkerchief as he seeks the shade of the dugout steps. The former King amouriting to
building being set at $400. The am- strong is holder of the featherweight of.Clout, now coaching Brooklyn Dodgers in the National league, was caught from last year,
oiint of the premium has been reduced and w>elterwei|(ht ckalhpionships o f on a torrid day bemoaning the necessity of having to put up with the hot 
nearly $3 to $8.12. the world. weather. As if the Daffiness boys weren’t enough!
W A P  Bonnptt hoard of trade nre- l®vel of output in Canada, the United 
sideAt/remarked on Tuesday toat he Australia fro  1933 ta
Hugh M. Dalton B.C. Canned Goods regretted that the price f i ^ g  had the exceptionally small
association secretary, stating the can- ^  ^ so that the in 1935-36, and (3) the
ner, were not in entire eement but p w e iS y  r o t S  “ n S
that they would operate to. break the  ^ Germany in 1937,
deadlock. The canners wished a fur- , fairer it touc mnrio Z iZ T~7 - ~T
ther reduction claiming they could not 5° bear J^ter in the year or ne^  y e p
compete with eastern canners at B.C. ^® a r^uction m other industrial
wace levels and that a sumlus of to- advocated a Cut m wages. _ plants. However, Hon. G. S. Pearsoa
® 1 rases Other employees in packing houses has assured the industry that the slight
’ ' of the Kelowna area are not satisfii^ reduction in .the tomato deadlock is
with the reduction accepted by tomato absolutely as far as the department 
Canners’ Statement cannery workers, it is said, as they fear labor wilL go towards reducing wages
Mr. Dalton’s statement follows: "that the same pressure may be brought of laborers.
I "Sr
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Classified Advertisements iC O T T S  S C R A P  B O O K
*93a
KATES
Fiitil Iwcnty-llvo words, ILfty cents; 
ndditional words one cent each.
- If Copy is uccoinpanied by cash or ac­
count Is paid within two weeks from 
date of issue, a discount of Iweaty- 
. live ctrnls will bo made. Thus a 
Iwenly-llve word advertisement ac­
companied by cash or paid within 
two weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Minimum charge, 25 cents.
Wlien it is desired that replies be ad- 
dre.sHe<i to a box at The Courier 
Ofilce, an additional charije of ten 
cents is made.
> Each initial and group of not more 
tlian live figures counts as one word.
. Advertisemonts for tliis column should 
be in The Courier Ofilce not later 
tlian four o’ehjck on Wednesday 
afternoon.
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TWO MONTHS FOR 
OPEN DUCK SEASON
Okanagan Request For Half a 
Month Longer Season Not 
Granted
INSURANCE RATES tennis  p a r t y  
DECREASED BY refused  e n tr y
LARGE AMOUNT Presence of Cliincse Lad in Car Halts Group at Osoyoos
A.
I5 1 «  
CnHivftf 
MErftOP 
ov
FbNlSltlNliA. sen*
WA.5-lb
puTMim
IN S1oc.K<: 
IN-fflE r^ PKI 
oH A,
Business District
Okanagan and main line sportsmen’s 
request for u two and a half montlis’ 
open season for ducks and geese lias 
not been grantetl, aeeording to reguia- ]
lions for migratory birds issued last ,
....... ,........, /-..li.___ 1... ii... ____, business ' district ol Kelowna
Drop of 20 to 35 Per Cent Went Bt’caU!;e of the pre.sence of a young 
Into Effect August First in Cliine.sc lad in tlie milo, Mr. and Mra.
in llie 
tookweekend from Ottawa by the National 7 r"  “„  1 c- • » j>i K n/ri drop of Irom 20 to 35 iier ec it. MayorParks Service, Department of Mines o  i :..c......7n  i, * O. Lj. Jotw ii informed the launeil onand Resources.
Regulations sliow that ducks and 
geese may be siiot from September 21
II. G. M. Gardner and four young 
tennis players were turned back at 
Osoyoos on Monday wlien tlicy at­
tempted to cross llie border on a drive 
to Vancouver and tlie 13.C. Junior ten­
nis eliamriionsliips.
li,aurence Kwong, of Vernon, was the 
disputed pas.sen/;er. He is a native
b a r r e e
P  Qp o
Re n f r e w  Modem Range, WaslilngMachine, cf^ eam seperator, truck 
scale 1 to 2,000 lbs. Sold on easy terms. 
Trade-In accepted as part payment. 
Phone 712L4, Rutland Sales Service.
3-lc
THE CHURCHES
MO, -fltE/ ARE. KoT  ok ltuMAK5 YE17
PURIHc^  'rtlE. RAiTFIVE YEA.R5
MOKU.-THAN 300 RAXiE.'fRAC.K REx:ORD5 
Have. be.e.m broker ByTiiEFi-YiMci m a 'Sic amp me art
.Hoofs of Horses  s Hod •wi-fH cANCEULA'noMS usep on
JLiqitT-WEIC^ rtT SHoES MAPE oFAJ-UMIHUM EARL-Y UNrfED 51XTeS MAIJUl
RIC U S PAT orr. COPYRtCHT. I9KL KINC flATUAU SVNDICATV.
Monday evening, and lie considered
tliiil .some of the credit i.s due llie „ . . .
. , council in tliis re.speet as a ri-sult of Vernon but despite tins fact
to November 20 a period of two months, n,,. wliicli it undertook to litive allowed to pass tlirough
which is the same lenglli us last season (j,,. ,„|es lowmed • Unhed States. Tlie iiarty had to
although opening date is approxlmat- This will mean a tremendous .saving 
■ ely a week later. to business men of this city, Mayor
Meeting in Kamloops early in June, Jones remarked, as the drop in lire 
llie Interior Fish & Game Association rates covers both buildings iind stock, 
considered all angles of the situation. It will be remembered that tlie city of 
Final decision there was to ask for a Kelowna has taken a firm stiind in the 
two and a half months’ season, opening matter of insurance, and at one time 
September 20 and continuing until Dc- some of tlie council membciB advocat- 
cember 5.
urn back, drive tlirougli Hie Okana­
gan again to Kamloops and Hionce 
down Hie Fraser Canyon to tin? coast.
AIRPORT PROPERTY NO’J’ IN ’PAX 
SALE LIST
Tlie minisler of tlnance, Hon. John 
ed grouji insurance for Inteiior muni- Hart, lias agreed to withliold from tax
Fo r  s a l e —-1930 Model A  Ford truck,A-1 condition, duals.
cash. Box 464. Kelowna.
Cheap for 
3-lp
CO'PTAGE PIANO for sale—Frenchmake, beautiful tone and condi­
tion. Bond, Rutland. Phone G81-L5.
3-lp
T H E  U N IT E D  CHURCH OF 
CANADA .
First United, corner Kichter St. and Bernard 
Avenue
Summer Minister: Rev. F. W. 
Pattison, M.A.
Organist and Choir Leader:
Cyril S. Mossop, A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
NOT MUCH TO GOLF KELOWNA JUNIORS 
SAYS FRED LEWIS ARE FROZEN OUT
Okanagan delegates and Salmon cipalities, and ' later modillcd this sale this fall Hie two properties ro- 
Arm and Ilevelstoko wei-e in favor of scheme to one of collective bargaining, ccntly purchased by the board of 
the opening being October 1 and the “The decrease in rates lias warrant- tr.Tdo for future airport development, 
end December 15. Kamloops, where ed the scrapping and lighting whicli 'riicse two secticins. being 70 acres in 
sloughs are located on high altitudes, the municipalities did to have a re- all, were purchased at a price of $200 
was decidedly opposed, stating that duction in the liigli rates of insur- but tlie board agreed to, absorb the 
there would be very little shooting once,” declared Mayor Jones, ’flie arrears in taxes against the property, 
there because of freeze-ups. The final <>lher council members agreed that A  request to have Hie tax sale require- 
outcome was a compromise, the re- the saving would be a considerable ments hoisted for a year found appro- 
quest for opening day being set at Sep- ' • val at Victoria.
tembor 20, to continue for two and a e.'::!"-—' ' .."■ .........  j..,- - —j
Fr e e d o m  from indigestion withWILDER’S Stomach Powder. Safe,
pleasant to take, 
Kelowna.
Brown’s Pharmacy,
SUNDAY, AUGUST 21 
11 a.m. “Nevertheless Afterward.” 
7.30 p.m. “High Life—Low Life.”
half months.
Vernon Sportsman Makes Second Penticton Younger Players Score Bag limits for ducks are the same as
Hole-in-One in Two Year«? H-0 Victory over Orchard City last year. Twelve may be taken in
_____  ____  any one day and 125 for the season.
•F. A. Lewis doesn’t think there’s Penticton’s Canadian Legion Juniors Geese, including Black Brant, are five
very much to this game of golf after fJ’ei^ e out the visiting Kelowna nine on fer one day and 50 for the season,
all. the Queen’s Park diamond here on Shooting is to begin one hour before
It’.^,true that over his desk in the Sunday. The visitors got but two hits sunrise and Jo end one hour after sun-
Assoclated Growers, Vernon, there’s a while the locals made eleven hits and set, in the Eastern district pf B.C. 
comical little card. In verse form it h^c same number of runs. B.C. Game Board regulations cover*
tells all about the fellow whose drives Throughout the game, on the part ing shooting of upland game birds have 
sometimes don’t amount to anything ° f the Penticton team it was an ex- not yet been issued, but are expected 
more than putts, and who occasion- hibition of good ball play, with clever before the end of the month.
ally has as many as ten tries on the ball play and skilful coaching evident __________ __________
of Th« gieen. This really calls for the use of throughout the nine Innings. Kclow- ^  A n r « 0
SALE-36 h.p. Four Cylinder Mother Church, The First Church of a adding machine; And “ 1  «ght.^but jvas ^  h L t V L W  K A L E S  O E l
*OR SALE—30 foot Cabin Cruiser in
perfect condition. For appointment
CH R ISTIAN  SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. Bernard Are. and Bertram St.
and trial run, Phone 167. 2-4c
S h o p  H e r e  f o r
QUAL.ITV
SERVICE
This Society is a branch
pO R  SALE-36 h.p. Four Cylinder Mother Xhurch The First Cnurcn oi suggestion“would '^seern'to be that ally out-matched by the Penticton
r  Aultman Taylbr gas tractor engine Cl rist Scientist, in Boston. Massachu- lu J  e v e r S y  e lS  has boys. Cuzzocrea fanned ten of the vis- C A D  M C V T  T H I T R Q n A V
his bad times out arihe ^ f t  club: Ulna hlekorv holders, while Barnett I * U K  W t A I  H l U K h U A I
grade fuel. 
B.C.
h ,^ , ^ewis, ike verybody lse,
i   
“But
»n w  a A andopen yveanesaay  ^ reporter the other day, Kelowna’s battery seemed to have
a n d
Rrvv 199 Vprnon rlav SrhnnI 0 a m • firof anM thiyA nis oau li es OUl at tnc gOlI CIUD. jjaincii,
Apply BOX 122, Ve WedLsdavs. Te.stimonS  if you really take it in earn- and Tostenson between them managed
Fo r  s a l e —160 acres close to theWestbank Ferry wharf. $5 per acre. 
Apply to B. F. Boyce, Kelowna. 52-4c
— "  es. and i."r i% rd o ^ „T o \ m s ‘s t/e^ ’s"' ei.h. sJS'e-outs!p.m. Keaaing Koom open Wednesday ----. Kpinwna’s hntt
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m. “thfere doesn’t seem to be much to it.” difficulty in finding the plate, and in 
On May 24, 1937, he reached the holding the ball when it crossed the 
golfers cherished dream when he wood. Barnett netted two wild pitch-
Okanagan Derby and Point to 
Point Races are Fdbture$
SAVllVCS
WANTED
Final details of the first annual
_  , ,  , scored a hole in one on the eighth and walked five, while Tostenson, horse race meet to be staged on Thurs-
WE b u y , w e  s e l l  all seconu-nanu C ,im m R r green at the Vernon course.' his companion in error, gave a like day afternon, August 25, by the Gyrofurniture. O. L. Jones Furniture • u le i i j OOK JNeVlcW . Just the other day he took an easy number of strolls. Cuzzocrea walked Club of Kelowna are being worked 
Co., Ltd. 24-tfc jyjgy remind you, as the radio swing with his No. 8 iron and found °ne man only. Dagg, behind the plate out now by the many committees in
' announcers say, that these short notes that he’d marked up his second hole fo>^  Penticton had one passed ball to charge of events. Eleven races are
concern books that have been publish- tn one, and oh the same green. his credit, while Handlen had seven. being sponsored for the afternoon,
ed during the last two or three years ‘That’s one each year so far,” he' The little red-headed Penticton cat- starting at 2 o’clock and ending short-
, ' L._____ -^--------- -----——-----  and which you wanted to read at the reported in an off-hand way to the cher also showed up well in other ly after five o’clock. .
T17ANTED-_Yearling Heifer or Steer: time, but somehow didn’t. However Pi'ess the other day when he was urg- brackets of play, scoring three runs In the evening, two big dances at
W  beef tvne send narticulars and now's your chance for you will find ed to give the details. and two hits. He had the day’s high the Oddfellows’ haU and Aquatic pav-
nrire delivered in Kelowna to Box 225, them at the Kelowna branch of the He admits with an uneasy smile that for stolen bases, slipping by the Kel- ilion are expected to be well attended. 
rnnri7r 3-lpc Okanagan Valley .-.Union Library it’s his ambition to get one every year °wna watchdogs five times. Cuzzo- Chief in the list of horse races is
i_ounei, ■  ^ Thak and Hie I d '  from now on. crea and Benway of Penticton each the OkanaganDerbyforlnteriorown-
T ID ro 1-  ^ V . “ But it does get awfully monotonous. got three-baggers, while Latimer and ed horses only, over a mile and an
J, i3. (beachcomber) Morton. It is doing it every time oh that eighth Webster assisted in base-stealing with eighth course. The other main feature
E V E E W  B A W  
i n  t h e  
W E E K !
mA
117ANTED— T^en cords of fir in four  ^ ^  xvxuii,uii xi is
9 9 R to be hoped that most people have hole.” I ’ll have'to see if I can’t do them two. each,, while Carter, Gunn, Cuzzo- will be the point-to-point race downJry. Repjy Jating price to Box 22^ ,^ j^^de the acquaintance of Beachcomb-
Kelowna Cpurier.__________ __________________________ -er, and through him Mr. Thake. If
'XPERIENCED Packers W anted for t, don’t let another day
all that way.” crea, and Kaines of the Penticton line- Knox mountain over a course about
a full season starting with Me- -r ^ n xu(Jays of Lewis Carroll there has been
One doubts whether since the AT YAKIMA
eiative \ssociation. writer, is the perfect foil for his gen-
ius. It would be silly to tell you what Ten Kelowna Delegates Attend
NOTICE Three-D ay Function in South
■  ^ ■ ________  Mr. Thake; he can te ll, you so much
R. , MATHISON, dentist, Willits’ himself. lowna visited Yakima last week and
up got one each, with Kelowna hav- a mile and a'half long. This is a re-, 
ing only one steal to its credit, made vival of a feature of horse races held
by Roth.
FOR CONVENTION TWO VICTORIES
FOR KEEN PRINCE
here a quarter century ago.
Two open races are in the program, 
being a six-furlong event and a mile 
run. Seven of the eleven races will 
be open to pari-mutuel betting.
D
Kelowna Horse Romps Home in 
Ten Gyros and Gyrettes from Ke- Hotel Derby at Vernon Races
JERMAN HUNT LTD. 
CHANGES HANDS
Block, telephone 89. 49-tfc
Porgy
R
Dt, Rr,co Tjeu X rctumed on Sunday from the annual Two major victories came to Kot
xi:. district Gyro convention, held in that lowna on Wednesday afternoon at thel-ioiMrr i^ix'^x^j ’+U 4- • 1  Xi. Xidb ItJWJJcf UIJ• VV tJUIlcbLlciV ctXLcXXlUUIl ctL Clic
IBELIN PHOTO studio for your Ko- ^S  city on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, opening races of the two-day Vernon
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient Stan Underhill and Bob WhiUis race meet, when Jack Ward’s Keen
Misses Hardie and Hargraves of 
Calgary and Saskatoon Buyers
s e rv ic e , in  b e fo r e  9 a.m., ou t a t 5 p.m. 
A s k  fo r  ou r F R E E  e n la rg e m e n t card .
33-tfc.
of the Announcement is made this week of
pO R  A  SQUARE DEAL in Plumbing,
lartvi It  awarded golf prizes, while Ke- Prince romped home ahead
its literary counterpart not onS more was second to Nanaimo in the field in the Hotel Derby, the feature the sale of the Jerman Hunt (Kelow-
intelligible but tremendously grip­
ping.
Heating and Sheet Metal Work— 
phone 164 or 659L4.
SCOTT PLUMBING WORKS
LOST
man-mile competition. The Kelowna race of the afternoon and also won na) Ltd. ladies’ ready-to-wear store 
Gyros report tl. a host club was very the six furlongs. Total purse in the operated by Mr. Jerman Hunt to Miss 
Negro life in a small sou thern  to w n  hospitable and went out its way to en- derby was $100 and in the six furlongs Bettye Hargraves and Miss Inzola
tertain the visitors.. $<0. Hardie, lately of Saskatoon and Cal-
Those who made the trip south in- Fli.ming Youth, entered by Mrs. Vic gary, respectively, 
eluded Drx and Mrs. Stan Underhill, DeHart placed second in the half- The new ownCrs have had mariy 
ing. The book reminds one in some ond Mrs. Jack Ladd, R. F. Parkin- face, O. H. SmitlTs Flying Ace years’ experience in various depart-
Ways of Steinbeck’s Tortilla Flat es- Leathley, Pete King, BcS  ^ he3hS Jm front spot^^The purses in ments of the Hudson’s Bay Company,
pecially the way in which the deepest Hutherf ord, Bob Seath and Bob Whillis
is its theme, and about the w'hole of 
the book hangs an authentic atmos­
phere which is marvellously convinc-
this event totalled $60.
tragedies of life and death are accept-
the Regatta, Silver ed, not calmly but with the dazed re-LOST—^During . . . . . .  , . .Cigarette Lighter, with inscription: signation which is characteristic of
“To Mont from a few of his old pals.” negro life. From the moment the giant 
Kindly leave with Harry Broad, Royal Crown commits his ghastly murder 
Anne Hotel. 3-lc to the day when , Porgy limps home
__________ J______ _ to find no [Bess this book is guaranteed
COMING EVENTS IroS SSt AHeged to Have obtained Relief
^  gro to pin his faith equally in “Jedus” Money When he did not Work
and the conjure woman may strike -----
CHARGE PENDING CASE OF EQUINE 
ON JOBLESS LEADER SLEEPING SICKNESS
and have established valuable con­
tacts with manufacturing and whole­
sale houses in the east. They will 
take over the management of their 
new store on September 1.
The ladies’ wear store was first in­
augurated by Mr. Hunt in 1914 in the 
building now occupied by Suther-
URGE
2 1 c
PEARL
WHITE
SOAP
6 23c
One Kelowna Horse Isolated Bakery, a lease on the premises
...riA-u j  Titr, then taken over irom AlexHere Suffering with Dread Dis- Morrison. At that, time Dalglish and
ease Harding’s hardware business was next 
door.
Dr. A. W . Lehman, veterinary sur- 1918 Mr. Hunt extended his storeRu t l a n d  Adanacs Annual Wind-up you as but a more confused counter- Norman Harris, one of the leaders ofDance,. Thursday, September 1st. part of your own hopeless question- the single unemployed jobless in the - - -  j  x o x x,_ x
Imperials Orchestra. Admission 50c, ings. Interior camps, ran foul of the law on gein, reports to The Courier that a  c a s e  a^d moved next door to the present
The Babyohs Tuesdav and a charee of obtaining equine encephalomyelitis, has de- Premises, the building having been
Clemence Dani If a book can be money under false prffences is pend- veloped in Kelov^a, but that t^^ SS^lgo^/he^ St^dm wJs ^ r^^^
said to be haunted, this is haunted by ing, according to Sergt. A. Macdonald, been isolated and ^^ere h a s  been ^set-up
the malignant spirit of the crazed of the provincial police here and M. no sign of any further cases developing ■ ^ x "^1
3-lc
ONE OF CANADA’S LARGEST* 
DISTRIBUTORS
now offers the opportunity to finan­
cially responsible people to enter a 
clean, profitable, cash business. Ex­
perience unnecessary as we teach 
you our proven merchandising plan 
and help you select your location. 
Many stores successfully operating. 
Wonderful opportunity for man and 
wife. All replies in confidence. Box 
223, Courier. 1-4C
being taken by Stockwell’s Ltd.
BE SURE TO  A TTE N D  TH E
Hariot Babyon and by' the spirTts of L. Brown, departmen't of labor officia'l the past week. . of^the' '^^tore
other equally “queer” members of the from Vancouver. Three cases have been reported in . . store, the western part
family. The book is composed really According to their statement, Harris Penticton and several in Cranbrook. 
of four short novelettes, each dealing was offered three days’ work on the Kelowna animal developed the 
with a separate generation of the Bab- road project. He accepted but did not sleeping sickness plagiie which has 
yon family and the last bringing the go himself. Instead, he sent out a created a havoc oh the prairies. Serum 
chronicle down to this century. The transient, not one of the organized is available in Kelowna, Dr. Lehman 
thesis Mrs. Dane has worked out in gang, and on Tuesday morning went states and any horses which may 
her usual fanciful style is that the sins in himself ton accept the relief money, have been in the vicinity of the sick 
of ' the fathers are visited upon the No arrest was made at the time, but animaLare being vaccinated.
children unto the third and fourth a charge is pending and Harris may . — -----------------^-------
generation of them that hate. How be brought back to Kelowna to answer Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Carruthers have 
this witch’s brew is generated from for his alleged misdemeanor. returned from Montreal, where they
century to century, and how the curse ___________ ______ _^____ ______  attended the wedding of their son,
is finally thrown off by the wife of _xr x.-x_.x- - x William R. Carruthers to Miss Frances
WE TAKE NO CHANCES WITH 
VINEGAR -  WHY SHOULD YOU ?
9 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  '
Gordon’s Grocery
PHONES- 3 0 - 3 1REGULARDELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
KELOWNA
FOR SALE
Comfortable home near post- 
office. 5 rooms and bath. 
Hot aif furnace. Glassed-in 
verandah back and front. 
Fruit Trees.
BOX 224, CO U R IER
2-2c
the last Lord Babyon, a woman who writers of detective stories. Also, Smyth.
dared to love, you will enjoy reading spite of the presence of the body. _________ _ _______ _
L" '.i?dra°l5
the fset thnt it is reflected s^uinst 3  Peter, scstterin^. frH i^nerits of know* Todd, cdptHin of the ICelo^ vll^ .
background of sane evervdav life lodge, literary a\nd otherwise ■ about goff club(, has- announced a junior oacKgrouna ot sane, everyday me. impresses one as an boys’ tournament which is to be at
nave MIS «_arcase engaging and well informed gentle- the golf course on Saturday, August
Dorothy L. Sayerj Well, usually man, in spite of the fact that he is a 27, at 1.30 o’clock. The competition 
the name is enough, isn’t it? And you little at sea in a quotation from Keats will take the form of of 18 holes med-
will not be disappointed in this. Har- and he might have a more accurate play. Entries are to be left at the
riet Vane, lady writer of detective conception of the second law of ther- golf course or with Mr. Todd.
stories, happens in the most casual modynamics. (No, it is by no means ------------- ^^— — ----—
way upon a corpse, while she is en- necessary to have the faintest idea NOT FEDERATION MEMBERS 
joying a summer holi^y. The_weU what Keats and thermodynamics are Provincial Police report that three 
known Lord Peter Whimsey, dilet- about in order to get the ultimate in men have been recently in Kelowna 
tante det^tive, soon appears upon the enjoyment from this book.) masquerading as representatives of
scene and eventually confounds the Next week we hbpe to suggest one the Canadian Federation of Labor and
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS IN 
THE ADVERTISER 
BRING BIG RESULTS
in the usual satisfactory or two of the more recent additions endeavoring to organize workers m 
r  There are sonie unusual twists to the shelves of the Kelowna Branch local industrial plants. They have no 
to the story which of course we can- -and we can hardly wait to tell you connection with the Federation; the
not give away and the choice of about the crack Gwen Cash takes at Police are informed, and therefore
Sayers ample Op- the Naramata Road! have no authority to accept subscriS-
portunity to parody other less fortun- —PIQUE tions
H o rse Races
THURSDAY, AUG. 25“-
1.30 p.m.
11 —  THRILUNG RACES — 11 
$650.00 IN PRIZES
D on ’t fail to  see the Kelow na D erby 
lys M IL E
IN THE EVENING
TWO MONSTER DANCES
I.O.O.F. HALL — AQUATIC CLUB
KELOWNA’S FIRST RACE MEET IN TWO DECADES
■i:, -ixiasss
1 j 
, I'
i.-T- ■ .'-i''
i ‘;
! ' , 
im P ii :W:
THE KELOWNA COURIER
REDUCED FARES 
FOR LABOR DAY
lU'duccd fares for Uu? Labor Day 
holiday woelc-fiid will be* on sale be­
tween all stations in Canada of the 
Canadian National and Canadian I'a- 
clllc Railways, it Is announced by J. 
B. Parker, ,secretary, Canadian Pas- 
Bender As-sociation, Winniped.
A h Labor Day will be celebrated 
September 5 tliis year, the reduced 
fares will be on sale by the rallwayf;
from September 2, untjl 2.00 p.m., 
September 5, with u retdrn limit to 
leave destination not later than inld- 
nl)’bt, Seiitember ((.
Fares will be available on basis of 
siiidle fare and one-<|uarter for tlie 
round trip, doi’d for travel in all 
classes of equipment. Pas.senders us- 
in/; sleepiiq' cars will, of course, pay 
usual bertli cbari'cs.
N. D. McTAVISH R, B. Bennett Made Vow to Help 
RESIGNS FROM Fruit Growers Many Years Ago
SCHOOL BOARD
UNUSUAL ANIMAL 
OWNED IN GLENMORE
For liiwiiK and dc'neral 
sprinklinfi a tlioroudli .soaldnd once a 
week is better than daily Hdkt sprink- 
lin/'s.
Well-Known Kelowna Man Has 
Served Kelowna School Board 
as Secretary for 25 Years
Former Conservative Leader Pays ** 
Short, Surprise Visit to Kelow­
na on W ay to Coast
-More About
C. E. Williams Adds a South A f­
rican Ncutra to Fox Farm
W e  C a n  M e e t  Y o u r  D e m a n d —
for
FALL FERTILIZERS
and for that DROUGHT* SPOT we recommend—
B O R O N
See our big line of
PICKING lad d ers  a n d  BAGS
AG E N T S  FOR:
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
KELOWNA GROWERS’ 
EXCHANGE
F ree 'c ity  Delivery The House o f Service and Quality Phone 29
Rl, Hon. R. B. Bennett, ex-leader of 
the Conservative party in Canada, and 
former Canadian jnime minister, ar- 
■ , rived quietly in Kelowna on Tliursduy
Chairman Chapman and Board uflernoon on the Canadian Paciilc 2.2.'i
4 LAST OF ORGANIZED
A P P O IN T E D  IN  1913 4.------------7— ------------------------------------ -From PuHO 5, Column 5 
mean llio expenditure of inillion.s of
out'h to feed Iheni.solve.s during the 
summer rnontlis. As the tjroup do- 
rruindiny tliis assistance was so small 
we decided that some ellort should be 
made to encouraf'e the men to r’o out 
as individuul.s and at least try to Hnd 
work.
Operated In Groups
Tlie so-called Union deliberately 
forced the men to operate iu groups
SCUTAN BU ILD ING  PAPER  
Is the best. I t ’s positively—
WATERPROOF—VERMIN PROOF—CRACK PROOF— ODORLESS 
Ask us for samples and prices. •
W m .  M A U G m .  S O N
Established 1892
l cn a .1 taxpayers of this Pro-
Members Express Keen Regret o’clock train, spent two and o •lalt lun^e numbers of single men
That he has Seen Fit to Resign bours here and left for Penticton could otherwise earn at least eii-
____  wJiere he was to nieet the managing ihemsolves during tlv
N. D, McTavish. wlio has been sec- director of the Dividend mine at O.soy- 
retary of tlie Kelowna school board which he has an interest,
since prior to tlie war, tendered his Tlie former Tory leader's arrival
resignation at the August meeting last was unheralded and only half a dozen 
Wednesday night, after a .service to persons knew of the expected visit, 
the community which hud lasted about He rode to Kelowna from Sicarnoiis 
tliree decades. Charles Gaddes is act- in Superintendent J. J. Horn’s car. 
ing secretary until a new appointment which haiipencd to be coining to Ke- 
is made. lowna. From Kelowna the distin-
^George H. Dunn.was tlie first score- guished visitor was driven south to ------ - .. .
tary of the school board after the city Penticton by H. A. Truswell. Mr. so that by making mass demands for 
of Kelowna'was incorporated in 1905. Bennett was accompanied by John I. employment they would be sure that 
There had been a school board oper- McFarlune, also of Calgary, and for- their appeal would be turned down, 
ating prior to that time, even back to mcrly one of the most prominent men They had special forms printed so aiiy 
1093. Mr. McTavish was first a school on the prairies in connection with employer to whom the group 
trustee for several years and became grain trading. appeal for work could sign the form
thoroughly acquainted with school ac- jyjj. Bennett asked that his visit be in possession of each man certitylng 
tivities prior to his accepting the sec- ^ private one ahd did not wish to that no work was available, in-sc 
retaryship in 1913. be treated specially. He was met at forms will be used for the purp so
Chairman Dave Chapman spoke in station platform by Hon. and Mrs. gaining public syrnpathy should the 
glowing terms of the tine work carried Qrotc Stirling, D. C. Paterson and E. present assistance be disconiinucd a 
on by Mr. McTavish in his long tenure ^  Barton of the board of trade and any time,
of office. There are few men who ^  Chapman. He expressed keen in- Even though these men have trav- 
havo shown the devotion to duty and igresf in the city and had an especial oiled in groups they have been grant- 
the public spirit which Mr. McTavish interest in walking leisurely around ed sufficient work to provide mem 
has during the last quarter century. business district surveying the with subsistence for two weeks and a
he stated, and other members of the pjaceg of business, and in being driven further period of work is now bung 
school board agreed heartily with the ground the main residential district given to them. I wish to point cut 
sentiment expressed by their chair- ^  through the city park. that these men have been receiving
man a • f  which about 70c per day as compared with
Owing to slight sickness, Mr. Me- . V  nnH ® b L f n S  m S  ^he standard rate of 40c to all other
Tavish was unable to be present at ‘1 J*"? !h  prior single homeless men. -Hiey have no
the last school board «ssion but the ”  right to misload the c.t.sens_i„to bo^
X r r u l t o o s  ' S o  S s o d  a £ g " ; o  Kolowna hi
him.
NEW INDUSTRY FOR 
LUMBY TO (IREATE 
MORE EMPLOYMENT
At a very  low figure,' splendid home situated on 
Harvey Avenue, in excellent condition both inside 
and out, contains on the ground floor, entrance 
hall, living room with open fireplace, dining room, 
kitchen, pantry, small hall at side entrance, lav­
atory and wash basin. Upstairs, 5 bedrooms, bath­
room and separate lavatory and wash basin, large 
linen cupboard. Basement and hot water heating. 
Garage, stable, woodshed, chicken house. Size of 
Lot, 142 X 305. 22 bearing fruit trees.
Any reasonable offer will be considered.
—  Apply —
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO.
Phone 98 Kelowna, B.C. Phone 332
, _____  e i iz s n e
Mr Bpnnett re- Ueving that they are destitute and, so 
When in e ’ far as clothing and footwear are con-
peated a statement w h i^  o cerned we have ample evidence that
when addressing the c o m b m e d ^  m aS ^ ’m^n have go^ d^ clothing and 
I f "  footwear but it is kept out of sight
mSny yoafs a j "  Ihfform or C o n X a -
live leader had observed tbe fruit l e ^  tbe pubhc^^^ attitude of this, 
rotting on 4hegro^^^^^^^ la^k of pro- ^^^^^ra^rvlf^small t X  o ften  is 
per marketing facilities. At Yanx, y „ Province $30,000.00 a
Tmerica???uR be- month duetto tL  fact that w4 cannot 
_____ " T  iSo S S  and he discriminate against men who norm-
Bell Lumber and Pole Company learned that the prices f o ^ ^
Erects $30,000 Plant to C r e o s o t e  Produce were of a ridiculously low ^^3ij^ble-this applies particularly
Poles, Ties, J ^ b e r  Products >  ^that Jim e ^Ss^wriYSon^Jur^^^^^^
At a cost of approximately $30,000, a J position to make a change in this ^
creosote treating plant for poles, ties, situation he would do everything in '^tl-ap^ ^^ ^^
and, timber products of all kinds is his power to correct it. Mr. Bennett "we
being erected in Lumby by the Bell was responsible for the famous Ottawa tain ^
Lumber & Pole Co. trade a^eements which gave the fruit have ^SSlooing
Construction of the extensive plant growers protection in the Old Country racket It will interest you to
was foreseen following the visit to market against the United States «x-
Lumby of M. J. Bell, of Minneapolis, ports and was also to th  ^ fore in ad _ . pnly 274 applied
head of the large firm. The site was vacating values for duty to protect the assistance since’ the first issue, in 
secured from H. C. Catt and adjoins fruit growers against importations to have
the company’s pole yards and business from the south into Canada at dump work. "While I  do not know
Excavation for the necessary build- He feels now that he has lived up ^ i^ n ^ th ^ e ^ ^ n ^ t^ fe w ^ d a ;^ ^ I  
ings is now under way; and the equip- to that vow which he made to himself there will be a further re-
ment is expected shortly. Large vats and that he has done everything in hi:, jj^ JetTon gnd I am hopeful that with 
and storage tanks and oil burners will power as a Canadian citi^z  ^ to assist harvesting work opening up still 
be erected, among other buildings. the fmit growing area of British Co- disappear. I wish to assure
Announcement of construction of the lumbia. . ,  ^ j i vnn that we are keening a very close
plant has received widely favorable He also commented that a great deal trust we
notice throughout the North Okana- receive the same co-pperation
gan as well as in the Lumby area, to bear by the wheat groiving farmers you now ^ as we have
where the extensive Bell interests of of the prairies to Jiave their wheat g i s U ^
both pole limits and yards are con- protected against that of the United
centrated. Approximately 12 years ago States. At the same time these prairie ■Vancouver Suffered
an effort was made to secure a treat- farmers asked for Washington fruit at Our policy in the past has resulted 
ing plant for either Vernon or Lumby, less money and he would nexer^be a ^  keeping away from the Interior, 
but no result was obtained' and this is party to a one-sided agreement of that jgj.gg bodies of single homeless men 
the first definite move made since. nature. _ T»/r +4^ . for the majority of the months in the
The plant is expected to be com- While in Kelowna Mr. BennetLwas yggj. Vancouver has suffered con- 
pleted arid in operation by September greatly interested in meeting Da ,na gi(jgj.gble embarrassment as a result 
15. From 10 to 15 men will be em- Lloyd-Jones who rode in1;o the int^- poii^ .y_ jt is quite obvious that
ployed, providing a splendid annual ior on horseback 58 years large bodies of single homeless men
payroll. shook hands enthusia^ically ^^th ^is work in the City of Van-
— ^^—-— -—  ' ■ Okanagan pioneer and evinped jneas- gguver and it is reasonable to believe
VS’W siPrRPTARY NAMED at meeting one who helped in gn g£ h^em,
NEW SECRETARY NAMED building this far western-province. gan find enough to maintain them-
The announcement has been made At Peachland Mr. Benneu was pre- ggjygg during the summer months if 
by the Hon. K. C. MacDonald, Min- sented with a case^ peaches by Mr. ,j.j^ gy gg gut into British Columbia 
ister of Agriculture, that E. O. Mac- Pentland, of Walter’s Limited, .who jg ggargb of work. Again I say it is 
Ginnes. has been appointed as his new also told him that he considered Mr. 3 jggttgr of regret to me that they 
secretary in the department and also Bennett had done more for the fruit bave so conducted themselves as to be 
os assistant to the B.C. Markets Com- growers of the Okanagan than_ any  ^ nuisance to the people of the Inter- 
missioner, J. A. Grant. The former other Canadian. Although he did not when we were doing what we 
secretary was F. W. Laing, who re- see Mr. J. T. Long, Mr. Bennett stop- ^hpught would be very helpful to 
tired a number of months ago on su- ped shortly at the Greata Ranch and .j-bem in attempting to maintain them- 
perannuation, after lengthy service, wds told the history of this large ggj^gg during the few months of the
: ____________  fruit ranch. He is always interested gummertime
- - ......■.....-  ' = =  in stories of the perseverance qf those summert m ^
who first came to this new country ■
and aided in building a civilization GEO- S. PLARbUJN,
from the sage brush.* Minister.
After his visit to the Okanagan Mr. Unemployed Statement
Bennett continued his trip west to Before their departure for the coast, 
Vancouver where he is attending the .jbe unemployed issued a lengthy state- 
Canadian Bar association convention ^^^gt to The Courier. “It would ap- 
this week. He is honorary president the statement reads, “that more
of the association. police are concentrating on-Kelowna
—- ---- — than single unemployed, giving the
impression that something totally op­
posite to a Liberal convention was im­
pending.”
(The Courier has learned that two 
new policemen were sent here during 
the last two weeks.)
“The concensus of opinion,” writes 
E. Marsh, for the unemployed publicity 
committee, “is that the organized job 
seeking groups are  ^ well-behaved.
these
Mr. C. E. WillianKs wlio liu.s (he fox 
fiinn lit Biinklieiid, hais jiurchused an­
other fur hearing animal a “Neulrn” 
which is u native of SouUi Africa and 
resembles a beaver in many way.*!, 
and it.s fur is prime at all seasons of 
the year. Mr. Kay 'Williams has also 
Ijurciiusod a pair of these animals.
H* ♦ ♦
Ranchers begun picking tlieir Bart­
lett iioars lust wck.
Cyril Moubruy left on Monday by 
train, for Montreal, where he will sail 
on tlie 19lh on Uie Autheiiie for Eng­
land to visit relative.s. /
Mr. G. C. Hume took advantage of
, ---------- I ....... ............... ... ............... .... .....
and public health.
“The latest developments of the situ­
ation rcspet*ting the single unemployed 
in the Interior seems to bear out the 
.contcrjlion that the government, hav­
ing given one allowance of $6.40 at 
Vancouver," thought we would scatter 
and not be heard of again. At Kam­
loops an attempt to break faith with 
us was resorted to, where, on orders 
from Victoria, we were denied the 
stipulated assistance, but through the 
pressure of unity wo gained the latter.
Denied Interior Relief
“Now the government, having lured 
us to the Interior, has defiied relief to 
us at Interior points as per the original 
agreement made at Victoria to a dele­
gation of our men. It seems that be­
cause we have proved that there are 
none of those 25,000 jobs over and 
above those that could be filled by local 
labor, we are to be discriminated ag­
ainst, for, as far as we know, when we 
get back to Vancouver, if we get any 
relief at all, it will be $11 less per month 
than we are receiving now.
“The scale for B.C. residents, (single 
provincial cases) is $3.05 per w6ek to 
cover all, food and room, clothes, hair­
cuts, toilet necessities, etc. The im­
pression was given to our delegation at 
Victoria that the basis of $19.20 per 
month fpr relief would operate until a 
works scheme was inaugurated. From 
the foregoing it is evident that if we 
have to go back to the allowance of 
$3.05 per week, which is the relief scale 
in Vancouver for single provincial 
cases, then the. government has com­
mitted a breach of faith.
“In conclusion, we want to thank the 
mayor and the citizens of Kelowna for 
their great support. We appreciate the 
donations of tents, clothes, vegetables, 
fruit, ijtc., which has helped us along 
a great deal. All those kindnesses make 
our lot more tolerable than it would 
be otherwise.”
THUHSUAY, AUGUST 18, 1938
tlic excursioii to Vancouver husl week.
« « •
Owing to the heavy rains during (lie 
past week-end, tlie road men liave 
been able to get out with tlie grader, 
wliicli makes quite an hn])rovomeiit to 
tlie roads.
* * *
Mr. Hutaiiaka wlio lias worked for 
Mr. G. C. Hume for tlie past several 
years left on Friday last for tlie coast, 
wliere lie expected to meet Mrs. Hat- 
unaka who is coming from Japan, to 
make her liorne here.
^
Mrs. R. W. Corner, her duugliter 
Kathryn and niece Marion Bateman, 
left on Thufsday last for a holiday in 
Vancouver.
♦ » ♦
Mr. and Mrs. Clias. Henderson ac­
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Kay ■Wil­
liams, took in the stamiiedc at Omulr.
^
Mr. Tom Pearson is contlned to tlie 
house with 'llu.
♦ 4* ♦
Mrs, S. Pearson returned on Sun­
day last weelc after spending u week 
wil|i friends in Vernon.
T R A V E L
B A R G A IN S
to •
Albarta, Saskatchewan, 
Manitoba and Stations 
in Ontario (Port Arthur 
and 'West.)
SEPTEMBER 6 •” 13
(Inclusive)
30 Day Return Limit
Children, 5 years of age and : 
under 12, Half Fare
I L C  pern^ile  
o
GOOD IN  COACHES
Slightly higher fare for tourist 
and standard sleeping car travel.
Stop-over Privileges at Banff,. 
Calgary and Edinonton only, in 
both directions within final limit.
For further particulars ask the 
ticket agent or write G. Bruce 
Burpee, G.P.A., C.P.R. Station, 
Vancouver.
C A N A D IA N
PACIFIC
FOR SALE
New Stucco Bungalow at Okanagan Mission, situated':on the Lake- 
shore, convenient to store, school and church. Contfiins two bed­
rooms, living room, bathroom, wide verandahs, kitchen, electric light, 
domestic water. Large lot, 125 ft. by 350 ft . Immediate possession.
For further particulars apply Real Estate Department
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO, LTD.
PH O NE 98 PHONE 332
Okanagan Loan & Investment Trust Company
Having been appointed Agents Under ^  the
National Housing ACC
advise tHose who wish to avail themselves o f the benefits of 
this scheme to consult our Real Estate Departipent to obtain 
an approved Building Site.
Now is the time.to do that building or remodelling 
you have been thinking of.
Our entire stock of finished and 
7 unfinished lurnber at
i l ^ i l p c e i l
Estimates given without obligation.
—  Let us help you with your plans —
MLOWNA SAWMILL LTD.
B.C. THIRD FOR 
H LP. lo an s  ta k e n
Ou t  since june  so
Ontario and Quebec Hold Top
Places in Canada; Much Activ- There is no regimentation in 
.. £,1. • n/r..„,4.Uc. groups, the men composing them hay-ity Shown in Past Two Months gravitated together of their own
-------  free will, for health reasons, safety and
In less than two months from June protection. We do not require surveil- 
30 of this year, the number of loans lance, as we do that ourselves, 
under the Home Improvement Plan in “The Vernon board of trade did a 
Canada was increased by 3,407 and service to our cause by calling on the 
the money involved was $1,454,756.90, authorities to institute comprehensive 
according to the latest government works schemes. We would respectfully 
figures released. suggest that other individuals and or-
British Columbia holds third posi- ganizations go and do likewise, 
tion with an increase of 325 loans for “There are many unfit and elderly 
$103,349.27, bringing the grand total men among us who have lived and 
for the province to $1,595,618.17. On- worked for scores of years in this pro- 
tario led the list with 1,559 loans, vince at various vocations, helping to 
amounting to $726,378.56, bringing the build the wealth of the nation, and the 
total for that' province up. to 20,453 only thing a Liberal government has 
loans totalling .$8,254,315.90. Quebec, for them now is to force them out rid- 
with an increase of 549 loans totalling ing freights and suffering exposure on 
$254,592.06, shows a total of 7,109 loans an expedition into the interior looking 
for $3,538,017.16. for non-existent jobs.
Total? for the various, provinces un- “Because we desire to attain the fac- 
der the act are as follows: ilities tb enjoy a normal life, we have
Prince Edward Island, $142,917.59; s^<*ered greatly by so-call^
Nova Scotia, $1,166,616.29; New Bruns- Liberals, who fail to recognize that the 
wick, $643,440.23; Quebec, $3,538,017.16; fundamental principle of Liberalism is 
Ontario, $8,254,315.90; Manitoba, $1,- ‘ Lve^and let live.” We have been ac- 
075,494.92; Saskatchewan, $356,618.76; cused of premeditation, because we 
Alberta, $1,571,802.74; British Columbia, acted in a ‘Liberal’ manner to avoid 
$1,595,618.17. circumstances detrimental to personal
F .  L .  G O R S E  &  S O N S
B. McDonald Garage Use Car Lot
opposite Creamery■ . ■ . _ \ . /I , .
1930 c h e ;v . l i g h t  d e l i v e r y  .. .. ..
1929 P O N T IA C  C H IE F  S E D A N  .. ......
Both thoroughly reconditioned and ducoed, 
and in excellent' condition.
Cheap Transportation for the Working Man—r-r-
C H E V . S E D A N ; with licence ....
C H E V . C O U P E ; with licence .. .. ... ... ...
Several other sedans and coaches at-snap prices..
$275
$250
DEAF?
GO O D N E W S  FO R  T H E  D E A F E N E D .
Happy hearing with the New Coronation Acousticon.
Thousands who had given up hope of hearing are now enjoying 
perfect hearing with the Acousticon Bone Conduction.
Clearer 
* Lighter
Lifetim e guarantee.
FRE3$ MiMONSTRATION.
ROYAL ANNE MONDAY, AUG. 22
HOTEL, K E LO W N A  10 ajn . to 6 p jn .
ASK  FO R  Mr. W ;  P IT M A N .
THUHSDAY, AUGUST 1«. U»3a THE KELOWNA COURIER PAGE NINK
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
W h y  n&t he sure?
USE JOHNS-MANVILLE
Ashestus Shiiigles
- a n d  R o o fin g s
They are guaranteed to give long satisfactory 
service and beauty.
COM PARE OUR PRICES AND  YO U 
W IL L  BE CONVINCED IT  DOES 
NO T P A Y  TO TA K E  CHANCES.
The reliable J O H N S -M A N V IL L E  products are only sold 
by S. M. Simpson Limited, your reliable Lumber and 
Building Supply dealers.
S. M. SIMPSON^
Q U A LITY  LUMBER and BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES 
PHONES: General Office 312 M ill Office 313
We iraVel
o n  L IF E G U A R D S Vvvy^
G o o d y e a r  L I F E G U A R D S  c o m p l e t e  t h e  
s a f e t y  o f  t h e  m o d e r n  a u t o m o b i l e !
O LifeGuards inside your tires 
take the place o f inner tubes. 
The LifeG uard is really a  tire  
w i t h i n - a  tu b e , h a v in g  a r e ­
in fo rc e d , “ 2 -p ly ”  reserve  a ir  
ch a m b er. S h o u ld  a b lo w o u t  
occur, the L ifeGuard retains air 
long enough to  enable you to  
bring your car to  a safe, smooth 
stop w ithout skid, swerve or 
sidesway. Drive in  and see us 
today. W e have LifeGuards in 
your size.
Andersoii^s Tire
KaOWNA’S TIMELY HIHING PROVES 
DECIDING FACTOR IN 6-2 TRIUMPH 
OVER HIGHLAND BELL MINERS
TENNIS NOTES
TOC H SOFTBALL 
REPEATS VICTORY
Bqklage Sews Up Game With Hard-Hit Triple in Second 
Frame W ith Bases Loaded— Fielding of Kelowna 
Players Outstanding
Fovvk* and Ijaurence Kwong of Ver­
non, left on Monday morning to lake 
part in the British Columbia junior 
lawn tennlK chumpioiuships at the Van­
couver Lawn Tenni.s club. Mr. and 
Mr.s. H. G. M. Gardner of Kelowna, 
are tiiking them in (heir car by the 
.southern njuti?. Alan France, who is 
travelling by C.P.K. will join them 
at the coast. Alan l.s going on to Dun­
can afterwards for the Island junior 
~  eliampibnships.
Hi g h l a n d  B cII Miners bail club took a 6 to 2 licking at the .. , T . * * ,v. .,1 i i' hands of Kelowna at Bcavcrdell on ounday in tlie first ot tne nament liave been jilayed owing to 
three game series for the championship of the South Okanagan the wet week-end, but if the weather 
league and the right to carry on into the Interior finals. clears up many phiyers will have to
Kelowna’s timely hitting with men on bases and their ability in order to g«?t
to field 3ny kind of s hit bsll anywhere on the held gave them their first round expires,
third victory over the Miners this season
Fuilurc to Hit ----------
The inability of the Beaverdell club 
to get hits when they were needed 
lost the game for them. The loss of 
their chatter box short stop, Eurl 
Christie, killed in a cavc-in at the 
Highland Bell mine on August 4th 
was •keenly felt by the local club, at 
bat and in the field. The driving 
power and fight that was Earl Chris­
tie’s on the ball diamond, and which 
seemed to be imbued in his team­
mates when he performed, wasn’t 
there and the club lagged badly as a 
consequence. Umpire George Keith 
called a halt at the end of the seventh 
inning and crowd and players stood in 
silence for one minute in tribute to 
the passing of a good sportsman.
Beaverdell started the scoring In 
their half of the first inning. Ham­
mond got on base through a fielder's 
choice that caught Staples out going 
to third. H;, Cousins doubled to 
bring him home with the first run.
Boklagc’s Big Blow 
Kelowna started the fireworks in 
the second inning. Sortome singled,
Bedford got to first on an error, R.
Kielbiski singled to load the bases and 
Boklage banged out a nice triple to 
deep centre field and came home on 
an error to score four runs. Reid 
struck out and V. Chapman and R.
Kielbiski. flied out to retire the side.
The Miners scored their second and
Mis.s Joyce IlaviTfleld of Okanagan
Mi.ssion, Mickey McGuire, Johnny Defeat Nash Millers by 8-5 Count
Sport > 
Gossip
By J. R. A.
Last weeJe your Gossiper predicted 
that the Highland-Bell ball team from 
Beaverdell would not be strong con­
tenders in this play-ofi with Kelowna 
for the South Okanagan league cham­
pionship. Such a statement has arous­
ed the ire of the good followers of the 
mining team, not to speak about the 
players themselves. Art Day accosted 
this writer the other night and was 
none loo pleasant about the whole 
thing. In fact, he objected to the in­
sinuation, as he read it, that Beaver­
dell would be a push-over. One can 
never tell what is going to happen in 
a ball game until the third out in the 
final inning. Beaverdell lost at home 
last Sunday by a 6-2 count, but may 
just come down and give the Orchard 
City lads an artistic trimming here 
next Sunday. But that still doesn’t 
get away from the fact that early last 
week, when the comments which ar­
oused Beaverdell’s ire were written, 
the mining camp lads were not in a 
baseball frame of mind.
Tlie dales set for the Kelowna dis- 
tnet junior loumament are August 
2(Hh and 3()lh. Juniors who play on 
the park courts, on private courts, or 
on any club courts us far north us 
Oyamu are invited to enter. Entrance 
fee is 25c, and there will be lots of 
jilay for all. Beginners a.s well as the 
better players will find this a most 
enjoyable way of finishing up their 
holidays.
* * *
Mr. Colin Milne will be back on 
Monday next to give more lessons to 
juniors and others who wish to learn 
or improve their game. Get in touch 
with him at the Kelowna Lawn Tennis 
Club, courts on Monday morning.
in Second Encounter
T\vo cliampionsliip .softball ti'ains 
waged a battle at tlie Kelowna city 
park athletic grounds last Sunday, 
with Nash Millers, Nortli Okanagan 
champs, contending with Kelowna Toe 
H, victors in tlie central area of the 
Oitanagan. The result was an U-.5 vic­
tory for the Toe II, tlius coiicludin/; 
Iho series.
On tlie previous Sunday Toe H liad 
gone to Vernon and defeated tlie nor- 
tlierners 4-3 in a tight, torrid tussle. 
Last Sunday the Toe H boys duplicat­
ed their previous win witli more mar­
gin between the teams.
Vernon was out in front 5-0 up to 
tlie fifth when the Too H lads pushed 
over three runs. In the sixtli two more 
came across and tlie score was knot­
ted. With two men on bases in tlie 
seventh TTick Embroy knocliod a 
three-bagger which sewed up (he 
game.
A  good crowd of spectators, num­
bering about 200, witnessed the con­
test.
O l d R i r r
A ntique Whisky
MACDOmiDVMIIMUIB lINfTBO, SCOtlANP
Tliis ;ulvcrti.scnicnt i.s not pub- 
lished or di.splayed by tlie Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govern­
ment of British Columbia.
T R Y  T H E  C O U R IE R  C L A S S IF IE D  A D 8 .
HARMELING TEAM 
WIN BULLOCH 
LADE SHIELD
McMillan’s Men Lead in Final 
Shoot but Lose Series by Mar­
gin of 23 Points
Under lowering skies that threaten­
ed a downpour but did nothing worse 
than sprinkle the first squ id at 500 
They were yards with a heavy shower, the final 
last run in the third frame, Murray saddened by the death of their most i”  the series of four team matches for
getting on base with two men down, popular player, and the shock of the ^ -
when Sortome, Kelowna’s star leR jtaial accident had not worn off. They 
hander clipped him in the back with expressed the desire to get the
a fast one. Hammond walked, pushing play-offs over with and forget base- secured a commanding lead of 33
Murray down to second and he scored season. Thus your Gos- points in the first match, ran out win-
standing up on H. Cousin’s single.  ^ siper considered that they were not Ders by a margin of 23. Led by their 
The Orchard City club scored again particular one way or another about ^ ^doubtable skipper, who registered 
in the third, F. Chapman getting a forthcoming games. But the boys J^ ^^ t one point short of a century, Mc- 
double, making third on a play at are in there fighting, and they are de­
termined to give Kelowna a real run 
for its money. And more power to 
them. If they can produce a better
first and scoring on a wild pitch 
Boklage concluded the scoring in 
the sixth when he walked, was pushed
the Bulloch Lade Shield was fired on 
the Glenmore range on Sunday, with 
the result that Harmeling’s- team, who
Millan’s men took first place for the 
day, their total of 367 points being the 
largest scored by any o i the teams, 
but the gap in the total for the series
pe>sow«‘H ° '*p ,otecrt«»'» prW O»®
. » k e s  P  y o o r  »soRos
. p u t ' ' '® ” '
down to second by V. Chapman, who brand of ball than Kelowna, then the was top wide to bridge and they fin-
got clipped by one of H. Cousin’s fast 
ones and scored on R., Kielbiski’s 
single.
The sixth inning saw a nice double
Miners deserve to win. But if the 
Miners are asking this writer if he 
is still going to go out on a limb and 
pick the probable league winner, then
play performed by the Kelowna tearn. j gtjn give 'you Kelowna, and
R. Kielbiski picked up a hot one and 
tossed it to V. Chapman at second, 
forcing Staples but and then pegging 
the ball to first to catch Murray.
Light showers fell during the game 
but none of them were heavy, enough 
to force a halt.
The second of the three game series 
will be played at Kelowna this coming 
Sunday when the Miners hope to 
even things up.
Box Score
Kelowna . A B  R  H PO A  E
V. Chapman, 2b 3 0 0 1 4 0
R. Kielbiski, iss, 5 0 1 1 6 T
F_, Chapman, cf, 5 1 2 2 0 0
Yorko, c .........  4 0 2 9 0 0
Sortome, p ...... 5 1 1 0 10 1
J. Bedford, lb  —. 5 1 0 11 0 0
would even lay a few odds. That is, 
if the stake is not too high, pay day 
being too far away.
ished second.
Owing to the overcast sky with in­
tervals when the sun tried to pierce 
the clouds, the light was rather tricky, 
nevertheless a number of good scores 
were recorded.
At 200 yards, D. McMillan and i G. 
C; Rose had top score with 32 each, 
W. E. Harmeling, G. Wyman and R. 
Weeks tallied 31 each, and J. R. Con­
way and C. Hawes 30 each.
Turn to Page 10, Story 1
At YOOR
lOCA*-
Although your Gossiper was unable 
to be present last Sunday at Beaver­
dell some glowing stories have floated 
back about. the work of several Ke­
lowna players. Rudy Kielbiski had because there are still many weeks 
eight Chances and handled all but one ahead when the boys can play ball. A  
to perfection. He scooped in slow and spice of comedy in the ball season 
fast ones and started off a smart never hurt at all, and peps up interest 
double play. It was a baseballers considerably. Some of the ex-senior 
dream on Sunday when Boklage con- players might be persuaded to come 
nected with one of Harold Cousins’ back for a day and show that they
R O K U  B M K  O F  C M U O A
IM A L L  O P
1
K E L O W N A  B R A N C H . K  J. W ILLIS, M a n a g e r
E. Kielbiski, 3b 
Boklage, If ........
Reid, rf ............
Beaverdell
Staples, 3b .....
Murray, ss ....
Hammond, cf 
H; Cousins, p 
V. Cousins, c 
xDalton, If ....
Day, rf ......i-...
xxE. Cousins, 2b 4
Bakke, lb .... 3 
31 5 27 17
X Replaced by Kernaghan in 9th. 
XX Replaced by Mackinnon in, 7th. 
Score by innings:
Kelowna     0 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0-—6
Beaverdell    1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0—2
Summary—-Two base hits: Ham­
mond, F. Chapman, Boklage, Yorko; 
three, base hits: Boklage, H. Cousins; 
sacrifice hit: Murray; left on bases, 
Kelowna 6, Beaverdell 5; bases on 
balls: off Cousins 4, off Sortome 2; 
hits, off Cousins 9, Sortome 5; struck 
out, by Cousins 12, by Sortome 9. Um­
pires, Reith and Prosokksy.
fast balls and lifted it high into the 
outer garden. The bases were loaded 
but the Miners might have saved the 
situation had Hammond not slipped 
and taken a complete somersault' on 
the uneven ground. R went for three 
bases and the scorer debited an error 
for the final round into the home plate. 
Art Reed hasn’t played since early in 
the season but he turned out with the 
lads when they were short of jplayers 
and turned fin a good fielding job. Har­
old Cousins was delayed in getting to 
Beaverdell and did not start on the 
mound. He soon arrived, however, 
and went right into the game. ' •
Down in Penticton next Sunday a 
married men versus single nien ball 
game is scheduled and it sounds like 
a good idea for this ball club to em­
ulate. Either that, or a fat versus 
lean men, whichever you choose. Pos­
sibly such a stunt game could be ar­
ranged after the play-offs are over.
have not aged too terribly much. -
FISHING LAKES ARE 
"HOT”  RIGHT NOW
m»m
Fishing at Pillar lake is said to be 
of the best right now, and a beauty 
was brought back from that fishing 
spot by Hugh Kennedy la.st Sunday. 
Charlie Friend was' the proud posses­
sor of a nine-pounder which he snaf­
fled in Okanagan lake. At least that 
was the first calculation, but later it 
was found that the fish weighed 
pounds.
Reports from Woods lake state that 
lake is really “hot” right now, while 
any good fisherman can get his limit 
at Beaver and Dee lakes.
P E N D O ZI.ST . P H O N E  287 K E L O W N A
SAYS HE IS NO T DEAD
would like to say that, far from 
being dead, I feel better than I have 
done for several years.” So writes 
Harry Short, a former resident of 
Grandview Flats, he now rriakes his 
home at 575 Hornby street, Vancouver, 
where the disquieting report has 
reached him that “some residenj; of 
Grandview Flats” is spreading a re­
port throughout the district that he, 
Harry Short, is among the dead. His 
letter was written to correct tlie mis-, 
information. .V,
LOW FARES 
TO THE PRAIRIES 
SEPT. 6 TO 13
(Inclusive)
RETURN L IM IT  30 D AYS 
IN  AD D ITIO N  TO DATE OF 
SALE
Exceptionally low  fares, good for 
travel in coaches, tourist and 
standard sleeping cars, have been 
arranged to all pi*airie points and 
as far east as Port Arthur and 
Armstrong, Ont. Stopovers al 
lowed at Jasper, .Edmonton and 
Calgary.
Children 5 years of age and 
under 12, half fare.
For information call or write
Any C.N.R. Agent 
or E. H. Harkness, 
Traf. Rep., Vernon
V-56-38
uiUiitiii.uiaiiwiiiJiiunimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinniiiUiiiiaiiiiiiRiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiuiiuiJimwiTn'm'ninrimJiiiiiiimiiimiuiJiiiuimmnniTnHiuiTnrniniiinnriiimi
HOME DELIVERY 
tor BEER
COAST BREWERIES LIMITED 
VANCOUVER BREWERIES LIMITED 
CAPILANO BREWING COMPANY LTD.and
have arranged to give Kelowna residents free home delivery on the following 
well-known brands of beer, ale and stout:
C A S C A D E  
B. C. B U D
U. B. C. B O H E M IA N  
L U C K Y  L A G E R  
P IL S E N E R  B E E R  
A C E  L A G E R
R A N IE R  E X P O R T  B E E R  
O L D  S T Y L E  L A G E R  
‘ S IL V E R  S P R IN G  S T O U T  
C R E A M  S T O U T  ' 
B U R T O N  type A L E  
O L D  C O U N T R Y  A l e
Empties will be picked up at time o f‘delivery and refunded at the rate of
25c per dozen.
T E L E P H O N E  224 — for tliis convenient service, 
D E L IV E R IE S  W IL L  BE  M A D E  AS F O L L O W S  
Daily except Saturdays - - - - I I  a.ra. and 5 p.m. 
Saturdays and days before holidays - 2 p.m. and 5 p.m.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the
■ Government of British Columbia.
PAQS TEN THE KELOWNA COURIER
THURSDAY, AUGUST 1«. 1U3«
TREADGOLD TENDER 
IS SUCCESSFUL
School Board Awards Contract 
for Painting Junior High
Tetulfr of A. T. Treadgold to paint 
und decorate tlio entrance way, hall­
ways, stairways, auditorium, domestic
science room, and principal’a room of 
tile junior high scliool for a sum of 
$005.25 was accepted by tho school 
board on Wednesday niglit of lust 
week at the Augu.st meeting of the 
trustees.
Unauccefisful bidders were A. E. 
Bo.stock $025, Charlie Pettigrew, 
$031.40, J. R. Pointer $749.00.
Resignation of S. G. Austin from the 
Kelowna school staff was accepted by 
tlie school board.
WEALTHY CARTEL 
IS IN PROSPECT
KELOWNA BOARD OF SCHOOL 
TRUSTEES
S e c r e t a r y s h i p
Applications will be received by the undersigned 
up to noon, August 26th, for the position of Secretary 
to the Kelowna School Board.
Applicants to state salary required, qualifications, 
experience (if any) and what office space they have 
available for use as a School Board Office.
Duties to commence September 1st.
The lowest or any application not necessarily ac­
cepted.
N. D. M cTAVISH ,
Secretary,
K E L O W N A  SCH O O L BOARD.
W ill be Established as Soon as 
Volume of Apples Moves
Rcgulutloius concerning Wealthy ap­
ples were distributed to tho fruit in­
dustry on Monday, August 15, by tho 
B.C.  ^Fruit Board. In the circular, in­
formation was given concerning the 
possibility of a Wealthy apple cartel. 
It will be established, G. A. Barrat, 
Board member stated, as soon as a 
fair volume of this variety is avail­
able. Prices will be published at that 
time.
Wealthy apples must have ground 
color characteristics of the mature ap­
ple and have 15 per cent red color, as 
required under the Fruit, Vegetables 
and Honey Act for fancy. Minimum 
size permitted is 2 ^  inches in dia­
meter.
Wealthy apples may be packed 
fancy wrapped or cec f. and j.. sub­
ject to the foregoing spcciflcations.
Board inspectors are being appoint­
ed, whose duties will be to see that 
the packing regulations of the Board 
are adhered to.
Minimum size for extra fancy and 
fancy pears shall be 180, another 
Board order declares, with the excep­
tion of Winter Nellis, in which case 
the minimum will be 193. Gee grades 
shall have minimum size of 210, with 
the exception of Winter Nellis, at 228. 
Any f. and j. pack which may be per­
mitted by Board regulations will have 
minimum sizes the same as cee grades.
UNEMPLOYED GO KELOWNA CITY 
TO CHURCH ON ENDORSES STAND 
SUNDAY NIGHT ON IWSPITALS
Large Group of Single Jobless Prince George Resolution Asks 
Given Welcome by Rev. Patti- That Charges to Municipalities 
son at United Church be Eliminated if Patient Pays
-More About-
h a r m flin g
TEAM
In British Empire countries the 
wheat area (provisionally estimated at 
78,070,000 acres for 1937-38) accounts 
for nearly one-quarter of the world 
total.
OF LILIIPUT  ★
f n  1726 Jonathan Stvift 
laid the scene o f G u l­
liver’s Travels in British  
C olum b ia , an unex­
p lo re d  c o u n try . I t s  
marvellous beauty and 
vast potentia l wealth 
were unknown.
A
A  gracious welcome was exter>ded 
by the Rev. F. W. Pattison, M.A., to 
a large group of organized single un­
employed men who attended in a 
body at the United Church, Sunday 
evening, August 14, when he spoke 
on “How to get on with people.”
He congratulated the men on their 
orderly behavior' shown during short 
stays here und elsewhere in the hi- 
terior and showed he had a genuine 
understanding for them. Some years 
ago when workless men came to him, 
he thought that there must be some­
thing wrong with the men, but he and 
a colleague wished to make sure.
They dressed as workmen and with­
out “pull" they contacted labor bur­
eaus and in other ways tried to get 
manual employment but they discov­
ered, he said, that it was exceedingly 
hard to. land a job.
Practical suggestions on how to got 
along with others were: putting one­
self in another’s jllacc; co-operation 
with others; having hopes; having 
brotherly love; and trusting others.. 
Understanding the actions of another 
cam be done by imagining or placing 
oneself under the other’s circum­
stances.
Co-operating with others, finding 
the reasons for their actions and dis­
cussing matters from all angles in a 
friendly manner is what Christ would 
prefer, contrasted to a too prevalent 
antagonistic attitude of being pre­
judiced, maliciously critical with re­
sulting bitterness.
Faith in others is very essential. 
There is a remarkable change in many 
prisons in this regard. An aged man 
who spent more than halJ' his life in 
jails told the minister that the recent 
practice of placing inmates on their 
honor is raising their morale tremen­
dously. Suspicion is being replaced 
by trust.
Despite all the disadvantages that 
Christ had to undergo, His influence 
has spread marvellously, Rev. Pattison 
said in the morning service. The town 
where Jesus was born was despised. 
He was always poor materially,^ and 
He had few educational opportunities. 
Nothing He wrote has been preserved; 
his disciples and others recorded His 
teachings.
He held no political power nor fin­
ancial sway. Yet His teachings have 
appealed to an ever increasing num­
ber of persons due to their being so 
full of practical common sense em­
bodied in kindness, sympathy, and 
good judgment for every day living.
ere •  r
fv
There are still some people who have not tasted delicious, 
zestful, refreshing Old Style Beer! They have yet to discover 
its smooth, mellow goodness and tangy exhilaration ... to 
learn what people mean when they say "Old Style Beer for 
real satisfaction and complete enjoyment!" Phoiie Seymour 
2^77 for free delivery. 1
STOLEN CAR HITS 
BRIDGE RAILING
Objection to the practice of charg­
ing municipalities for patients in hos- 
pituLs in other municipalities despite 
the fact that the patients have paid all 
charges, has been raised by the city 
• of Prince George. A  resolution otj the 
subject was introduced on Monday 
evening to the Kelowna city council 
session, and it was heartily endorsed 
by all members of the council present. 
Only Alderman R. Whlllis, who is at 
present at the coast, was absent.
This I'esolution will be forwarded 
to the Union of B.C. Municipalities 
convention in Nelson next month. 
The resolution follows:
WHEREAS Section 5 of the Hos­
pital Act Amendment Act 1937 pro­
vides that the municipality in which 
any person who is a patient in any 
hospital receiving aid under thi^ Act 
is a resident within the meaning of 
tho “Residence and Responsibility 
Act” shall bo liable to pay to the 
Board of Management of tho hospital 
tho sum of seventy cents (70c) for 
each day’s treatment of that ijerson 
in the hospital.
AND  WHEREAS the said sum of 
70c per day is required to be paid 
even in the cases where the patient 
pays to the hospital in which he is 
being treated the full charges made 
against him.
AND  WHEREAS the said 70c per 
day is required to be paid even in 
cases where such patient has made 
a bona fide change of residence as in 
the case of a transfer of a Govern­
ment servant.
AND  WHEREAS owing to the fact 
that the large numbers of paying pa­
tients from.smaller municipalities are 
treated in the hospitals in the larger 
centres, while practically no patients 
from larger cities are treated in the 
hospitals of the smaller cities, the said 
charge of 70c per day constitutes an 
unfair burden on the smaller muni­
cipalities with no compensating ad­
vantage.
NO W  THEREFORE BE IT RESOL­
VED that the Union of British Colum­
bia Municipalities request the Gov­
ernment of the Province of British 
Columbia at the coming session 6f the 
Legislature to further amend the Hos­
pital Act by providing that no muni­
cipality shall be assessed the said sum 
of 70c per day for the treatment of 
its residents in a hospital situated else­
where, save where such resident does 
not pay to the said hospital the char­
ges made against him by the said 
hospital. ■
A N D  BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED  
that copies of this resolution be sent 
to the Prime Minister for British Co­
lumbia and the Minister of Health for 
British Columbia.
Mystery Surrounds Accident as 
Driver Not Located
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Confidi Board or by_ f^lio
Government of British Columbia..
Mystery surrounds an accident that 
happened over the week-end at Pen­
ticton to a car, the property of Max 
Rossi, of Penticton. The machine was 
impaled on the railing of the Okana­
gan river bridge on the Skaha lake 
section of the highway south of Pen­
ticton early Sunday morning. The 
owner of the machine, who is at pre­
sent in Princeton, reports that the 
machine had been stolen.
One stringer of the bridge railing 
penetrated through the body of the 
car, entering at the engine hood im­
mediately to the front of the right 
door of the car and slightly below the 
cowling of the engine hood. This 
stringer crossed the front of the ma­
chine, bulging out the left door.
Police are at a loss to find how such 
an accident could occur* without in­
jury to one or more of the passengers. 
The car took out about 6() feet of the 
railing oii the wrong side of the road 
to the direction of travel.
The froiit of ihe machine is consid­
erably damaged, with othfer portions 
of the railing still sticking to the 
front of the machine when it was 
brought into Penticton. It is reported
YOUNG PEOPLE AT 
FINE BEACH PARTY
Another enjoyable beach party was 
held by the Young People’s Society 
of the United Church Friday evening, 
August 12, at the lakeshore property 
of the Burks family at Manhattan 
Beach.
A  great variety of games was played 
and stunts staiged including the feed­
ing of Cobs of corn to each other of 
two couples who were blindfolded. A  
generous supply of Corn was provided 
and other refreshments.
Helping greatly to make it enter­
taining were Bob Parfitt and Bill 
Palmer whose twanging guitars again 
quickly encouraged the party around 
the campfire to spend a pleasurable 
period of singsong.
Hearty cheers were given in con­
clusion for the Burks family’s invita­
tion to their beach, to the musicians, 
and to the girls who planned the re­
freshments.
that at the approximate time of the 
accident it was raining, and that the 
new boards on the bridge would be 
greasy.
EASIEST HRMS 
EVER KNOWN!
Choose the tires you need 
from eight different types 
o f Goodyears in your size 
. k . six different prices.
No need waiting until you 
have all the cash. We have the 
Goodyear tires you need, at a 
price to meet your budget • • • 
and we’ll sell to you on easy 
terms. Pay only a few cents 
down, per tire • . . the balance 
weekly. Use our credit plan. We 
trust you.
A N D E R S O N 'S  T I R E  S H O P
PENDOZI STREET PHONE 287 KELOWNA
From I’age 9, Column 5
McMillan also led at 500 yard.s, with 
a splendid 34. Rose, Harmeling and 
J. Tyrer all run up 33. G. N. Kennedy. 
G. W. Hammond, II. R. Haug and 
Hawes, 32 each, S. 'rurri, L. Renals 
and Wyman, 31 each, and Weeks 30. 
Only four of the .sixteen riflemen com­
peting failed to reach the 30 mark.
Bracketed with Hawes, McMillan 
led once more with 33 at the 000 yards 
distance. Wyman put dS 32, Tyrer 31, 
and Kennedy, Haug and D. E. Mc­
Lennan, 30 ouch.
A  premature lct-o(T at 000 yards 
brought Harmeling the anguish of a 
miss for his fifth shot on score and 
lost him first place in the individual 
aggregate, which was taken by Cap­
tain C. Hawes by a margin of two 
points.
Bulloch Lude Shield
Final of four shoots. Two sighters 
and seven shots on score at 200. 500 
and 000 yards. Four highest scores on 
each team to count. Teams with less 
than four men to add lowest score 
counted on any other team.
1. D. McMillan (Capt.). 32. 34. 33— 
90; G. Wyman, 31. 31, 32—04; D. E. Mc­
Lennan, 29, 29, 30— 88; G. C. Rose, 32, 
33, 21—80. Total: 307. E. L. Adam, 28, 
28. 19—75.
2. C. Hawes, 30, 32, 3.3—95; W. E. 
Harmeling (Capt.), 31, 33, 27—91; H. 
R. Haug, 27. 32, 30—89; G. W. Ham­
mond, 28, 32 20—80. Total: 301. Mrs. 
W. E. Harmeling, 27, 20, 28—81; L. 
Renals, 23, 31, 18—72.
3. G. N. Kennedy. 29, 32, 30—91;, J. 
Tyrer, 25, 33, 31—89; J. R. Conway 
(Capt.), 30, 29, 28—87; R. Weeks. 31.
30, 20— 87. Total: 354. S. Turri, 20,
31, 22—79.
Team Aggregate
1, winners of Shield, Harmeling, 306, 
343, 345, 361— 1,415; 2, McMillan, 330, 
353, 342. 367— 1,392; 3, Conway, 333, 311, 
352, 354— 1,350.
Individual Aggregate
Total scores only of those who fired
in all four team shoots.
1. Cup. C. Hawes, 92. 89, 91. 9.5—367; 
2. Cup. W. E. Harmeling. 100, 80, 88, 
91—305: 3, J. R. Conway, 94. 88, 88. 
87—357; 4. D. McMillan, 84. 91. 81. 
99—355; 5, G. C. Rose. 91. 08. 84. 80— 
349 0, D. E. McLennan. 84. 83, 83, 88 
--338; 7, Mrs. W. E. Harmeling. 90, 79. 
85, 81—335; 8, G. Wyman. 71. 01, 88. 
94—334; 9, H. R. Haug, 72, 09, 81. 89 
—331; 10. G. W. Hammond. 84. 77. 78. 
80—325; 11, L. Renals, 80, 52. 70, 72 
—274.
Winner of Pridlmni 'I'yro Cup: D. E. 
McLennan.
Weekly Spoon Handicap
D. McMillan, 32 plus 2, 34 plus 1. 33 
plus 5— 107 (ineligible, having already 
won two spoons this season); G. Wy­
man, 31 plus 4, 31 plus 4; 32 plus 4— 
100 (ineligible, us above); D. E. Mc­
Lennan, 29 plus 3, 29 plus 3, 30 plus 
5—99 (ineligible, us above); C. Hawes.
30 scratch, 32 scratch, 33 plus 2—97 
and G. W. Hammond, 28 plus 3, 32 
plus 5, 20 plus 3—97, equal; H. R. 
Haug, 27 plus 2, 32 plus 1, 3() plus 3 
—95 und J. Tyrer, 25 plus 2, 33 plus 2,
31 plus 2—95, equal; G. N. Kennedy, 
29 plus 1, 32 plus 1, 30 plus 1—94 and 
S. Turri, 26 plus 5, 31 plus 5. 22 plus 
5—94 equal; W. E. Harmeling, 31 plus 
1, 33 scratch. 27 plus 1—93; J. R. (Con­
way, 30 scratch, 29 scratch, 28 plus 
4—91; G. C. Rose, 32 scratch, 33 
scratch, 21 plus 2—88; Mrs. W. E. Har­
meling, 27 plus 1, 26 plus 1, 28 plus 
4— 87 and L. Renals, 23 plus 5, 31 plus 
5, 18 plus .5—87, equal; E. L. Ad ­
am, 20 plus 3, 28 scratch, 19 plus 1—79,
Spoon Shoot Next Sunday 
The regular weekly spoon shoot will 
be held next Sunday.
KELOWNA ELK IS 
DISTRICT DEPUTY
Brother Charles E. Friend has re­
ceived notification that ho has been 
appointed District Deputy Grand Ex­
alted! Ruler of Grand Lodge district 
No. 6, B.P.O.E.. The appointment was 
made at the Grand Lodge convention 
at Lethbridge on July 27 and 28. Dis­
trict No. 6 includes Elk lodges at Oli­
ver, Penticton, Hedley, Kelowna, Ver­
non and Salmon Arm.
|Wake
AND REMODEL NOW !
No Red Tape, Quick Results.
Not only will it look like a new home 
but you can give it all the modem 
conveniences and comforts for as little 
as one-tenth the cost of a new home!
W e arrange all financial details 
' through
YORKSHRE SAVINGS & LOAN
E. M. CARRUTHERS &  SON LTD.
The
Phone 127 202B Bernard Ave.
SPECIAL BARGAIN  FARES
to
VANCOUVER, NEW WESTMINSTER, 
VICTORIA AND NANAIMO
A N D  R E T U R N
Thursday, August 2.5,1938
R O U N D  T R IP F A R E S from -K E L O W N A
VAN CO U VER  ............. ....... ..... $ 9.40
NEW  W ESTMINSTER ..................... ......... 9.40
V IC T O R IA  ......  ... ....... -.....;.... .................................  11.40
N A N A IM O  ........ ........ ... .. ... :..... . ..:.......... 10.90
(..V SADI a n  
PACI FIC ,
Correspondingly Low Fares , from Other Stations: in ■ Vicinity.
Returning to leave Vancouver not later 
than 7.15 p.m. train Sunday, May 8, 
connecting train from New Westminster. 
Children, five years of age and under twelve. 
Half Fare.
TICKETS GOOD IN  COACHES ONLY. ,
NO BAGGAGE CHECKED .
Additional information, tickets, etc., from
C A N A D I A N  P A C I F I C
Travel by Train^—Safety, Speed, Comfort.
Canadian Pacific Telegraphs— Service!
Canadian Pacific Express Travellers’ Cheques— Good the World Over.
G. BRUCE BURPEE, General Passenger Agent, Vancouver, B.C, 
HELP PREVENT FOREST FIRES
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to ann ffom vahcouver
VIA PENTICTON — Daily Service 
Greyhound 8:00 pan. Iv. KELOWNA ar. 9:45 a.m. Greyhound
Bus _____  10:10 pan. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 a.m. .......  Bus
No. 11 ...... 10.30 pan. Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:30 a.m. ___  No. 12
No. 11 ___ 10:00 a.m. ar. VANCOtJVER Iv. 8.05 pan....... No. 12
Dine leisurely VIA SICAMOUS Parlor Car
on Train 3 after Daily Except Sunday between Kelowna
leaving Sicamous and Sicamous
4:00 pan. Iv. KELOWNA ar. 2:25 p.m.
8:05 pan. ar. SICAMOUS Iv. 10.25 aan.
8:25 pan. Iv. SICAMOUS ar. 6.50 a.m.
9:00 aan. ar. VANCOUVER , Iv. 7:15 p.m.
Travel Eastbonnd via Sicamous.
A s k  about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHAYLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
C A N A D IA N
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Hither and Yon
Don Hortoti is holldiiying 
Coast at present.
Mrs. J. N. Ttionijwoii of Kmnloop.s
was a visitor in Kelowna last week.
* « »
J. E. Ulaekallcr of Vancouver wa.s 
a business visitor in town for several presejit. 
<lays last week.
at the Mrs. Cleoriie Balfour entertained 
friends at the tea hour on Monday 
afti-rno(»n at the Willow Lodye.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Tomlin.son and sons 
of CalKary are the /;uesls of Mrs. Toin- 
inson'.s sister, Mrs. A. H. De Mara at
FINE QUALITY 
EXHIBITS SHOWN 
AT RUTLAND
Annual Flower Show Praised by 
Ben Hoy, who Opened Affair 
on Behalf of Mayor O. L, Jones
H i n t s  O n  F a s h i o n s
•by L ISBETFI-
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glenn have busimsss visitor in Kelowna for sever 
returned from a holiday si>ent at the yj p,is week.
Coast. » * •
• • * Mrs. A. II. D(,' Mara entintjiined at
The -Womens Institute of Rutland 
M. .1. Pike of Pi’ince Georrte was a held a most successful llower show on
Tliursday afternoon of last week in 
the Community hall. Almost every 
class was well represented. Consider- 
in/^  the dryness of the season thereMr. and Mrs. C. A. Whitelock of Tuesday afternoon at worn!erfurdls.d^^^^
Vancouver were vi.sitors _ m Kelowna tb^ . willpw Lodpe in honor of her sis - -  - * display of blo.s.,oms.
ter, Mrs. W. Tomlinson of Calgary.for .several days last week.« * *
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Meikle and 
little. daughter Glennis, of Ashcroft.
are visitors in Kelowna at present.
* * •
Mrs. S. McElroy of Kamloops was a 
visitor in town last Wednesday.
«i •
Mr. and Mrs. Pickering and family 
of Chu Chua are the guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Gordon Brown at present.4i 4
Mr. Leslie Dilworth left for Van­
couver last Thursday evening.
Miss Beatrice Gi'aham of Seattle was
Ml'. Ben Hoy o|)ened the show on be- 
half of Mayor .tones of Kelowna. Mr. 
Hoy was higli in his praise as to the
a visitor in Kelowna over the week- of the exhibit.^ Mr. H. IT.
Evans and Mr. L. S. Gray, both of
• • • Vernon acted as judges. Mr. Evans
P. T. Summers of Vancouver was a gave a short constructive address
visitor in town this week. jiointing out where some of the ex-
* • * hibitors had made mistakes. Mrs. Ben
Mrs. Max dePfylTer was a tea hos- Hoy presented the prizes. It is inter-
tess on Tuesday afternoon to a nurn- esting to note in this connection that 
her of friends at her home on Abbott Mrs. Hoy is a charter member of the 
street.
Mrs. E. Badley left last Tluir.-;d:iy 
evening for the Coast.
Dr. and Mrs. A. S. Underhill and Mr. 
and Mrs. J. .1. Ladd returned on Sun- 
da.y from a> week’s motor trip spent in 
the States. They also attended the 
Mrs. P. B. Willits. Dr. Reba Willits Gyro Convention in Yakima last 
and Miss Mary Willits left on Sunday week-end. 
on a six weeks’ motor trip to the 
Coast, Portland, Yellowstone .Park 
and Banff.
Mrs. C. McCarthy left last Thursday 
for Vancouver. • *|i
Professor and Mrs. George Simpson 
of Saskatoon are the guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. S. M. Simpson at present.
4> •«* «>
Miss Florence McCarthy entertained 
a few friendjs at the lea hour on 
Thursday afternoon at the Royal Anne 
Hotel. * * *
Mr. Dick Parmley of Penticton was 
a visitor in Kelowna on Saturday.
' . 4< 4i
Miss Elsie Speers of Vancouver who 
was the house guest of Miss Mildred 
Lloyd-Jones last week returned to her 
home Saturday evening.
• * * •
Miss Edith Fryer of Regina spent a
few days in Kelowna last week.« •
R. L. Peters of Victoria was a visitor 
in town over the week-end.
Rutland Women’s Institute, and was 
actively interested in forming the first 
branch in Rutland. Tea and ice-cream 
were sold at the close of the after­
noon. A list of prizewinners follows: 
Antirrhinums, Mrs. Mack, Mrs. W. 
Craig; Bowl sweet peas, silver cup, 
...  ^ Mrs. G. Craig, Mrs. Philpot; Dahlias,
Mrs. G. F. Pearcey was a visitor to Pound, Miss Gay; Asters,
Vancouvei' during the past week. Mrs. W. Webster, Mrs. Mugford; Vase
• * • Asters, Mrs. W. Craig, Miss Gay; Rose,
Mayor C. E. Scanlan of Kamloops Mrs. Curtis, Peggy Mills; Zinnias, Mr.
was a visitor in town last week 
>¥ *
Mr. and Mrs. P. Woods of Vernon pansies, Mrs. Mack, 
were visitors in Kelowna on Sunday.
Mrs. A. B. Woodd left last Thurs­
day evening for the coast.
Gervers, Mrs. McDonald; Zinnias pom­
pon, Mr. Gervers, Mrs. Dudgeon; bowl
Mrts. Webster, 
Vase of marigolds, Mrs. Ford, Mrs. 
Dudgeon, Mrs. Loosemore; Vase of 
French marigolds, Mr. Gervers, Mrs. 
Dudgeon; Vase of perennial phlox, 
Miss Irene Graham of Victoria was Miss Dalziel, Mrs. McDonald; Vase of 
a visitor in Kelowna over the week- stocks, Mrs. <W. Craig, Mrs. B. Hardie; 
end. Vase of annual phlox, Mrs. B. Hardie,
* * * Ml’S. W. Craig; Vase of cosmos, Miss
A. V. Ablett loft for the coast last Eutin, Mrs. W. Craig; Gladioli, three 
Thursday evening. varieties, silver cup, Peggy Mills; Vase
„  „  * * * ., . -jT decorative gladioli, five varieties, Mrs.
G. C. Hume was a visitor to Vancou- po^d, Mrs. Bond; Bowl carnations, 
ver last week.  ^  ^ Mrs. W. Craig, Mrs. Mills; Collections
R. N. Pilcher of Humbolt was a perennials, Mrs. Qmgley; Collec- 
business visitor in Kelowna this week, of^nnuals, Mrs. Craig, Mrs. B.
■K K * Hardie; Bowl, single nasturtiums, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Burt of Pen- Philpot, Mrs. W. Craig; Bowl double 
ticton were visitors in Kelowna on nasturtiums, Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. W. 
Tuesday en route to Vancouver. Craig;_ Petunias, six stems,, Mrs. A r-
Drindl Peasant Dresses Are 
Attractive for Summer 
W ear
’The peasant influence is Iiere, tlieie 
and everywheie. It is .seen in lionie 
furnishings as well as in fasliion.
However, it has made its biggest hit 
in style circles, and pictured here we 
have a two-color jieasant frock or 
dirndl.
’This attractive dress is made ot 
heavy silk crepe, the very full skirt 
and laced belt in moss green; the jiluin 
blouse in apricot color.
This little dress is pretty enough to 
wear anywhere, allhough the young 
lady looks very much as if she .were 
on her way to market in it.
Style Whimsies
Silver identillcation tags, with one’s 
name and address engraved on them 
are smart and useful too, in case of 
accident or a,j.nncsia. They come on 
slender silver chains and arc cute as 
can be. Large gold tags are decidedly 
swanky. 4* «
Don’t forget that jeweled buckles 
are just tops for evening shoes, and if 
you are contemplating a gift for the 
girl who is going away to school, 
think of them. She’ll love you forever 
if you give her a pair.
• • • •
Fur hats shown for fall and winter 
come in such shapes as the bonnet, 
bird’s nest, with bird in the nest, and 
rthe fez. Sable-dyed ermine, mink and 
silver fox are three furs used for 
these creations. * 4i *
Buttons are important parts of the 
trimming picture for autUmn. Two 
buttons as large as carnations decorate 
a navy blue wool dress.
4« * *
Fur coats are being shown in boxy, 
fitted and in-between silhouettes. ;
Dr. G. A. Ootmar, who was given 
thur Gray. Mrs. B. Hardie; Fern, Mrs. of absence for a year from his
DR. G. A. OOTMAR TO FUNERAL SERVICE 
RESUME DUTIES FOR EARL CHRISTIE
LARGELY ATTENDED
Miss Ruth Liyingstone of ^  nesday from the coast. 
Rupert IS a visitor in Kelowna at . * * •
present.
George Hammond returned orj Wed- Mills, Mrs. Curtis; Bouquet, tied, chil- duties as medical health officer of the Victim of Fatal Accident at High-
t .n dr'en under 16, Dorothy Gray, Stanley oity of Kelowna, wrote the council on land Hell M ine at Beaverdell
T\/r A r- -iu • a iciirtv in Van P°und; Gentleman’s buttonhole, Mrs. Monday informing, that body he was Mr. A. C. Guild IS a visitor in Van- n/r,-n„ -n/r— -..r +_________ ____ t i:.-_ j..
Mrs . A. L. Cross left, last Thursday ^ouver at present.
Mugford, Peggy Mills, Mrs. W. Craig; prepared to resume part of his duties. W as Popular Young Man 
Bouquet, children under 10, Graham ®ud would do so beginning Monday,
Mr and Mrs Victor Freeman en- White, Douglas Montgomery; Bouquet August 15. ’ ' ^
terSned a number at the Institute colors, Mrs. Mills. Mrs. The council expressed gratification kitchener Christie third son, of Mr.
A. V. Ablett left for Vancouver on ^g^pper ^ r  ^  Snnda^ ^^  ^ Peggy that Dr. Ootmar had recovered in and Mrs. Herb. Christie ^of peston,
Thur«iay evening.  ^ theirAbbott street h S  “ 'I ' Craig; Table eentre health tp ^ is  extent and ins^ucted S^ndav
low, Mrs. Loosemore, Peggy Mills; De- the city clerk to forward a letter to enuren, creston, tiunaay- aiternoon,
s- corative table, high, Mrs. Craig, Mrs. tiim, trusting that his health will im- August 7. The late Mr. Christie v/as 
itir;n_. t-,_____a.- a__  a,» o+iii - killed iTi 3 minp, accidcnt on Thiirs-
' evening for the Coast.♦ • •
J. Kelley, "of Vancouver, owner
„  .V +1___Tvvrrrrivarr M lS S  B c t t y  H a r g r a V B S  I C f t  OH T U C S -  veaaaav., a a a g i i ,  j.,a_L O. a i g ,  .tVXJ. O. ------- " -------------=  -----
v Of evening for Vancouver on a busi- Mills; Decorative table, low, Mrs. prove still more.Co., one of the.: largest logging con 
cerns in B.C., accompanied by his 
■wife, arrived in Kelowna on Friday
ness trip. Craig, Mrs. Bond.
AFFILIATES WITH
n a rf ine e u ­
day, August 4.
TheHurnoiit was one* of the largest 
at a , funeral in Creston in several
A t  A T & T n n  years; The edifice was appropriately
A V I A  r i l l N  t  f l l l W d I  decorated and Rev. W. Lewis spoke 
A r  'Lxvr IV 'U lL i  “Looking Unto Jesus;
•-------— the. Author and Finisher of our Faith.”
Kelowna city council on Monday Appropriate hymns were sung.
Interment was in the Creston ceme-
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sharron and There will be no service at the Uni- 
and spent Saturday fishing a t, Bekver fgjpjjy of .Vancouver arrived in Ke- ted Church on Sunday evening, Aug- 
lake. During Iheir stay here they jowna last week and plan to spend ust 21, as Rev. Pound will be taking 
-were the house guests of Mr. and Mrs. jPQP^ j^j>g holiday in town. They his holidays at this time.
lE, Worman. Mr. Laurence Mains, an- ^ave taken a home on StrathcOna f * *
other member of the Kelley Logging avenue. A ' picnic which has been
Co. firm, accompanied them on the ’ « .* •.!■ twice postponed owing to other ac- night agreed to affiliate with the new-. . ________ __________ ___ _______ _____
trip. 'They left by motor for. the coast Miss Elsie Haug entertained mem- tiviti&s will be held in the City Park ly-formed B.C. Aviation Council, and tery. The. pallbearers were Ted Stap- 
city on Sunday. bers of the bowling club at a corn on Thursday, August 25. forward a. fee of .$10 for the first year’s les, Osborn Bbll, Arthur Day, Frank
' , *,. * *rv , • , roast last Thursday evening at her xr xv.. ■ * , , affiliation. This w ill  entitle the Ke- Crawford, R." Hammond and Roy
Mr, and Mrs. W. E. Haskins have as gabin on the Mission road. who has been lowna council to be represented at the Bakke. In addition: to the many out.
'their house guest this week Mrs. W. * * ♦ visiting at the-home of Rev. and Mrs. conference which is being called at to pay their last respects, high esteem
.Louis of Penticton. , Miss Evelyne Ward is the guest of Pound_ returned to her home m Kam- Nelson on September 16 to discuss was shown to the family by the floral
ivrr o  w  anrt Mr W  F ^ere sister Mrs. P. Woods in Vernon loops last week. aviation matters in B.C. One of the wreaths from the mine'executive em-
Haskins,' two members of the RC. ^^is week. .  Rutland residents taking advantage
Fruit Board, left by motor on a busi- Mrs. Dick Stewart and family are of the Legion excursion were Mrs. F. It is eSiec^ed \hat Ihe Av^^^ riereased was the third snn nf
ness trip to Victoria on Monday. spendins a three week’s motor trip at Arth”  Cross and Miss eouncil conferLee wiU pa^s a M r ^ l n f  SSL. H e T  a r is H e  and w i  '■
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Barrett and coast cities. * ’ • * * tion asking the provincial government twenty-three years of age. He w as
family of Palo Alto, California, are. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Jenneris enter- Mrs. Arthur Gray and family .spent to provide municipalities with this born at Trout Lake and came,to Cres- 
yisiting at the homes of Mrs., Silcock tained a large number of friends at the latter part of last week camping at POwer. ! ton in,; 1915 with his parents. H e  -was
and Mrs. Swairison. A ll are former a corn roast last Tuesday evening at Okanagan Centre. _ _ _ o graduate of Creston-public and high
residents of Kelowna. their beach home on McDougall ave- , ,  . x, .x x. WIl\J17ll7l Tl schools, and for several years was em-
Dr. C. W. Dickson left on Monday nue. Mrs. Fuenfgeld and family f  y llN| r  I r j l  i l f  ployed in Creston .stores. Later he
on a motor trip to Vancouver Island. • * • of Armstrong spent the week-end visi- ______  was employed at, the Beaverdell riiine;
Mrs. Dickson who'has been in Graf- Guests registered at th» Willow Inn ting at the home of and Mrs. Paul ,, x x xii was an,outstanding baseball and
ton Ontario, accompanied him. this week include: Mr. and Mrs. K. Bach. Thei explorers went up to the hockey player and followed these
• • • W. Ingledew,- Peg and Pearl. Mooney, * * * . , x ^  sports while at the mine. He playe^
R. R. Earle of Vernon was a visitor Miss Louise Bampton, Miss Florence ^ Margery Pound returned to her Wednesday last. There were thirteen ^he Beaverdell baseball team. %  
in Kelowna during the past week. Penny, Mr’. R. J. Lanyon and Miss M. at the Kamloops Hospital on in the^group including Mr. and Mrs. He is survived by his parents, threb
” G. R. Tench. brothers Fred, 01 lie and “Buster,” all 
Mr. and Mrs.'Tench have as their sisters, Mrs R. B.
Lanyon, J.. A. "Taggart, J. F. Morris; . . .
Doug Burden is spending a holiday Vancouver; M. T. Berger, Penticton; ]vir Willard Urquhart accompanied 
at the Coast at present. , M. Barr, Vancouver; IV .^ and by Vincent Martin and Gene Swe- guVsVs Their^niecr-and nephew MarV ^'=^5‘y °^  y i ‘=toria
I^bbiy, Phillips, lander motored to Princeton over the garite and John Staples of Winnipeg. Creston.
Guests registered at the Royal Anne Alta., Miss E. M. Montgomery, Van- .^yeek-end. » » # . -------------------------------------------
hotel this week include: Miss Mary couver; James Evans and family, Vic- '' ' ' ■ Mr. and Mrs. T. W- Lidstone. and
Weeke, Vancouver; C. V. Meggett, toria; Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Fruborn, Arthur were visitors in Winfield this
Grand Forks; Miss Betty. Hargraves, Vancouver; George and Margaret INTERIOR DATES CLASH week having returned from a trip to
Kamloops; A. E. Scanlan. Kamloops; Keep, Kamloops; Miss J. E. Millet, Attention of the Union of B.C. Mim- Ontario, "They motored to their for- 
E. Poole, Vernon; Mr. and Marion, Mass.; Miss Dorolhty S. Jack- icipalities to the fact that tixe dates mer home on “Grandinew Beach” at
WESTBANK
Foster Ocean Falls; R Philip, Mont- ggn Vernon; Miss L. M., Deacon, Mel- for the annual convention at Nelson in Grindrod Monday, afternoon, 
real: Mr. and Mrs. ville, Ont.; A. A. Ransom, Kaniloops. September coincide with those; of the
J. Taylor-Wood, Montreal; A. N. T.
The funeral of the late Joseph Mof­
fat who passed away early on Sunday 
morning at the Kelowna hospital, took
Interior Provincial Exhibiton at Arm- , Pl^ce from the Community Club Hall
Butler, Ottawa, \Vm. Cummin^,, Ed- Mr. and Mrs. G. A. McKay, accom- g^^ong is being drawn bv the Kelowna at the home of Mr. and Mrs. P. on Tuesday afternoon with many
monton; Mrs. Stanley Cayme, Vancou- panied by Mrs. McKay’s mother. Mrs. ^  rinioce nn ■n/r<xr.,ioxT n-F lacrt. x.rooii- --------- x rr _^-
5- r ’oT'tQ,. council., expiessing ine nope inai, , . uuunexx. exoxcasniK iiit: iioue iiiau in ^ ’ B- Griess on Monday of last week, friends and nieghbors present. T h ever; Mr. and Mrs. Shirras, Kamlooj^, Holman and her sister Mrs. Carter of future "notice of the clash of date>j will  ^ burial was in Westbank Cemetery by
Miss E. M. Hilton, Royston, Miss R. Winnipeg left on Tuesday by motor . TO WIDEN PENDOZI STREET the side of his. wife who predeceased
Laidman, Tranquille; Miss E. Chappie, for Vancouver. Tliey plan to be away ______________ _^____  . ■ - ’ ■ ’ Question of widening Pendozi street- him several years ago. i
Rossland; Chas. Appleby. Winnipeg, about a vieek. was discussed shortly, at Monday’s . » * *
IVlr. and IHrs. E. N. C. M!unegar, Lon- . ■ . * ’• *  verdell, IHi. and IHrs. Sorenson, JH.. C. council session and progress in ar- Charley. Hoskins is busy putting, a
don; Mrs. S. Watson, Caulifield; Miss , George Kennedy returned last Wed- Primeau, Mr. H. Meinnes, C. Rogers, ranging for this step reported. The uew coat of paint on the Community 
M. Watson and Mrs. Alice Redpater. nesday from the^  coasL " A. McColl, Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. (.Quncil has deemed it advisable to ap- Club Hall. This will be a great im-
Caulefield; Miss M. I. Hardie, Beth- jyii-s, r . Corner left for the coast proach the Okanagart Telephone Co. provement.
bridge: G. F. Frost, Vancouver, Mr. Thnrsriair pxrpnincj Lovelette,; Monte Lake, N. Gergusob, and re-open previous requests for co-
and Mrs. D. M. Service and daughter, 
North Vancouver; W  
G. Calder, Regina.
Mrs. R. Corner left 
last Thursday evening.* 4i ♦ R. H. Miller, Vernon; Mr. and Mrs. R. operation from that body.
* * ♦
Mr. and Mrs. W. Davis have arrived
Mrs. J. M. Vint left for Vancouver 
last Thursday evening.
Bell, Calgary; Mr. and Mrs; Gordon Brown held a Hblliston, Penticton; A. Golis, M. Afa- " " I J i r ' :  ____  by car from Seattle to visit their sis-
family reunion on Sunday, August 1,' Lethbridge; C. A. Sortome, Kim- CHECK ON FREIGHT SHIPMENTS Gertrude Jones,
at their_ home _on _Cad_der avenue, berlyj 'R_^R..^Godfrey^^ Alderman G. W. Sutherland drew Mrs. Earl Hoskins of Wenatchee is
I^ADIES, .Q IR LS
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD  
OF BEAUTY CULTURE  
A PLEASANT PROFITABLE  
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS  
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York. Chicago, Hollywood 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
O A O  W. Hastings. Trin 
Vancouver B. C.
B.. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C.
Schools.
2237
where Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Stewart of the council’s attention on , Monday visiting her sister Mrs. Andy Duzsik.
Princeton and Mr. and Mrs. • W. H. Ewan, Usoyoos._^ * * night to the fact that the city .is losing * * *
Pickering of Chu Chua were present. p. b . McLeod Greyhound Line man- money on having small freight vhip- Mrs. Don Fallwell returned to her
T\/r. T T X, X.* *p tTtx. XU aeer wa<; a visitor to Kelowna on ments come from the coast when they home at Calgary on Monday afterMrs. J. Lanyon of North Vancouver dgei,^ as. a visitor to elo na on . -  . - ... . - - -
save on-minimum weight rates. City Bon Fallwell secretary of Westbank
ivirs^  J. l^anyon ot JNmrth Vancouver xu might easily be combined and thus spendingtwoweeksxvith herhusband-
wxas the guest of Miss Margaret Aitken ^ o n d a y  and iues^^ returning to ^ wxxicht ,-atxxc Don Fallwell secretary of Westbank
at the beginning of the week. Penticton on Tuesday evening. Engineer H. A. Blakeborough will be Orchards 
Mr.' and Mrs. R. P. MacLean return- instructed to keep a close tab on such
W ife Preservers
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Chapin have
as their guest. Mrs. Chapin’s neice, od on Tuesday afternoon from Vancou- expenditures.
Miss Helen Cripp of Vancouver. ver. where they attended the annual ------------ -------
• Canadian Weekly Newspapers conven-
Guests registered at the Mayfair tion.
Hotel during the past week include: * ,
W. J. Blinkhorn. Vancouver; C. E. Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Elmore announce 
Logan, Victoria; G. P. Wilson, Miss the engagement of their daughter,
S. Colman. Vancouver: H. P. Phillips, Aerial Marie, to John Meredith Jen- 
Cecil Phillips. P. C. Hiles. Vernon; C. of the B;C. Orchards.
Si,?L"/d1a “ Jnnfr Mmer , “ “ I oi Kamloops is in Ke-
S c o  GoorgorSalph Woolloy. Hugh S i  S t T n f h .MacKav Port Alberni' F W  L  Union Oil plant in the absence of Jack
S S u m m J r l a n S r L  S. S e i t ^ ;  Mr.- ^wo, weeks’ holi-
and Mrs.-S. J. Claman, Portland; V. ■ ’ * ♦ •
Pease and C. O. H. Pease. Trail; Mrs. Miss M. I. Hardie of Calgary arrived 
V. Wallace. Waneta. B.C.; P. B. Harri- in Kelowna on Sunday to make-her 
son, Kamloops; Mr. and Mrs. C.. L. home here. ,
DeMerchaht. M idway;, George Stew- ,
art, S. L. Arnott, Vancouver; A. L. B. M. L. Brown, of the provinciak de- mixe.d with enough maple syrup “to
maple
Mr. and Mrs. Lenon who spent five 
weeks at the home of Mrs. R. A. Prit­
chard while she was in Victoria, have
returned to Vancouver.
. ♦ * ♦
Miss Luella Cross who has been with 
Mrs. Pritchard for some time has left 
to become the ; bride of Mr. Archie 
Currie in the near future.
Mrs. A. Hoskins left lasf week for a 
visit to the coast.
Miss ,Corday MacKay is spending 
part of the vacation as the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hoskins.* • ♦ • ♦
J C m m  m B i  J H h I  . ■ W  B r  iJ C mH L i . ' J i b '
Trices EffecUvt? Friday, Saturday and Monday AuKUKt 19-20-2’;i
T E A -
M ILK
“A IR W A Y ”
B L E N D
“A L P IN E ”
B R A N D
LB. 42c 
T IN  9c
S O A P -  
CH IPSO - 
COFFEE- 
G R A P E S -  
E X T B A C T
“P. & G.” 
(limit 6)
Large package 
(limit 2)
BARS
FOR 25c
E AC H  19c
“Highway” Brand 
Freshly roasted & ground LB. 18c
SEED LESS  
While they last
Empress Pure Vanilla 
4-ounce bottle ................
LB. 10c
33c
TO M ATO E S Choice(2% s ) T IN SFOR
G R A PE F R U IT (150s) PERDOZ.
J A R  R ING S White or Red Per Dozen............... 5c
P O R K  &  BEANS _ Aylmer 16-oz. tins FOR 23c
S H IN O LA  W A X 1 P O U N D  T IN S 23c
See our windows for other outstanding values !
M E  A T  DEPA R T M E N  T
B O LO G N A By the piece (Fri. & Sat. only) LB. 18c
C O TTA G E  R O L L S - PERP O U N D 35c
SAUSAGE O U R  O W N  • M A K E LBS.FO R 33c
D IL L  P IC K LE S —  3 for ..Y xk ......... 9c
B L A D E  RIB  R O AST-^  per lb. .........  ....  ... . .. 14c
W e  R e s e r v e  T h e  R ig h t  T o  L im it Safeway Stores Ltd.
S TO C K  Y O U R
WBTH
C O R N
U
r
%
i -... *'
:;,c\V
N o w ’s  t h e  t im e  w h e n  c r is p ,  c o o l  K e l lo g g ’^ 
@  C o r n  F la k e s  t a s t e  m o s t  d e l ic io u s .  T h e y  
l o o k  t h e i r  a p p e t iz in g  b e s t  o n  t h e  b r e a k ­
f a s t  t a b le ,  d e c o r a t e d  w i t h  s lic e s  o f  ju i c y ,  f r e s h  f r u i t .  A n d  
i f  y o u r  a p p e t i t e  in c l in e s  t o  w a n d e r  a w a y  i n  th e s e  w a r m  
d a y s ,  t h e y  c o a x  i t  b a c k — a n d  s a t i s fy  i  t , t o o .  ’
K e l lo g g ’s  C o r n  F la k e s  a r e  s o  n o u r i s h in g  a n d  r e f r e s h in g  I 
T h e y ’r e  t o a s t e d  t o  a  r ic h  g o ld e n -b r o w n .  Q u i c k  a n d  e a s y  
t o  s e rv e  w i t h  m i l k  o r  c ifc am . T h e y ’r e  t h e  id e a l  f o o d  f o r  
s u m m e r t im e  b e c a u s e  t h e y ’r e  l i g h t  a n d  ea 'sy  t o  d ig e s tx  ^
B u y  t h r e e  p a c k a g e s  o f  K e l lo g g ’ s  C o m  F la k e s  d t  y o u r  
g r o c e r ’s  to d a y .  H e ’ l l  g iv e  y o u  F R E E  th e  b i g ,  h a n d y  U t i l i t y  
B a g  s h o w n  h e r e .  I t ’s  m a d e  o f  t o u g h ,  s t r o n g  p a p e r .  J u s t  
t h e  t h in g  f o r  s h o p p in g  a n d  h o u s e h o ld  u s e .  D o n ’t  w a i t l  
T h i s  o f fe r  is  g o o d  f o r  a  l im i t e d  t im e  o n ly :  K e l lo g g ’s  C o r n  
F la k e s  a r e  m a d e  b y  K e l lo g g  i n  L o n d o n ,  O n t :
■Ma
Charley Hoskins had a nice trip to W IL L ' N O T ’ INCREASE ' RETAINl^R- Weddell, city solicitor. Aldeiihah Pet-
Pririce George last wek with John Although’ the alderme'n cohsiaered 
_ , , Pasemko of Peachland who took up a , .  . .. , ,  , . this council decision, with Alderman
^elt^d butter and powdered sugar truck load of fruit. accounts equitable and has every McKay ’ ^qbhdingi , i Aldnrman Gibb
confidence, in his ability, thfe city coun- voted against' the motion, .stating that
Claxkx. Kamloops;, C. H. Passmore, L. partment of labor, Vancouver,, who . g ive ,it :the right consistency to spread Mr. QlenSm ith of Beaverdell is cil on Mohday went oh record . as be- if any'person''deserves d  rah^^ i^ 
Vabuch, Verrionr Mr. and Mrs, D. has been in KPiowpa ; fq r ; - the ; .-pastvis:. a favoritp. cake icing with- Joan visiting his grandparents Mr. and irig disinclined to raise the amount of -fees-because-of rm 
.Reill, Trail; Mr. and Mrs. Smitj^, Bea- week, is leaving today for the coast. Fontaine, screen actress. • ‘ Mrs. W. R> Smith. . . -v, ■ the retainer fee,-ds. sough);-by-E.‘ C. it is Mr. Weddell;
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OKANAGAN CENTRE
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Murstiall rn- 
turned from Uudr trip lo the Coast c)m 
S unday and wore accompanied limne 
by Ui(“lr son. Dr. Marstiall and Ids 
wife, of Vancouver.
4>
Tile llnal.s in the tournament for 
the Rainbow Cup played eacli season 
by mixed doubles in tlie Centre; 'I'en- 
nis club were played on Saturday af­
ternoon. Mr. and Mr.s. C. Fallow won 
by a .score of (>-(), 7-r> from Mr,s. Ciib- 
son and Mr. F. McDonnell.
WANT SIGNS I OR GAKMI ROAD
Direction sijjn.s arc needed on tlie 
Kelowna-Carmi road lo direct tralfic. 
estiecially on the Ea.sl Kelowna road 
leadiip; out of Kelowna, tin; board of 
trade executive; was informed on 
Tuesday morniu|i{. The proyiticial 
f'eivernment meeke no approiirialioii for 
.si/’n.s e»f this nature but does make a 
f'reuil to the autemiobile association of 
B.C. The board of trade has decided 
tei ■yvrite that body for assistance in ob- 
lainin/' the nece.ssary sii'iis.
Mark lloolcham was lined $25 iei 
polie;e court on Mondeiy on ei charge 
of beini' intoxicaleel. The; line was 
paid.
— More /\bout-----
VALLEY
SHIPPING
Donated Trophy
PHONE GORDON^S 178 & 179
C D C r 'T A I C F R ID A Y  AN D
d r l i d / I X i d  SATU R D AY
r o und  s t e a k  r o a s t s  o f  b e e f
BIRLOIN ROASTS OF BEEF 
FRESH SPRING SALM O N 
BEEF AN D  PO R K  SAUSAGE 
LO IN  ROASTS AN D  CHOPS OF V E A L
Corn Head Lettuce Toinutoes Celery Cucumbers Onions 
Potatoes Carrots Mushrooms
I C E Manufactured from the CUy water supply. Wo w ill bo pleased to talro care of your requirements.
1938 SPRING CHICKENS
Cooked Ham Roast Pork Jellied Ox Tongue Jollied Veal 
Bologna Hoad Cheese Weiners Pure Lard Dripping 
Cheese Butter Eggs Ham and Bacon
D. K. GORDOK UMrTED
PROVISIONERS PHONES: 118 and 179
m
W§'i 
a i l :
Nabob...
W E  T H IN K  T H A T  NABO B deserves special mention
every so often.
A  big Canadian com­
pany of British Colum­
bia people with British 
Columbia capital, pro­
ducing a superior article 
right in our own pro­
vince.
Specials Tbis Week
NABOB TEA—  NABOB COFFEE—
per pound ........ e f - l - v  per pound .... ...
NABOB JE L L Y  POWDER—  0  pkgs.
NABO B B AKIN G  P O W D E R -
12 oz. lb. s i b .
41c
tins .... 17c tins 57c tins ... $1.07
A ll Nabob products are guaranteed with a money back guarantee.
SAVE YOUR NABO B COUPONS FOB TH E  S ATU R D AY 
AFTERNOON PICTURE SHOWS.
The Grocer
PHONE 214
From Page 1, Column 7 
Limited, Dominion Fruit Limited and 
their officials. Lander Company Lim­
ited, Mcs.srs. Staples, Lander and 
olhoi’s, and liis challenge in respect 
thereto, together with suportliig de­
claration and Mr. Godfrey Isaac's 
summary.
"And tliat tliis meeting re.speclfully 
but .strongly urges the said Minister 
of Agriculture for the protection of 
the fruit industry tiiat action be taken 
as .suggested by Mr. Godfrey Isaacs 
forlliwitli and Unit Mr. Lewis Duncun, 
K.C., of Toronto, if he is available, be 
Instructed by wire lo act in the 
matter.”
“And that this meeting further dir­
ects Hint copies of this resolution, and 
the documents sent to the Minister of 
Agriculture, be sent to the persons and 
organizations hereunder named with 
a request that the.Minister of Agricul­
ture be wired and written to by tlie 
said persons and organizalion.s forth­
with in support of thTls resolution."
Persons lo whom copies to be 
sent:—■
Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, 
Prime Minister of Canada; Hon. Jam­
es Gardiner, Minister of Agriculture 
for Canada; Hon. Norman Rodgers, 
Minister of Labor for Canada; Hon, T. 
D. Pattullo, K,C., Premier of B.C.; 
Hon. K. C. MacDonald, Minister of 
Agriculture for B.C.;, Hon. Gordon 
Wismer, K.C., Attorney General of B.C. 
R. H. Carson, M .LA., Kamloops; Capt. 
C. R. Bull, ML.A., Kelowna; Charles 
Tupper, M.L.A., Penticton; E. C. Hen- 
niger, M.L.A., Grand Forks; Frank 
Putnam, M.L.A., Creston; W. E. Has­
kins, Kelowna. Chairman of B.C. Frizit 
Board; O. W. Hembling, Oyama, Mem­
ber of B.C. Fruit Board; G. A. Barrat, 
Kelowna, Member of B.C. Fruit 
Board; A. K. Loyd, Kelowna, Presid­
ent of B.C.F.G.A.; C. A. Hayden. Ver­
non, Secretary of B.C.F.G.A.; W. S. 
Harris, The Vernon News; R. P. Mac- 
Lean, Kelowna Courier; R. J. Mo- 
Dougall, Pen,Rcton Herald; T. Wilkin­
son, Kelowna, Chairman of Vegetable 
Board; E. Poole, Armstrong, manager 
of Vegetable Board’s agency; R. B. 
H9mersham, Kamloops, member of 
Vegetable Board; B.C. Tomato Grow­
ers’ Association, Kelowna; Dr. Lyle 
Telford, M.L.A., Vancouver; R. L. 
Maitland, K.C., M.L.A., Royal Trust 
Building, Vancouver; Herbert' Ans- 
comb, M.L.A., Victoria; Hon. R. J. 
Manion, Fort William; J. S. Woods- 
worth, M.P., House of Commons, Ot­
tawa; Hon. John Bracken, Premier of 
Manitoba, Winnipeg; Hon. William  
Aberhart, Premier of Alberta, Edmon­
ton; Hon, W- J- Patterson, Premier of 
Saskatchewan, Regina; Hon. T. C. 
Davis, K.C., Attorney General of 
Saskatchewan; Lewis Duncan, K.C., 73 
Adelaide St., W., Toronto; Hon. W. J. 
Major, K.C., Attorney General of 
Manitoba. A ll locals of B.C. Fruit 
Growers Association.
SNOW  A T  L IT T L E  W HITE
On Friday evening, when a h ^ v y  
shower of rain fell in Kelowna, it was 
reported that 2i/$ inches of snow fell 
at “Little White” mountain, which has 
an altitude of 7,200 feet.
N e W  STREET SIGNS HEBE
Signs for marking principal streets 
in the city have arr' d and w ill be 
placed in position as soon as possible. 
It has been decided that they should 
be on the outer edge of the sidewalk in 
line with the building edges, rather 
than on the extreme corner of the side­
walks. In the future, provincial stop 
signs may i>e placed on the lower part 
of the standards, thus eliminating the 
need of any further posts.
ITT'
J'
T5- •
PhIi''
GEORGE JAMES
publislier of the Bowmanvillc, On­
tario, Canadian Statesman, who pre­
sented the M. A. James Memorial 
Trophy to thic Canadian Weekly News­
paper Association in memory of his 
father. The trophy is awarded each 
year to the weekly newspappr in Can­
ada with a circulation of under two 
thousand, having the best front page. 
It was awarded to The Kelowna Cour­
ier at the Association’s annual con­
vention in Vancouver last week.
SOME BOARD OF 
TRADE MEMBERS 
SEE FERRY PLANS
Four Lancs of Vehicles, Tw o on 
Each Side, Included in Plans 
for New Ferry Here ^
Although llie juoviticial government 
hud witliheld permission to Uie Ke­
lowna board of trade to view plans for 
tlie new ferry lo be built this full to 
operate from Kelowna to Westbank 
Ferry, a Bet of plans was viewed by 
several inembers early this week.
From information given out by lliosc 
members who saw the plans, spucill- 
cutions call for a bout lo hold thirty 
average sized automobiles. Besides 
tliat, tliere arc life preservers avail­
able for 150 passengers and crow.
'riie ferry is to be forty-three feet 
wide, witli two line of Irallic on each 
side. Only one objectionable fcalbrc 
was noticed by the board of trade 
members who viewed the plans, that 
being that only 13 feet 8 inches is al­
lowed for the two lanes on cither side. 
Tlie average car width Is six feet, 
wliich only leaves twenty inches lee­
way.
Other tlian this objection the board 
of trade members expressed their 
satisfaction with the plans. Tenders 
for a steel hull ferry arc being opened 
by the minister of public works, Hon. 
F. M. MaePhprson, on Saturday morn­
ing, August 20. First tenders wore for 
a wooden hull, but since they were 
opened new tenders have been called 
for a steel hull construction.
WASHINGTON WILL 
GO INTO COURTS 
ON RESIDUE CASES
Growers Tire of Waiting for 
Committees to Act and Prepare 
to Find Out for Themselves
KELOWNA GROUPS 
CONGRATULATE 
THE COURIER
Senior and Junior Trade Boards 
and Roitary Club Gratified with 
Convention Results
NIG H T W ATCH M AN A PPO IN TE D
Stanley Ernest will resume his du­
ties as night watchman in the indus­
trial area of Kelowna during the busy 
season, and will also turn on the store 
lights throughout the business area. 
He will also do janitor duties at the 
provincial police office. Besides his 
salary for keeping^ watch of the in­
dustrial area, he will be paid $10 per 
month by the city for his other duties.
’rest eases on .spray residue in Wasli- 
ingtun will be taken into court as 
soon as possible, tlie master.s and past 
masters council and representatives of 
other north central Washington Gran­
ges have decided.
'file decision was unanimous that u 
committee bo named lo work wllli 
otlier granges and organizations in 
neighboring counties to secure finan­
ces to cover the expenses of the tost 
eases.
Grangers, said G. M. Djck, secretary 
of the council, will tight in a compre­
hensive manner lo raise the tolerance 
by court action.
Representatives for Granges of three 
Washington counties, Douglas, Okan­
ogan and Chelan, were present for the 
meeting. Mr. Hendrick of Omak re­
ported the action taken by a group of 
growers and Grangers in his district 
and' said they were favorable to te.st 
cases being taken to codrt. ^
Dick said, “The growers are getting 
tired of waiting for appointed com­
mittees to work out a solution to the 
residue problems.
“Too much time has been spent 
dilly-dallying around. There is too 
much emphasis on the fact that some 
one or some department might get 
angry and enforce retaliatory mear 
sures.
“The farmers’ condition is at as low 
a point now as it possible. They have 
nothing to lose and are determined to 
start action at once.”
WEEKLY EDITORS 
WILL VISIT THE 
OKANAGAN
Prominent Weekly Editors Anx­
ious to Sec Famous Valley—  
Association President Hero
M ATINEES
Monday, Wednes.1 
Friday, Saturday| 
at 2.30 
25o and lOo E M p n i E M
EVENINGS
Tw o Shows, 7-9 
Adults. 4Qc 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
TONIGHT
Thursday, August ISth
ROMANCE RACES 
WITH MYSTERY ,
As Arsene Lupip and an American 
G-Man match wits . . . to win a 
girl . . . and solve a double murder.
MELVYN DOUGLAS 
VIRGINIA BRUCE 
WARREN WILLIAM
— in —
" A R S E N E  
L U P I N  
R E T U R N S * *
- — —^  Added — — —
i  JACKIE COOPER
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
August 19th and 20th
MONDAY - TUESDAY
August 22nd and 23rd
—  m
“BOY STREETS”
— with —
1
MAUREEN O^CONNOR
Complete Show, starts at 8,301
DANIELLE DOUGLAS
DARIIIEUX • FAIIIBANKS,JR.
h • In (himul nehn
"THE RA6E OF PARIS”
wkh
M t S C H A  A U E R  
L O U I S  H A Y W A R D  
H E L E N  B R O D E R I C K  
— E X TR A  SHORT SUBJECTS—
“MICKEY*S TRAILER’*
A  Disney Cartoon
GOING PLACES*’
“SONG BIRDS of the 
NORTH WOODS’*
PARAMOUNT NEWS
Added 
M A R Y  C A R L IS L E
. ■ ' —  in —
“TIP OFF GIRLS”
M E T R O  N E W S  
Last Show at 8.30 p.m.
I M a t i i l e e
a4 2.30pjnv— CHAPTER 10
“FLASH GORDON’S TRIP” 
TO MARS”
with Larnr “Bnster” Crabbe as FLASH GORDON.
BRING YOUR  
NABOB 
C O U PO N S
Congratulations to the Kelowna 
Courier have been received, on all 
sides since the announcement arrived 
here last Friday afternoon that The 
Courier had been awarded second 
place in the competition for the best 
all-round paper in Canada and had 
obtained first prize for front page 
make-up, in its class.
On Monday evening the junior 
board of trade executive extended its 
congratulations, Tuesday morning, W. 
A. C. Bennett, board of trade presi­
dent, expressed the gratification of 
that body and ordered that the ap­
preciation of the board be extended to 
Editor R. P. MacLean and staff in ob­
taining the awards and having such 
favorable publicity come to Kelowna.
Robert Cheyne, president of the Ro­
tary club, expressed the sentiments 
of that body in a few well chosen 
words, and offered cbngratulations to 
The Courier and to the editor, R. P. 
MacLean, who is also a Rotarian.
C3n Wednesday the following letter 
was received from the junior board 
of trade:
“We are writing to congratulate 
your paper on the awards won at the 
recent press convention in Vancouver.
“It is most gratifying to know that 
The Courier is recognized as one of 
the most progressive weekly papers in 
the domimon.
“We appreciate the favorable pub­
licity won for Kelowna through these 
awards to both yourself and the pa­
per.”
CLUB REGATTA IS 
SET FOR AUGUST 28
Many Novelty Events to Feature 
Annual Local WAter Sports
Added interest being taken in the 
annual Aquatic Club regatta for local 
members promises to make this event 
the largest and most versatile in many 
years. The Ladies’ Auxiliary is taking 
an active interest this year and is en­
tering members in a number of events, 
such* as the sea horse race, 25 and 50 
yards back stroke, mixed relay of 200 
yards (if any of them can swim that 
far).
'ITiis event is being staged on Aug­
ust 28 at the Aquatic Club, and the 
directors are being pushed into the 
water in several events. The annual 
relay race for directors promises to 
be something to wonder at. Max de- 
Pfyfferis famous breast stroke should 
bring frantic excitement; Bert John­
ston’s style is unknown, as he has 
been practising in secret; Dick Par­
kinson and Charlie Friend promise to 
make a terrific splash; Maurice Lane’s 
smooth style which takes him at the 
terrifying speed of twenty-five yards 
in that many minutes; Treadgold, the 
speed artist; and Leathley and De- 
Mara,, the dark horses.
Competitions for boys and girls, 12 
and under, have been arranged and 
the one'showing the most promise will 
receive a year’s membership in the 
Ogopogo swim club, besides a hand­
some cup.
The swim club’s three clever clowns 
will again don uniforms, these being 
Basil Jennens, ’ Lyle Sanger and Ian 
McEwen. There will also be a special 
race for tiny tots, 10 and under.
A  mixed war canoe race, greasy 
pole competition, hurry scurry canoe 
race, tandem race of 25 yards, diving 
and life saving exhibitions and other 
relays will round out a full program. 
This regatta is sponsored by the Ogo­
pogo swim club and is open to all 
Aquatic members.
The tentative program follows: 
Ladies’. Auxiliary relay, directors’ 
relay, mixed war canoe, greasy pole, 
sea horse for Ladies’ Auxiliary, clown 
diving, hurry scurry canoe race, 25 
yards tandem race. Ladies’ Auxiliary 
handij;ii) race, life saving exhibition, 
mixed, men’s, ladies’, pursuit and 
men versus .ladies relays,* exhibition 
diving. 12 and under race for child­
ren, 50 yards free style ladies, 50
yards free style men,. 400 yards or 
200 yards free style men and ladies, 
25 yards breast stroke, men and lad­
ies, 10 and under race, boys and girls, 
25 yards.
W AN TS  CLEM ENT AVENU E 
IM PROVED
Glenmore municipality drew the at­
tention of the Kelowna council on 
Monday evening to the condition of 
Clement avenue, over which a large 
quantity of tlie Glenmore produce is 
hauled to the Kelowna packing houses. 
Glenmore wished the council to take 
steps to improve the condition, and 
the matter has been turned over to 
the department of public works.
'I’lie Okanagan Valley during the 
next few days will play host to a num- 
her of the leading weekly newspaper 
editors in Canada when singly and in 
pairs, a half dozen or more will make 
their way eastwards from Vancouver 
via the Okanagan.
Last week over three hundred edi­
tors of weekly newspapers from New­
foundland to Vancouver Island gather­
ed in the coast city for their annual 
deliberations, A  number signified to 
valley editors that it was their Inten­
tion to return via this valley.
Fi'ank Burns of the Kentville, Nova 
Scotia, Advertiser, newly elected pre- 
sidcrit of the Canadian Weekly News­
paper Association will reach Vernon 
today (Thursday) and >vork his way 
southward. Mr. Burns comes from the 
heart of the Nova Scotia apple growing 
district and is intensely interested in 
the Okanagan apples.
Mr. Harman Rice of the Huntsville, 
Ontario, Forester, and immediate past 
president of the (Dntario-Quebec week­
lies will reach Penticton today and 
start a trip northward through the 
Valley.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence V. Charters 
of Brampton, Ontario, Conservateur, 
will spend the week-end of the 27th in 
the Valley. Mr. Charters is the man- . 
aging director of the Canadian Weekl.v 
Newspaper Association.
Among other news people who are 
expected to tour the Valley arc George 
James of the Bowmanvillc, Ontario, 
Canadian Statesman. Mr. James is the 
immediate past president of the C.W. 
N.A. Mr. John Marsh of the Amherst- 
burg, Ontario, Echo is also expected 
to pass through the Valley on his re­
turn journey to the east. Mr. Marsfi 
is a director of the C.W.NiA.
Standing a jar., of peanut butter on- 
its head in the refrigerqtoif will keep 
the oil from accumulating, on top, says;, 
a housewife.
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Has been enthusiastically welcomed and generally acclaim­
ed wherever shown.
W e  believe this to be because of the many selling features 
with which these sets are made up.
H E R E  A R E  A  F E W ------
Terrace Club Sportswear
an unusually varied and complete shpwing of the 
smartest in sportswear.
Belwarp Fabrics
TYPICAL VALUE
As a group this is a typ­
ical example of the money 
you save— —•
$27-50
in all sizes.
A L T E R A T IO N S  A R E  
W IT H O U T  C H A R G E
exclusive to Fashion Craft in Cauada- 
ity in staples and fancies.
-superior qual-
Royal Scot Coats
English in type. Fabrics by Kynoch’s of Keith, 
Scotland. Cut by Fashion Craft. Less that one year 
old already one of our greatest features.
Triple Twist VC^ orsteds
the ultimate in a light weight cloth:—tailors just like 
a regular weight. Special by'Shiffer-Hillman.
The above are just merely a few highlights— the 
entire line is just full of scaling features..
Geo. A. Meikle, Ltd.
P H O N E  215 Q U A L IT Y  M E R C H A N D ISE K E L Q V V N A
